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ABSTRACT 

The present study is devoted to the role of imam 
Mutammad al-BNqir in early Islam. The first 
introductory chapter gives a brief social and cultural 
background of the period in which al-gaqir lived and 
surveys the ShIcite sources. The second chapter is a 
historical background dealing with the idea of Imamate 
until al-B'Eqir's time. The third chapter looks at some 
aspects of al-Saqir's life such as his laqab, his 
wacTya, his rivals and the controversies regarding-, his 
death-dates. 

Chapter four investigates al-BFqir' a views on the 
Imamate from Our'Tnic point of view as well as ý from the 
traditional angle. It also deals with some of the 
concepts which al-Bgqir put forward such as nago, cilm, 

.,. 
jjma and others. The fifth chapter discusses some 

of the theological views current at the time of al- 
Blqir, topics such as Tman, taqTya, 

_qadg wa al-qadar 
and the unity of God. ý 

The second last chapter studies al-B! Fqir's image as 
a. traditionist both, among the non-ShToite circle as 
well as the Shrcite circle. -The chapter also includes 
some of al-B'Sqir's more popular associates. The final' 
chapter discusses al-B'Eqir's contribution to. Ltah which 
involves the foundation of the Madhhab Ahl al-Bay as 
well as advice to his followers and others on some 
legal problems amidst -the varying interpretation of 
different scholars. 
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TRANSLITERATION 

The system of transliteration in this work follows in 

-general the method of the Library of Congress as outlined in the 

cataloguing service Bulletin, 49 (december, 1958) except for the 

two diphthongs and _"9' where instead of the usual iyy -and uww, 

I have preferred to use ry and '; w. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been generally assumed that al-Baqir led 

an inconspicuous life from the point of view of 

history. 1 Scholars have not ' only doubted hi*s 

achievements and thereby his success, but, they are 

even suspicious whether he 'claimed the Imamate for 

himself. 2 This study seeks'to examine the above claims 

and looks at al-Baqir's contribution not only from 

the ShIcite angle but also from the general Islamic 

point of view. 

In order to appreciate al-Baqir's role and 

influence more clearly, an historical background about 

the idea of the Imamate until his time has been given. 

This is followed by some aspects of his life and career 

which includes a discussion about his popular laqab 

al-Baqir and a section on his waqiy after which 

his position in relation to his rivals is examined 

together with the controversy regarding his dates 

of death. 

1. Donaldson, Shicite Reliqio , p. 119. 

2. Watt, W. M. " ShIcism under the, Umayyads" JRAS 
(1960) pp. 168ff. 
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The next chapter looks at al-Baqir's views on the 

imamate with Qur'in and Hadith as the bases. In 

defining his theory of the Imamate he puts forward 

certain pre-requisites so that some . sort of order 

could be brought into -the otherwise confused 

concept of Imamate that had 'then emerged amongst the 

various rival groups. The following chapter' looks at 

al-Blqir's contribution to some current theological 

issues of the period such as ! man, taqlya, qac)g wa 

al-qadar and the unity of God. 

The second last chapter studies al-Blqir's image 

as a traditionist (mubadditb), both among non- 

ShIcite and Shircite circles. This chapter also 

includes ,a section on his Sh3[cite' associates. The 

final chapter looks at al-Biqir's role as a faqi 

who gave advice and guidance to his followers as well 

as others amidst the varying interpretations of the 

different groups at-the time. 

The above discussions form the main element 

of this study. However, it will be appropriate to 

give a general survey of the social and cultural 

background of the Islamic empire during al-B5qir's 

period. This will help to provide -a better 

picture of his contribution to that period and 

also give some idea of the environment and 

circumstances of the period in which he lived. 
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Social and Cultural Background tO al-gaqir's period, 

Al-B7aqir happened to live at a very crucial-time in 

Islamic History. Not only did al-Baqir witness the 

vast extension of the Islamic empire, he also saw 

the Arabicization of the state administration, the 

introduction of purely-Arab coinage as well 'as, ýtthe 
development of a postal- system. -It was also during 

this period that many architectural monuments such 

as the Dome of Rock in Jerusalem and the_Umayyad, Mosque 

in Damascus were built and adorned. 

It seems, also, that the study of the -Qur'Zn 

was a principal concernýof Muslims. A little earlier 

in order to preserve,, the Qur'. inic text from 

corruption, steps were - taken. to , establish ,, a more 

adequate script as well as rules of Arabic grammar. 

The first attempts- for these were made in KUfa 

and Basra as it was -there that the need was first 

felt. Medina, however, continued to be regarded as the 

centre of religious learning where the foundations of 

studies connected with the Qur'cin were laid. 

The interpretation of the Qur'an also necessitated 

a careful study of its grammatical structure and 
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vocabulary. This gave rise to the twin sciences of 

philology and lexicography. 1 The manner' in which 

Our'anic passages were applied was based on 

recollections of actions or sayings of the Prophet 

that had some bearing on the subject of the text. 

Rules for conducting the -daily life andý affairs -were 

also sought in the practice of, the Prophet (sunna); 

thus there came into being the science of Tradition 

(badith). The study of the Qur'an and hadith formed 

the bases upon, which the study' of kalim (theology) 

and figh (jurisprudence) were built. 2ý. 

Al-Býqir, thus, happened to live at a time -when 

the various scholars were pursuing these studies and 

even travelling far and wide in search of traditions. 

These traditions necessarily included much historical 

material, mainly with regard to the Prophet's military 

'r expeditions (maghlzi) as well as other aspects of 

his life (sira). Alongside this, there also began to 

appear accounts of early Islamic 'historical material. 

By the time al-Baqir succeededý- his father in 

c-94 A. R., the, various schools of law had begun 

1. Gibb Arabic Literature p. 39. See for more details 
Hitti, P. K. History of the Arabs, 10th edition 
(Hong Kong 1985) Reprint. 1 

2. Hitti, op. ci . p. 242: Also see Gibb, op, ci 
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arguing over diffferent juridical issues; the 

traditionists opposed the jurists regarding the 

position of the sunna of the Prophet and the exegetes 

gave varying interpretations of Qur'anic ayats, all 

apparently based on Prophetic traditions. Furthermore, 

serious theological discussions also took place among 

the scholars on topics revolving around the Imamate, 

topics such as 1m; n and Islam, qacjg* wa qadar and 

other such related subjects which had obvious political 

undertones. Therefore, it is also during this period 

that we may trace the rudiments of many of those 

religio- philosophical movements and rel ig io- political 

sects within Islam such as the Qadarlya, the Murji'a 

and, the Kh9rij1ya who formed the earliest 

religio-political sect. The Sh ,i rc a, one of the two 

camps into_. which Islam split on the issue of the 

Imamate also took definite form during al-Baqir's 

period. 

Ironically, it was also during this period that 

the twin cities of Mecca and Medina, especially Mecca, 

were transformed into centres of luxury and wordly 

pleasure where wealth and singing girls from the 

conquered lands poured in. This led many people to 

indulge in past-times like chess, backgammon, dice 

and other luxurious habits such as drinking and 

gambling. With such an atmosphere. it was not long 

before poetry began to reassert itself, especiall y that 
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of the sensua I type such as that of Cum ar b. Ab! Rabica 

in Mecca and Jamil in Medina. 

Undoubtedly, the pious people were disturbed at 

the state of affairs in which society -had sunk in. 

They detested especially the rulers who by leading 

a luxurious 
'life 

themselves not only set an example 

to others but also gave the license which religion 

forbade. Another area of widespread dissatisfaction 

was the way in which society was roughly divided. 

The ruling class was formed by the caliph's family 

and the aristocracy of Arab conquerors. Then came 

the neo-muslims who were clients (mawa-li) to some 

of the Arab tribes. This was a status which they 

bitterly resented and their espousal of the Shicite 

cause in Iraq and the Kharijites in Persia was one 

way in which they expressed their dissatisfaction. 

Thirdly, there were the non-Muslims i. e. Christians, 

Jews and others known as dhimmis for the tribute they 

paid in return for protection (dhimma) and then lastly, 

at the social ladder, stood the slaves. 

Thus during the period in which al-Bgqir lived, 

groups of Muslims denounced the Umayyads and at the 

same time placed before the people some hope for 

liberation which they said could -only be achieved 

through a divinely-inspired leader. Most people 

believed that this leader al-mahdi, the rightly guided, 
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could only come from the Prophet's family, the Ahl 

al-Bay . This led many members of the Prophet's family 

to exploit the situation and a variety of competing 

organizations appear each claiming some connection 

with the Prophet's family. 

Survey of Shicite sources: 

In this study, as well as the standard Islamic 

sources, particular attention will be paid to Shicite 

sources which have not received as much attention 

from scholars. An attempt has been made to include 

Shicite sources of all persuasions, - Zaydi, Ithna 

c Asharl and Ismicirlir, particularly the last two. 

Among Zaydil' sources, one particular manuscript has 

been extensively used in this study especially in the 

chapter on 'Al-BEqir's contribution to fiqh. t This is 

r the Amill Abmad b cIsi of Muhammad b. Manýnr al-MurRdil 

which contains many traditions of al-Baqir reported by 

Ab5 al-JarUd on different juridical issues such as the 

adhi prayer, qunZ divorce, zaki , the rites of 

pilgrimage (manisik al-bajj). and other miscelleanous 

aspects of figh. Besides the Maim7uc al-fiq attributed 

to Zayd b. CA117, other ZaydI sources have been used but 

mainly from quotations provided in W. Madelung' s Der 

Imam al-Qisim. ibn Ibrgh3. m und die Glaubenslebre der 

Zaiditen (Berlin, 1965) and C. Van Arendonk's Les 

DZbuts de L'Imamat Zaidite au Yemen (Leyden, 1960). 

I. Ambros. H. 135 Gall. 
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-C T 
As far as Ithna As arl sources are concerned ýthe 

earliest extant works are -collections of hadith known 

as ur? ul (sing. Siji) . These are supposed to consist of 

utterances of an Imam which are committed to writing 

for the first time, sometimes directly from the Imam 

and sometimes on the authority of a hadith scholar. 

The - number of uq5l -is usually estimated at 400, of 

which only thirteen are known to have survived in 

manuscripts. Their contents include traditions of a 

historical, doctrinal, legal, , anecdotal, and . polemical 

nature. ' 
III11, 

At a later stage, these various uqEl,, most-of 

which are attributed to the disciples of Imam, Jacfar 

al-Sidiq2, were incorporated into larger, works. known 
0- 

as jawimic, which, in turn served as- sources for 

subsequent Shicite works. Among Shicite Ithnii cAshari 

1. 'al-Us5l al-arbaca mi'ah (Tehran, 1371) Danishgah 
No. 962 Zayd al-ZarrFd- K. al-Ar2l(f. lb-9a); cAbbRd 

I K. al-Ar,? l (f. 9b-12a) - "; Asi b. Humayd al-cUsfurl 
al-Hannit K. al-Asl (f. 12b-25ý); iamd al-Narsi 
Ke- * al-Ael -1 f. 25 

' 
b-35a); Jacfar b. Muhammad b. 

Shurayh al-Hadrami K. al-A§l (f. 35b-48b); 'Mulýammad 
b. al-Muthanný al-Hadram! K. al-Aipl (f. 49a-57a); 
cAbd al-Malik b. U&iim K. al-A$l (f. 58b-59b); 
Muthanna b. al-Walid al-Vann&t K al A1 (f59b-61b); 
Khall9d al-Sindir K. al-Aql (f. 6 Al-Husayn 
b. cUthm7an b. Sharik Ke al-Asl (f. 62b-65a); * cAbd 
Allah b Yahya al- k=hill K. al-Aql (f. 65a-66b); 
Sal'am b: Abli cAmra al-K5f! K. al-Aql (f. 66b-68a); 
cAll b. Asbit K. al-Nawadir T-f. 68a-74b). 

2. See E. Kohlberg in Cambridge History of Arabic Lit. 
p. 301. 
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compilations, a unique position is occupied by those 

concerned with the virtues and prerogatives of the 

Imam. The earliest of these to have survived is the 

Bav; 'ir al-darajýt'-of Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Saff9r 

al-Qummi (d. 290/963). It is believed that in the 

above work, al-Saffar included many of the sayings 

from a document (sah1fa) which the Prophet'had"dictated 

to cAli. 

Many of the traditions found in the Bas; 'ir were 

incorporated by Ablý Jacfar MUD ammad, - b. Yacq; b 

al-Kulayni (d. 329/941)1 'in his major work al-kaf! 

fi, cIlm al-D-in which is' divided into three parts 

al-uqUl, al-fur; c' and al-raw4a. it is the ugul 

and furju'c which are relevant to this study. Al-U@Gl 

min al-Kaf! encompasses in its two volumes'the doctrine 

of the Imamate in the form of numerous traditions 

dealing with the necessity of an Imam and belief in 

him as prerequiBite to faith, the Imam's knowledge 

and other theological aspects of 'the Imamate. it 

also contains sections on merits of knowledge, the 

concept of tawhid, belief- and heresy, Qur'; n and 

prayers as well as a section on social relations. 

The fur-uc contains the 
-_basic 

doctrine of, law where 

Al-qaffýr was an important riwi of al-Kulayni. See 
for more-details Ivanow, W. The Alleged Founder 
who has a chapter on al-Kafir and its author pp. Ilff 
including his rawis. 
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emphasis is laid on the religious aspects, of law, the 

Cibidit. 

A work that is- rarely, used by scholars is the 

Ithbat , al-Waipiya attributed to al-Mascudi, (d. 346 

A. H. ). He describes the transfer. of the ruling 

authorities and the religious testament of the ancient 

patriarchs from generation to generation since the 

creation of Adam. Another work that also has 

traditions on the nature of the Imamate as well as on 

other theological issues is the Risila al-Ictiqid; t 

al-Imamiya of Ab; Jacfar Muýammad b. cAlil Ibn Babawayhi 

(d. 381/991) which is translated by Aqaf 'A. A. Fyzee 

under-the title: A Sh-icite Creed. ' 
- 

In addition to traditions 
- regarding the Imamate, 

there are numerous others , 
dealing with the virtues 

of CAli, the first Imam and his right to rule. These 

are grouped together under titles such as Kha ; 'iq, 

Maniqi or Fad; 'il cAlir. Among many such works may 

be mentioned the Khaq; 'iq Amir al-Mu'minin of Muhammad 

(d. 406/1015). 2 b. al-Uusayn al-Sharif al-Riql' The 

1. Published for the Islamic Research Association- by 
Humphrey Milford, oxford University Press (Calcutta 
1942). 

2. The Sunn17 author al-Nasg'I (d. 3'03/916) also has a 
similar work 

' 
by the same title. He was one of the 

many non-ShIcite writers to collect traditions on 
cAll's virtues. 
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biography of cAli and other *Imams has been -'dealt', with 

by the renowned scholar and . theologian, -Muhammad be 

Muhammad be al-Nucm7a-n al-Shaykh al-Mufid (d. 413/1022) 

in" his K. '- al-Irshad. 1 Al-Mufid is also-- the author 

Of the K. al-jamal which contains traditions relating 

to the battle of Camel (36/656),. Another work referred 

and used in this study are the sermons I attributed' to 

cAli in the Nahj al-Baligh ' as collected by al-Sharif 
-2 

al-R; di. 

An invaluable source of traditions is provided 

by early Shicite Qur'gn commentaries. one such work 

is the Tafjr al-Qummi of AbG al-Hasan CAII'b. Ibrgh-lm 

al-6urrtmll (d. c. 307/919). This Taf *1 contains much 

historical material 'related to the Sira but hardly 

pays any attention to* linguistic problems and ignores 

many difficult QurZnic passages, perhaps - due to - its 

polemical nature. Al-Qummi ,s first transmitter, 

Abu al-Fadl' al-cAbbas b. Muhammad b. al-Q-asim, 

incorporated into 'the work traditions from the TafsIr 

Ab; al-Jir5d3 otherwise referred 'to as the K. 'al-Biqir 

This work has -been - translated by I-.,, K. A. Howard. 

2. There are numerous Pakistani translations of this 
work. One among them is by M. A. Salmin (Lahore, n. d) 

3. See E. Kohlberg in Cambridge History of Arabic Lit. 

, p. 306. 
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17 by ibn al-Nadim. 1 This is the Qur'an commentary which 

Ab5 al-JgrGd Ziy9d b. al-Mundhir transmitted from 

imam al-taqir. The - other later -f amous Our"in 

commentaries are al-Tibyin' fi taf sir al-ourcin of AbB 

Jacfar al-Tiisl (d. 460 AH) and the Majmuc al-bayan fi 

tafsIr al-our'in of al-Fadl b. al-Hasan al-Tabrisi 

(d. 548/1153). These commentaries also contain many 

traditions although their main concern is with legal, 

linguistic and doctrinal problems. 

Besides the UqUl al-arbacu - mi'ah and the Fur7ac 

min al-Kif! mentioned earlier on, Shlicite traditions of 

a legal nature are also found inthe Man la yabjurEhu 

I's al-faqlh of Ibn tabawayhi and AbB Jacfar al-TGsl 

TahdIdb al-abk and al-Istibqcir* In fact legal 

traditions are also found in al-Vimyar-l's Ourb al-isnid 

which is earlier than al-Kulayni's al-Kid. Another 

earlier work which has a section on jurisprudence 
-is 

the K. al-Mallisin of- Alýmad b. Mullammad b. Kh1lid 

al-Barq'ir (d. 274 A. H. ). Al-Barq-3. is also the author of 

the Kit7ab al-Rijal in which he has listed the followers 

of the various Imams. Later writers have commented 

upon these traditions, of which one of. the 

most popular --is the Waqa*il- al-Shica ili ab9dith 

al-Sharica by Muhammad by al-Hasan b. al-Hurr al-cTVnil-i 

1. Fibrist, trans. by Dodge, I, p. 75. 
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(d. 1104/1693). 

The other sources for Shlicite traditions are works 

known as the Amall. These are dictations taken down 

by the pupils from their shaykhs. As these Amili 

were usually dictated at a number of successive 

sessions Imajilis, sing. majlis) these works sometimes 

may be referred to as majailis as well. Several such 

works have come down from 
- prominent scholars, like 

Ibn Iýabawayhi, al-Mufl-d, al-Sharilf al-Murtada and 

Abý Jacfar al-T; sl. The traditions in these works 

are not grouped according to any specific themes; 

rather they relate to different issues such as 

historical, doctrinal and legal. 

Another useful work is the cUmdat al-Tglib, a 

Shicite genealogical work by Aýmad b. cAli, known as 

Ibn cInaba (d. 825/1422). He is quite well informed 

regarding the early Shicite movements. 

Another important source material for the early 

period is preserved by later ShIcite writers in their 

voluminous works. Among them may be mentioned the 

Mangqib il-Abi Talib, of AbFi Jacfar Muhammad b. cAlil 

Ibn Shahrgshýb (d. 588/1192). Another prolific writer 

is Hasan b. Yasuf Ibn al-Mutahhar al-Hill-I (d. 726/1325) 

who has written extensively on hadith, theology 

and history. But perhaps the most famous and the 
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most ýuseful is the encyclopaedic work- Bih7ar al-anw"ar 

by Muýammad B7aqir b. Muýammad Taq-1 ' al-Majlisi 

(d. 1110/1700). Using-a vast variety of Shlicite sources 

and scrupulously mentioning them, al-Majlisils work 

provides, valuable information on early Shi Icite history; ' 

doctrine'and tradition. 

The fundamental work for Isiri-acilli source material 

is Ism7acil b. cAbd' al-RasZl 'al-Majd5cls Fihristl 

compiled during the second half-of the 12 th/18th 

century in India. Al-Majduc describes the contents 

of about 250-works, classifying them into various 

branches and -arranging them - in progressive order 

according to theýstudy of dacwa literature. ' W. -Ivanow 

published a more comprehensive work; entitled, A Guide 

to Ismacili Literature2 based mainly on al-Majd; c's 

Fibrist as well as on oral 'information' derived from 

members of the ism7aci-ii- community. A revision of 

this work was undertaken and published, with some 

additions and omissions in 1963 under the title, 

Ismacili Literature A Bibliographical SurvEy. 

However, ' the '- more recent work of Poonawala, 

1. al-Majd'Gc, Fihrist al-Kut7ub wa al-Rasilil. ' ed. 
N. Munzawi, (Iýeheran, 1966). 

2. (London : Royal Asiatic Society, 1933). 
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Biobibliography of Ismacill Literaturel is undoubtedly 

an invaluable compendium and a major contribution to 

r Ism; cl:, ll- Studies. Thisýwork lists and locates all the 

Ismacili works, printed as well as in manuscripts that 

are known to exist. Like Carl Brockelmann in his 

Geschichte der, 'Arabi schen Litteratur, Toonawala also 

describes each author and his works, giving dates'of 

the authors where known with some biographical details 

as well. In addition he also provides a list of 

sources for the author's life and works. 

one, of the earliest Ismacill-1 works that has been 

particularly useful in this study is the 'K. , al-Zina 

of AbU Mitim al-Riz-1 (d. c. - 322/934-5), one of the 

earliest Ismacilli, d; cls. 2 The work itself is in a 

manuscript form - and is divided into nine sections. 

The section that- is -of interest here is the seventh 

section dealing with muslim schools -and sects -and 
has been edited by an Iraqi 'scholar, al-Simarr! Plýin 

the appendix of his work al-GhulUww. 3 

(California, 1977). 

2. See for more details, Poonawala's Biobibli2Sraphy, 
pp. 36ff as well as A. H. Hamdani paper in "Acte Du 
XXI Congres International de Orientalistes" (Paris 
1948), pp. 291-94 who gives some details about the 
author and the work. Al-RXz1r is also the author of 
other works such as K. al-Iql , and Aclam al- 
NubBwwa both of which fall outside the scope of 
this study. 

3. (. Baghdad, 1972). 
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Another early IsmZcili writer whose various 

works have been extensively used in this study'is the 

famous al-Qid-1 al-Nucmin (d. 363/974), a brilliant and 

versatile writer who appears equally at ease writing 

history,, theology or law. Among his various works is 

the Sharh al-Akhbgr which is a manuscript in 16 parts. 

The first eleven parts deal with cAli, his delegation 

from the Prophet, his role in the battles, --his struggle 

against the various rebels, his qualities and other 

aspects of his life. Part 12 deals - with Hasan and 

Husayn, and part 13 which is more essential to this 

study mentions the battle of Karbala' and those who 

died there moving on to the delegation of authority 

to Zayný al-cRbidi-n. He - then gives some details of 

the Imam's life and circumstances before moving on 

to al-BZqir and al-SEdiq. In each case he gives some 

details about the happenings that occurred during 

these Imams' times. ' Parts 14,15 and ý 16 give some 

reports on Imams, Jacfar al-Sgdiq, Imam Ismacill, Imam 

Muýammad b. Ismacil and al-A'imma al-Masturin until 

the time of al-Mahd! but provides more details-, on 

the Alids ýwho preceded al-Mahdi in his claims to the 

Caliphate. 2 I 

See A. S. Tritton (and P. Kraus), "Notes-on some 
Ismacillil Manuscripts" BSOS, 7 (1933). 

2. For more details on- the contents of 'each of the 
sixteen parts in four volumes, see MajdUc Fihrist 
69-72. Part I has been printed by al-jamica'al- 
Sayfiya. (Surat, India)-. 
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Another work of al-Q7aji al-Nucman which is also in 

a manuscript and which proved useful, is the Man7aqib 

li Ahl al-Bayt wa al-Math; lib Ban-i Umayy - According 

to Ivanowl this work was compiled earlier than- the 

Sharh in which he used extracts from the Marraqib. 

A comparison of the section dealing- with al-B7aqir 

proves this to be true. However, in the Maniclib 

some additional and useful information is given about 

the history of the Umayyad period since in the above 

work he compares the merits of the Ahl al-Bay with'the 

faults of the Bana Umayya. 

7c Yet another work of al-Qadi al-Nu m; n used 'here 

is the K. al-14&h. It is' or was one, of the earliest 

and most comprehensive works on fiqh. , However only 

2 a portion of it on *alg has survived. it begins 

with traditions of al-gaqir and al-Sgdiq on the merits 

of the prescribed prayer and the approach' towards 

it. Then follows a detailed' discussion on how to 

determine the exact time for each prayer. After that 

there are traditions on various aspects of the'prayer 

such as the inclusion of the formula Hayy- Cala khayr 

al-camal in the adhan, the adhýn itself and Iqim , the 

I Ivanow, "Early Shicite Movements" JBBRAS 17 (1941) 
p. 4. 

2. See for, more details Poonawala's Bibbibliograph 
pp. 51-52. I-have used'the microfilm -j-1 the Tubingen 
manuscript given to me by Prof. Madelung. 
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mosque and its rules of conduct. Then, there are 

traditions about one who leads the prayer, about the 

merits of reciting the -cish; ' and the fair prayers 

in congregation as well as about what suras (actually 

suwar) may be said or recited in 'the prescribed 

prayers. 

Among the various printed works of al-QZII, al- 

Nuciri7an that have been extensively used in this study is 

the Dacg'im. al-Islam in two volumes. 1 It is worth 

mentioning that there is a fundamental distinction 

in Ism; cillir literature between 7, ihirl knowledge and 

bitini- knowledge. The--former -comprises of fiqh, 

history, admonition, man-aqib, fadalil and other related 

areas while the batin! knowledge consists of ta'wh and 

haq; 'Iq. 

As for the DaccPim itself, it follows the usual 

pattern of other works on Islamic fiqh with the 

exception of the theory of waliya, (allegiance and 

devotion to the Imams) and the subject of tabýar or 

religious purity. The latter is of course a speciality 

of all Shicite fiqh but for the Ismaci :- lis in particular 

ahara has an esoteric meaning signifying love and 

See for more details regarding the manuscripts, 
editions and translation, Poonawala, 
Bibbiblio, graph pp. 56-7. 
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devotion to the , Imams. The corresponding esoteric 

rC 
works for the DaccPim are al-Qlidi al-Nu man's Ta'wil 

al-Dacg'im and the Asis al-Talwil, both of which have 

been edited. 2 

Still another cý work of al-Qiijl, al-Nucman is the 

kitib al-himma fi ý atbac al-a'immO which deals 

primarily with- the subject of the Imamate. , It also 

gives -an ethic or code of ý conduct for the believers 

as well as refutes ghulit, ideas and argues-that ghanima 

is "everything acquiredý by man", aý fifth of which 

I belongs to the Imams. Yet a- work of ý al-Qidi 

al-Nucman is--al-Urj5za- al-Mukht7ara4 where he explains 

the idea of the Imamate and other related aspects in a 

poem, - It is basically a work of polemics and 

refutation. There- are quite a number of other works 

of al-Qadir on other subjects especially fiqh, such 

as al-UrjUza al-Muntakhaba, Mukhtagar al-Id K. 

al-Iqtioar, k. al-Yanb; ci Mukhtagar al-Atheir- and 

I. -Dacg'im al-Islam I, pp. 121-158; al-Majilis al 
Mustansirlya, pp. 40-43 and Tij alF7'cA- qR'id, p 

2. See for more details the Biobibliograpby of 
Poonawala pp. 63-64. 

.. I 

3. The work was first edited by M. KEmil Husayn but I 
have used the one edited by Mustafa Ghalib (Beirut, 
1979). 

4. Edited by IsmAcll Ký,, Poonawala. 
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ikhtil; f u@El al-Madh; hib. 1 

The earliest esoteric work which contains some 

useful information is the Asrar al-Nutaqa of Sayyid-na 

Jacfar, b. Mans; r al-Yaman, a contemporary of al-Qqd1 

al-Nucman. - The Asrýr al-Nutaq is- closely connected 

with his other work the Sara*ir al-Nutaqi' and appears 

to be a revised and amplified version- of the latter. 

The Sar; 'ir deals with the esoteric interpretations 

of the stories of the great prophets and ends with 

the ta'wil of S; ra ., al-Masad. The *Asr; r appears to 

be a'verbatim copy of the SarPir with some additions 

and omissions. one of the additions is a section 

on "Shicite sects after the death of Jacfar al-S; diq. " 

In this work the author also mentions that 120 yeas 

have elapsed since the "disappearance" of al-Hasan 

al cAskari which was in 260 A. H. Therefore, it is 

possible that either the second work compiled around 

380 A. H. was later ascribed to Jacfar b. MansGr 

al-Yaman2 or that the author was not the son but the 

grandson of Ibn Hawshab, Lbn signifying a descendant 

rather than a son. 3 

For details about the manuscripts and editions of 
these works, ref. Poonawala's ' Biobibliography 
pp. 52-54. 

2. Poonawala, Bibliography, p. 72 

3. Ivanow, Rise of the Patimids, p. 18 
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Jacfar b. Mans5r al-Yaman has written a number 

of other works and is considered one of the leading 

exponents of ta'wIl. Many of his works such asthe 

kitib al-farci'ic) wa tLud5d -al-di-n containing esoteric 

interpretations of sura YZsuf, Kahf and NGr are still 

in manuscript form. others such as the K. al-Kashf 

are edited. An interesting work that is ascribed 

to him is the kit7ab al-fatar7a-t wa al-qirinit. This 

work which deals with the prophecies and occult 

sciences believed to have been revealed by cAll is 

also known as k. al-Jafr of Mowlana cAli b. Abi Tiilib. 

Still another interesting work of his is the Shawahid 

wa-al-Bayi also in a manuscript which, contains ayats 

referring to, cAli and his successors. 

Two other brilliant writers of the period were 

Ab; Yacq; b al-SijiBtan-i (d. 386-393 A. H. ) and Ijamid 

al-Din Abmad b. cAbdAllah al-Kirm7ini, both of. whom 

have written numerous works. Among sijistini's many 

works may-be mentioned the Ithbit al-Nabuwwa the Kit7ab 

al-maqalid, the, Kitab al-Yarralo7ic and-many others. 2 

1. See Poonawala's Biobibliography pp. 70-75 for more 
details regarding this as well as other works of 
the author. 

2. See for more details about al- SijiBtani' and his 
other works Poonawala, Bibbibliography, pp. 82ff. 
For the contents of these works, see al-MajdEc, 
Fihrist and Ivanow Guide to Ismac Ill literature 
and his Ism&cIlI Literature A Bibliographical 
Survey. 
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Al-Kirm; n-l (d. c. 412 A. H. ) too, wrote a number of 

works among which are the Rabat alcAql, the 

Kitab al-Riy7a al-Aqw7al al-Dhahablya the Maciiq 

al-Uud 1 and al-Maq! bib fl Ithl5at al-Imama. 

Another work that has been used in this study 

is the Risala fi al-Imama by AbZi al-Fawaris Alimad 

b. Yacq; b (d. 413 A. H. ). 2 This consists of answers 

given by him to various questions put to him concerning 

the Imamate. 

Al-Mu'ayyad fi al-D-in al-Shirgz-l (d. 470 A. H. ) 

I was yet another learned scholar of the isirracii-is whoseý 

many works are mostly in manuscripts except the Sira 

al-mu'ayyad and the Di,, ian al-Mu'ayya , both of which 

have been edited by M. kamil Ijusayn. Some excerpts 
-3 of his great work, al-Majilis al-Mu@ayyadiya, 

consisting of eight hundred majilis in eight volumes 

are found in M. Hý; rithl, Maim; c a]L-tarblya while some 

of his majalis are summarised by Muscati and Moulvi 

in their Life and Lectures of al-Mu'ayyad. 

This work which is in a manuscript and only the 
second half of which is extant is a refutation of 
al-jcihi7, 's K. al- cUthmgniya. See Poonawala 
BiobiLliograj p. 98 and al-Majd5l-; Fihrist pp. 95-96 
For other works of Kirmani, see Poonawala op. cit 
and al-MajdEc op. cit. 

2. This work has been edited and translated with notes 
by S. Makarem, under the title. The Political Doctrine 

of the IsmicI3, 
Is* 

3. The Majilis have been edited by Hamid ud-Din. 
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Another work of a slightly later scholar that has 

been used in this study is the cUyTin al-Akhbar of 

Idris, cIm9d al-D-I*n (d. 872 A. H. ) which is in seven 

volumes. The volume most relevant to this work is 

the fourth one and has been edited by Mustafa GhElib. 

It consists of biographies of the Imams after cAli 

until the last Imam of the Dawr al-Satr. Idris has 

written many other works besides the CUy6n, famous 

among which is his work on baqa g iq Zahr al-Macýni. 

Some excerpts of this work are edited and translated 

by Ivanow in his Rise of the Patimids. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND: IDEA OF THE IMAMATE 

UNTIL AL-EXAQIR'S TIME 

a) Early disputes about the leadership of the 

Community. 

Historical sources indicate that from the 

earliest times there was dispute about the succession 

to the Prophet. Several sources suggest that at least 

some people felt that CAII had a valid claim to 

succession. As early as the saql-fa, some people 

objected to offer allegiance to Abu Bakr saying 

that they would not give bayca. to anyone but CA11.1 

Why it was CA111, the sources do not mention and 

they also fail to explain why the AnVE'r were 

willing to give up their own candidate, Sacd b. Ubada 

for a compromise in favour of cAl-I who was 

Obviously a Mul-Nijir from the Quraysh. What is 

important from the historian's point of view is 

that historical reports which put forward such 

sentiments about cAll and his family are contained 

al-Tabarl- Ta'r1kh I p. 1817; al-Yacq-ub7l Ta'rTkh II 
pp. 123 ff, - Y-bn Sal---d Tabagja-t III 11 110,2- Also see 
such later sources as Ibn Athir al-k-amil II p. 156 
and al-Suyut7i-, Ta'rTkh al-Khulafa' trans. Jarret 
(Calcutta, 1881) pp. 67-70. 
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in the earliest surviving historicalýmaterial. l 

There are reports which maintain that the voices 

raised in support' for cAlI's right did 

not subside'' 'after the I decision taken in favour 

of Abu Bakr at saq1fa. 2 For, when the group 

came -back to the mosque, there arose an unusual 

tumult in- the 'gathering. In fact cAll, until then 

was'not even aware of the decision. It is believed 

tha't'at this point, cA 11, with some of his supporters, 

both, from the Anggr and the Huh9jir-un, gathered at 

FKýima's house to ponder over the matter. 3 But, before 

any decision could be reached, CA11 and his supporters 

were summoned to the mosque to pay homage. 4 It must be 

pointed out ho, weve"r- 
-that 

collection of traditions in 

the sources render it difficult to determine when 

exactly this. demand for homage was made; whether it was 

immediately after they came to the mosque from the 

s&qTfa, or whether it was'after the b'uri'al--ceremony of 

1. It is claimed that even-during the 'Prophet's life- 
time, there was a group deeply attached to cAli'-, 
who on that account came to be referred to as the 
ShTca of cAlT. See al-R7azT, K. al-ZTna, p. 259 in 
al-S3marra'T's edition. Also see al Nawbakhtl 
al-Firaq p. 15. 

2 al-BalgdhurT Ansab I pp. 57ý-91; al-Tabarl 
pp 1837-45, - 11; nýH1shWm,, IV, pp. 307-10; Yacqilblil 
Ta'r1kh II pp. 123-6. 

3. Yacgq-ubi" 11 p. 126 

4. Bali'dhurT I p. 582 
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the Prophet the next day when Abu Bakr was offered 

allegiance from the general public. 

, According to some reportsl cAlT and his 

supporters refused to go to the mosque at which point 

CUmar is believed to have advised Abu Bakr to 

do the needful and that was to go in person and 

see what it was all about. Sources2 suggest that 

thetwo med marched to cAlPs house with an arme Id 

party, surrounded the house and threatened to 

set it on fire if CAI I and his supporters 

would not come to offer allegiance. CA131', it 'is 

believed, came out protesting about his own rights 

and refused to give in to their demands. 

The scene soon became vio 
, lent4 and cUmar 'tried to 

push through the gate. However, at that moment, 

Fatima is believed to have appeared -suddenly, 

Bal'gdhur'l I, pp. 585 ff; Yacq--ub-i II, p. 126; 
al-Tabarl'I, p. 1818- 

2. ibido All the above sources as well as 
, 
al-Imýma wa 

ii-Siy"a-sa in orrectly attributed to Ibn Qutayba 
although quite an early work all give a detailed 
account of cUmar and Ab(I Bakr's attack on Fatima's 
house as well as the force they exercised to secure 
cAlVs homage. See also E12 art. "Pitimall where L. 
V. Vaglieri, comments regarding these events that 
"even if they have been expanded by invented 
details, they are based on facts. " 

3. al-Yacq-ubi TaIrIkh II 
ýp. 

126. A report in al 
Balgdhurl AnW-ab I p. 585 AbU Bakr sent cumar and 
Zayd b. Tli-abl-t-to CAI-Ps house. 

4. al-Yaccfu-b7i op. cit. 
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exclaiming; 

"Before God, I say, either you get out of 
here at once, or with my hair dishevelled 
I will make my appeal to God. " 

With this then, AbU Bakr's -group left the place 

apparently without securing cAl-I's allegiance. ' 

There were a number of people who ýdelayed 

offering* allegiance to AbU Bakr but gradually, one 

after the other, 'became reconciled ' 'to the 

circumstances and, offered him allegiance. 
2 As 

for cAll" himself, the "'traditions from the early 

times '' 'present ` a' version of , events "'that suggest 

that 'cAll ' opposed - 7the pledge of '-allegance 

to ' AbU Bakr' ' and'' felt 'that ' -it should have gone 

to him. There is even a degree of unanimity although 

not total, that cAlT-delayed the pledge of allegiance 

until after FAtima's' death though 'some late ShIcite 

scholars deny that he ever made the pledge-. 
3 Thus ýthe 

evidence for his pledge in the preserved traditions is 

for delay rather than immediately. 4 Even the ones 

1 al-Balgdhurl 1, pp. 585 al-YacqMýTi II, p. 126 
al-Tabart p. 1818. 

2. For details of names see YacquEbT II p. 126 ff 
al-Baladhurt 1, p. 588. 

3. MufId K. al-Irshad (trans Howard., ) pp. 116-137. 

4. al-Balfidhurf Ansab' I pp. 585-6 strongly suggests 
that cAll delayed the pledge until after Fatima's 
death which was after six months. one of the 
reports is on the authority Of cA*isha. 
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which say immediately agree that he had to be seýt for. 

When CA11 went with F; 'tima to ask Abu Bakr 

for her inheritancel he said that the Prophet 

bad said, "I am of the company of the Prophets, we' 

will not have people inherit from us what we have 

left,., of money dedicated to pious purposes. " 

]ýa_tima replied, "Is it then that you will be -heir to 

your. father and that I will not be heir to my father, 

for surely the Messenger of Allah said, 'A man will 

protect his child',? ". 2 The-dispute over this problem 

of inheritance reflects the dispute over succession. If 

the Prophet could leave property to -beirs then there 

might be an argument for hereditary succession. 

. 
cAlr* as is known, played a passive role in, 

Political affairs during the reign of-, the first 

two caliphs. This is quite revealing in, comparison 

to his extremely active participation during the 

l.. Fi7tima claimed the estate of'Fadak which her father 
had given to her unconditionaTI-yashis share of the 
spoils of Khaybar. See E12 art "Fadak. " Also see 
Ibn Sacd II pp. 314 f; Ibn Iff-shim III pp. 352,368; 
Yacqubl' II p. 127. 

2. al-Yac - 
_q: 

ubl' Tarrkh II p. 127. Kumayt (d. 126 A H) in 
his HashimTyVatdoes not fail to mention this 
incid nt as to how FStima was illegally deprived of 
her paternal inheritance especially and CA11-89 supreme authority. 
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Prophet's time. It is difficult to determine 

whether be abstained himself or whether be was 

actually excluded. The- former would tend to suggest 

he was not happy with the way things were running 

while the latter would mean or imply he was a 

possible threat. In this connection there is a 

report that CAU declined AbU Sufy5n's offer to 

fight for his rights, for in his view that would 

have meant destroying Islam. 1 

On his deathbed, Aba Bakr, having consulted 

CAbd al-Rahman b. CAwf and cUthmin, nominated 

cumar as the CaliPh2 0 completely ignoring 

CA11, 
v both in consultation as well as in 

nomination. This 

and upsetting to 

Prophet and accc 
pers'Onalty 

Talh complained 0aA 

nomin, 

some 

)rding 

about 

ittion was extremely disturbing 

prominent companions of the 

to a report in al-Tabar, 
3 

it to Aba Bakr- However, 

1. al-Tabarr I p. 1827; al-Balldhurl 1, p. 583. 

2. YacqQbI II pp. 136 f; al-Tabarl I p. 2135. The choice 
of these two men is quitý revealing in that first 
of all, none of them belonged to the BanB H&shim 
and secondly, the branches of both these men, BanQ 
Zuhra and BanQ Umayya respectively had been great 
rivals of BanU HAshim before Islam. Furthermore, 
both of them belonged to the wealthy circles of the 
Muslim Umma. 

3. &I-Tabarl I pp. 2143-4; ibn Sacd jabaq1t ill p. 196 
records a tradition saying that '-All - and Talha 
approached Aba Bakr asking him how he would answ; r God on the day of resurrection? AbU Bakr is said 
to have replied that he had arpointed the best one 
among them. 
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AbU Bakr was adamant in his choice and made 

sure that this was there in writing. 

As far as CUmar's Caliphate 

sources' suggest tha -t CA1ý1 had 

disagreements with him. of specia 

is' the question of diwFn whicli' 

administrative and financial matters. 

to have recommended the' distribution 

revenue,, without holding ' anything 

a-policy which cUmar did not accept. 1 

is concerned, 

some major 

1 significance 

involved many 

CAIT is - said 

of the entire 

in reserve, 

Al-Tabar"j-2 records an interesting' dialogue 

between cUmarc-and Ibn cAbbas which' suggests cUmar's 

attitude towards the Ban7u H9shim 'and especially 

CAlT. According to this CUmar is believed to have 

asked Ibn cAblýas as to why cAlT did not co-operate 

with them and that why did the Quraysh not support 

their family? When Ibn cAbbR's said he'did not knowlthe 

reason, cUmar retorted, "it was because the Quraysh'did 

not want both the Prophethood and the Caliphate to be 

combined in your house for that would make you , rejoice 

1. Vaglieri, art. "cAll"' in E12. See also Ibn Sacd 
jabagat III pp. 212 ff -in -E. Sachau's edition 
(Leiden, 1904). 

2.. Ta'r1kh 1, p. 2796. 
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and feel arrogant. 

In nominating bis successor, cUmar restricted 

the choice to six people : cUthm7an, cAbd al-Ralaman 

b. CAwf, Sacd b. Abi Waqq1s, cAll, Talloa and Zubayr 

with his own son cAbdAllah in the capacity of 

an advisor. 2 As is known, according to the reports, 

the six candidates were not given a choice but rather 

were forced and pressurized in partaking in the 

decision making body. 3 According to the Nahj alý 

Bal"ggha, CA11' said that the very selection of Abd al- 

Ra'ým&n b*cAwf as the deciding chairm an ensured that the 

succession woul d not go to him. 4 cAll further 

suggested that this choice of cAbd al-RaýM'Nn was a 
I- 

virtual guarantee for the nomination of cUthm&n who was 

his old friend and brother-in-law, whereas Sacd b. 

1. Another version of the tradition has cUmar telling 
Ibn AbbAs that he was not aware of any other clan 
among the Ouraysh to whom the verses of Zuhayr b. 
AbT Salma would be applied except the Banu HAshim. 
This, he said, was due to their relationship and 
superior claims to the Prophet but the people did 
not want both the Prophethood and the Caliphate in 
their family for that would have made them rejoice 
and be proud'. See Al-Tabarl I, p. 2770 ff. 

2. Ibn Sacd TabaqRt III p. 246 ff. See also al- I abar! I 
p2778; al-Bal&dhurl' Ans1b V p-16,18; al-Ya qUbl II 
p. 160. 

, 3. See Ibn Sacd. Tabaqgt III ii p. 41-42. 

4. See al-Shiqshiqlya : NAM al-B&IFigh I no. 3 48-50. 
.I See also Howard's translation of IrsY&-d pp. 212-213 
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Ab! Waqqa7s being cAbd al-Ra4mWn's cousin was bound to 

support b1m. 1 Traditions in al-BalAdbur: -32 and al- 

Tabar13 maintain that cAl-I protested about it but to 

no avail. 

An interesting report which is recorded by 

al-Tabarl is that cAll was asked if he would rule 

according to the Slra of the first two caliphs 

as well as the Sunna of the Prophet and KitAb Allgh. 

cAll's refusal to do this Indicates that he 

regarded the Caliphate in a somewhat different 

light than others. 4 cUthmAn accepted the conditions 

and was declared caliph by cAbd al-Ral; man. 5 Sources6 

suggest that cUthm&n's selection did not pass by with 

out serious protest from cAll's ardent supporters. 

CAmm&r b. Y&sir said: 

"0 people, God has made us most honourable 
through this Prophet and distinguished us 
through his religion, but you are turning 

1. al-Muf! 7d Irshad (trans. Howard) pp. 210-211. 

2. Ans-fib V p. 19. 

3. Ta'rTkh (Annales) I p. 2780. 

4. One report in al-Tabar'3 I 'p. 2778 goes so far as to 
mention that cAlT refused to follow all three and 
said be would judge according to bis own better 
judgment. 

5. Ibn Sa'd Tabaqgt III ii pp. 42 ff; al-Bal&dburl V 
p. 22; al---Yi'U"q--Ubi 1I p. 162; al-Tabar'l I p. 2793. 

6. Al-Tabafl- I pp. 2785 ff. 
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away from the people of the house (Ahl al- 
Bayt) of your Prophet. "l 

MiqdcNd's protest in favour of CAU was even stronger 

than that of cAmm&r. He said: 

"It is very hard to see bow the people are 
paying their respect to the members of the 
family (Ahl al Bayt) of their Prophet after 
him. it is indeed shocking to see that the 
Quraysh have forsaken and by-passed the man 
wbo is the best among them. " 

Then someone asked Miqd'ad wbo were these Ahl 

al-Bayt and wbo was that man among them. Miqdad 

replied that "the AM al-Bayt were the BanU cAbd 

al-Muttalib and the man was cAll b. Abi T&lib.,, 2 

These statements demonstrate that support 

for cAlT's claim had not died down, although 

it may have subsided for a while. With the coming of 
cUthmdn, as his kinsmen who occupied the governorships 

and leading posts, kept on behaving disgracefully 

and accumulating wealth, discontent soared high and 

many people looked towards cAll, besides those who had 

already initially supported him. According to 

al-YacqUbj, one of cAlVs ardent supporters, AbO Dharr 

al-Ghaf&rI used to protest violently against cUthm&n's 

regime. He delivered speeches in the mosque of 

Medina in CA11's favour referring to him the walpi 

of the Prophet and the warith of his knowledge. He 

1. Al-Tabarl I pp. 2785. 

2. Al-Tabarl I p. 2786. See for a more detailed 
account of Miqdad*s protest in YacqUbr II P* 163. 
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also invited the people whom he called the confused 

community (al-==a al-mutahayyira) to give 

preference to , whom God had given preferen 1. ce 'and 

to set aside those whom God had set aside'*" 

There are clear indications that cuthman, s 

attitude towards AbT Dharr was hostile. If such 

speeches were' made it is hardly surprising. All 

sources agree 'that' cUthtran sent him away 'to Syria 

where he continued 'his campaign until Mucawiya 

complained about big' dangerous activities* CUtTwffn 

then ordered him to be bound to a wooden camel 

saddle and " 'sent to Medina "under escort. 

Eventually, he was exiled to al-Rabdha, big 

birth'place, where be died. 2 

The seething dissatisfaction' in the empire 

eventually exploded into a revolt that ended 

in cUthmXn's assassination. 3 Amidst all the chaos and 

al Yacq-ubl' II p. 171. 

2. al-Balidhur-i V pp. 52ff; al-Tabarl- II Pp-285 8- ff. 
MascUd'I Muriij II pp. 339- ff; iLl-Yacq-ub71-II p. 171ff. 
All these sources, except al-Tabail' also mention 
how cAll7together with flasan, Husayn and cAmmg'r b. 
Yasir accompanied AbU Dharr to iee him off and even 
talked to him, despite orders from cUtI7j-nB7n to the 
contrary. 

39 Ibn - Sacd TabaqWt- III- ii pp-50ff; - al-YacqUbi II 
p. 17 3. ff. "- 
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confusion, -cAll-, became the-Caliph, 'inheriting all its 

problems, compounded, by the murder of cUthman. fie was 

acclaimed and hailed by many of his supporters and from 

what one gathers, -from, al-YacqUbl, l the 'sentiments 

expressed by them on the occasion, khow that a number 

of people conceded to cAll to have outstanding merits 

and superior claims to the Caliphate. Thus, according 

to al-Yacq-ubi, the spokesman of the Anfir, ThIbit b. 

Oays b. Shamls al-AnsEkrTL paid him a glowing tribute 

saying: 

"Even though they preceded- you in' being 
leader yet they could not overtake you in 

, religion; 

and even though they, were &bead, of you 
of you yesterday, today you have caught up 
wi th th em. 

Neitb-er you, nor they could conceal your 
position and nor were they ignorant of 
your. status.. 

They used to need you in what they did not 
know, while you, with your knowledge, do 
not need anyone. " 

Al-YacqGb3: goes on. to mention that 'another 

Ansirl, Khuzayma b. ThIbit, whose testimony 

was as well substantiated as that of two men 

(dhU al-shabidatayn) also stood up and after extolling 

cAll's faith and knowledge said: 

"You have what they have but they don't 
have what you have. " 

1. Ta'rlkh 11 p. 179. 
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Yet another report in al-YacqDbl says that ýacfaca 

b. Sawbin stood up to say: 

"Oh Commander of the Faithful, you have 
indeed adorned the Caliphate and not it 
you; 

You have raised its status and not it 
yours;, 

The Calipha ie needed you more than you 
wanted it. * 

The pledge of M&lik b. al-HArith al-Ashtar in al- 
.. 

YacqQbI appears unique in that be declared CAU as the 

vast al-awr? ly&' and w-arith Cilm al-anbiyl'. 
2 This* 

shows that there was a group wbose attitude towards him 

was different from the rest of the comunity. 

The events that followed CAlles acclamation such as 

the rebellions Of Talta, Zubayr and CA'isha as well as 

that of MucKwiya and the secession of the Kharijites 

are too well known to need any elaboration. However, 

it is significant to note that, in the battles that were 

fought, especially al-jamal and jif fin, expressions 

such as wast were used as referring to cAlT-3 The poet, 

TýOrlkh Ile P. 179 

2. al-Yacq-ubT Ta4rTkh 11 p. 179, 

3. See Ibn Abi &I HadTd. Sbao Nahi al-pal]ýha, edited 
by AbIl al-radl lbrAhim (Cairo, 1959 who has 
collected the verses describing CAlT as such fron 
Kitlb al-Jamal of AbU Mikhnaf apud. Jafri, origins 
p. 93* Another early writer, who quotes such verses 
is 14asr b. muzlhim in bis'k. al Waac5t al Siffln. 

See pp. 18* 23f, 43,490 3650 362,385. 
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Wu al-Aswad al-Du'all who fought by the side ýof cAli 

at qiffin accorded ascertainable religious honours to 

him when he said: 

"When I loOk4d into the face of I Abu al 
Husayn, I saw the full moon, 

-which, filled the spectators with reverent 
wonder. 

The Quraysh now know, wherever they 
may be, that thou art their noblest in 
merit and religion. " 

If these reports are genuine statements of words 

spoken about cAll by these men then.. it would 

indicate that as early as cAll, 
.- 

these ideas were 

already 
_part 

of what might be termed,, as the Shicite 

tradition. Similar statements were attributed to the 

controversial figure of AbdAllah b. Saba2 who is said 

to have declared, during cUthman's reign that every 

See StrothmannIs art. on "Shica" in EI1. Cf. his 
art in SEI. Also Cf. MascUdi Is Murfij II p. 416 
and AqbRnI XII p. 329 in Dir al-Kutab edition and 
XI p. 122 in BUlRq edition. 

2. See E12 art. "CAbdAllah b. Sabi. " Also see the 
muslim scholar cAlir al-Wardir who suggests quite 
strongly that the activities attributed to 
cAbdAllah b. Saba were _ 

actually carried out by 
cAmmir b. Y; sir whose nickname was also al-SawdS'. 
See his WuCEL:; al-Sal; tin (Baghdad, 1954), 
pp. 148 ff. apud. Jafri, Origins, p. 86. 
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prophet had- a wasi and that cAll was the was! of 

Mulýammad, and had been designated as such by him. He 

is also believed-to have taught that the divine spirit 

which dwells in every prophet, passing successively from 

one to another was transferred from Mulýammad to cAll 

who bequeathed it to his descendants who succeeded him 

in the Imamate. ' According to Nawbakhti, 2 Ibn Sabi 

also preached that- the first threeý caliphs and their 

followers should be cursed. - He was also the-first to 

preach the doctrine of, waqf for he refused to recognize 

the'death of cAll. 

Such ideas suggest that there was a group which 

viewed cAl-l's succession as a matter of divine right 

rather than as merely political. This group was 

perhaps not necessarily known by any particular name at 

the time, although those who supported 'ý; Ali in the 

battle of the Camel and at Siffin, whether religiously 

or politically were all referred to as ShIcat cAl13 or 

al-cAlav; 'iya as opposed to shicat cuthmin or more 

popularly al-cUthminiya. 

al-Shahrast7an-i, K. al-Milal wa al-Nibal ed. by 
W. Cureton, (London, 1946F-, -p. 132. 

2. Firaq, pp. 19-20. 

3. It should be noted however that the name Shica was 
used for some people who were close to CAU in the 
time of the Prophet. But it obviously did not 
imply a sect or a group. See al-Nawbakhti Firaq 
p. 15 and al-Razi, K. al-Zina, p. 259 in al- 
Simarr! 'is edition. 
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Al-Uusayn and Karbalg' 

When cAll was assassinated by a KhIrijite, his son 

Vasan was acclaimed as the Caliph by the KOfans. 

MucKwiya, not only denounced the appointment both in 

speeches and letters, but also sent agents and spies to 

arouse people against Ijasan. Sources maintain that 

Muclwiya was able to bribe Hasan's commanders 

which eventually led to his abdication. Vasan then 

left Kufa and settled in Medina where be is believed to 

have been poisoned by one of his wives, jucda bint 

al'-Ashcath who " the S. ources s uqqest2 was bribed to 

do so ky MucKwiya. ' Apparently this was necessary for 

Yazld#s succession wbich could not bave materialised 

on account of the treaty that existed between MucSwiya 

and Vasan. 

Meanwhile a few Kufans gathered in the house of 

SulaymEn b. qurad3 and wrote to Uusayn to rise against 

Wellhausen Arab Kingdom pp. 104-7 gives only a 
sketchy account of Vasan's abdiction using only al- 
Tabarl, al-Dingwar-i and al-YacqUb! but al-IsfahMn! 
in his Maqatil al-T9libiyIn. pp. 46-77 and ShacbAn 
using Ibn A"-tham al-Knfl's K. al-FutUb gives 
details of how m cNwiya worked for Vasan's 
abdication. See El art "Ibn Actham" as well as 
Jafri'*s origin froM have obtained the above 
information. 

2. Isfah5ni Maqatil p. 73; MasUdl MurGj II p. 426. 

3. al-YacqUbl II p. 228. 
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Muc&wiya but he refused to respond, honouring his 

brother's treaty. Quite a few people were perturbed, at 

Yjasan's. abdication. , one such person was Vujr b., cAdT 

al-Kind! who was untiring in- his protest ý, against 

MucAwiya and the- -official cursing of cAll from the 

pulpits that he had prescribed. - Vujr and some of his 

associates revolted against Muclwiya and his governor, 

Ziyld ý b. Abihi. 1 ZiyAd tried to persuade Jjujr by 

every means including political concessions and 

material . rewards - but when he declined, ., he and 

his thirteen associates were rounded up. Seven of. 

them were freed through the influence- 
-of their 

relatives while Uujr and six - others were given, 

the option of either being beheaded or saving 

their lives by publicly cursing and denouncing CA11 

2 and giving good witness of cUthm&n. When they 

refused to do that, they were executed., It is 

quite significant that Hujr and his associates paid for 

their lives because of their sentiments for cAll. 

1 Ziyad was initially on the side of CA11's 
C_ supporters but was won over by Mu awiya who 

accepted him as his half-brother. He then 
appointed him governor of KOfa and Ba; ra after the 
death of KUfa's governor al-Mughira b. Shucba in 
51-671. 

2. al-Tabarl II pp. 111-55; &I-Balgdhur3: IV A pp. 21 
1-36. Aghin! XVII pp. 78-96. Already here the 
o, -inions about -Al17 and CUthmSn are used to 
dýtarmine the tendency to which they belong. Later 
on judgments made on ý then and on the person of 
the first two caliphs served as a criteria for 
determining a person's tenaency. 
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'when - 
Mucawiya died and his son Yazid came 

to power in 60/680, Vusayn and two other people 

refused to pledge allegiance. 1 The numerous 

messages and letters from the people of Kufa 

and Basra mentioning that they bad no Imam other than 

bim led Husayn to attempt to gain power. He therefore 

sent his cousin Muslim b. Aqi1 to find out the true 

situation in Kufa and report to him.. 

In answer to the above letters and messages what 

Husayn wrote to the people of Kufa and Basra is 

quite revealing ýfor it defines how an imam should 

conduct his office , as,,,, an Imam and also 'helps us to 

understand the concept of the Imakate as early as that. 
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The following is the letter which Imam Husayn wrote to 

people of Basra: - 0 
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In the above letters the first revealing aspect is 

that 1jusayn does nI ot use the word ShICa for them; 

instead he refers to them as mucminln and 'Muslimin. 

This in turn is quite significant for he appears to be 

making a distinction between 'those who have faith' 

(mucmin1n) and 'those who have only submitted' 

. 
(muslim1n). He was probably referring to his committed 

followers when be wrote mucminrn and it is also worth 

noting that he addressed first the mucminl: r, and then 

the muslimlin. The other thing to observe is the fact 

that the Kufans invited him to go to them as they had 

no imam to guide them. Furthermore, in the last two 

lines he describes how an Imam conducts himself i. e*' 

"The Imam is none but one who follows the Book, is fair 

and just in his dealings, " Judges by truth and devotes 

himself to the service of Goý. -" 

In the letter to- the Bagrans, he appears more 

specific regarding his family's right to succession. 

fie is also quite open -about- telling them that people 

preferred themselves over his family and hinself, 

1- al-Tabar! 7 II p. 235. 
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adding that even though they were more entitled to tha 

leadership being the Prophet's ahl and awliyg* his 

awplyK' and warith, they remained silent in order to 

to avoid dissension. 1 

Thus Ijusayn is already defining the concept of the 

In. amate although only in an embryonic form to the 

people who have called him tol them. However, before 

he reached Iraq, the enthusiasm to take up arms for him 

in Kt1fa had already begun cooling on account of the 

severe measures taken by the governor. IVusayn met his 

death together fith his small group at Karbalcl' without 

.2 the Kufans doing anything to help him 

C) The aftermath of Karbal5l 

Ijusayn's death aroused new movements in KUfa. 

Many people expressed remorse for their apathy. They 

wanted to expiate themselves for it by throwing 

themselves into the struggle for seeking vengeance for 

Vusayn's blood. They chose SulaymIn b. ýurad 

al-Khuz&cYL as their head and calling themselves the 

al-Tabarl II, p. 240* 

2. C. Van Arendonk. Le Debuts, p. 10. 
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tawwSMun (penitents) they bagan working secretly and 

accruing support. 

Meanwhile the traumatic experience of 

Karball' led Vusayn's son, CA11, 
-Zayn al-cAbi dIn 

to avoid political involvement as far as possible. 

When the Medinese rebelled against Yazrd in the 

year 63/681, Zayn al-cAbldl: n left the city to 

go and stay on his estate in the outskirts of 

the cityO2 Later, when YazTd's army led by Mu slim b. 

cUqba defeated the Medinese in the battle of Harra and 

sacked and looted the city, Zayn al-CAbidrn and his 

family were left unmolested. Moreover, there is 

evidence that he was exempted from giving allegiance to 

Yazid while all"other Medinese were obliged to do so. 3 

By this time, the taww1bOn wbo had begun their 

activities secretly in Kufa had gathered enough support 

and were looking for a favourable occasion to do more 

work. YazId's death provided this opportunity. At 

this stalie, al-Mukht5r. b. AbI cUbayd al-Thaqafl, who 

1. Wellhausen, Die religibs-politischen Oppositions 
parteren im alten Islam translated by R. C. Ostle 
and S. M. Walzer (NethW-rlands, 1975), pp. 93'ff. 

2. al-T-rbarl I. 1 p. 220. 

3. MascGdT MurUJ III p. 70; al-Mubarrad, al-Kfimil I 
p-260: DInawarl, K. al-AkhbSr al-TiwEl FC-airo 
1960) p. 266. 
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had been in exile for his participation in the revolt 

in KGfa under Muslim b. cAqI1 appeared in KUfa and 

tried to persaud the taww-ab-un to join him for a better 

chance of success. 1 But they refused and went ahead 

with their plans to meet at Nukhayla, -a suburb of KUfa 

in 65/684. However, only a quarter of those expected 

turned up. Full of guilt feelings, they prayed 

for the first three days and then proceeded to Karbalg 

making vows at the tomb. of Vusayn.. 2 
, 

The tawwlb-un 

finally reached Ayn al-Warda and fought the Syrians 

zealously who far outnumbered them. Most of them were 

killed. Yet the movement itself was significant in 

that it was not only a purely religious movement but 

also a purely Arab movement. i. e. the mawI117 had not yet 

entered the scene. 3 

Meanwhile, in the Hijaz and Syria there was, utter 

chaos and conf usion. Muc&wiya II, who had succeeded 

his father Yazid had died after only six- months and 

Marvran b. al-Hakam. had managed to become the new 

caliph. In the Hijaz, cAbdAll1h b. al-Zubayr had 

already put forward his claims for the caliphate. In 

this struggle for the caliphate, Zayn al-cAbidrn 

1. Wellhausen op. cit. 

2. Van Ardendonk Le Debuts, p. 10 

3. Wellhausen, op. cit, pp-Slff- 
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maintained his non-involvement attitude. ý -e 

As far as Kufa was concerned, although the 

taywa-bUn had failed, there were still many ShIca there 

who wanted to do something. They found a willing 

leader In Mukht3r. According to the letter he'wrote to 

the remnants of the tawwab-un he said he would base his 

policy on 'the Book of God, the Sunna of the Prophet, 

vengeance for Othe family", defence of the*'*weak and 

j1hid against the'evil doe: ýs. l 

Sources suggest2 that MukhtAr may well have 

offered to be an emissary of Zayn-al-cAbidin. 

When he refused, Mukhtar began exciting ShIcite" 

feelings In the name of Muýammad- Ibn al-ýanaf'lya, 3- 

claiming that he had I been entrusted with avengiiig the 

shedded blood and ending Injustice. This last aspe'ct 

of Injustice was taken up quite resolutely by 

him and In fact this brought him the sympathy 

of the Inaws IT who considered themselves 

1. al-TabarT 11, pp. 569 ff; Also see-Watt, Formative 
Period, pp. 44 ff. 

2. al-Bal5dhur! V p. 272; MascUdT MurZj III p. 74. 

3. cAl-Ps son from Khawla, a lady from the Oattý, 
J! an ifa. See for more details F. Buhl's art. E. I 
III, p. 671. 
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deprived of the rights that ý they could claim as 

Muslims. -on the other hand, the support of the, mawSlI 

alienated him from those who proclaimed the supremacy 

of the Arabs. l. 
, t" I 

in the meantime, Marw7an had died and CAbd al-Malik 

b. MarwIn who succeeded his father, began strengthening 

his position. - By this time Mukhtfir had, mobilized his 

forces as well and seized possession of, K(ifa in 

66/686-7. - He even captured Mesopotamia , as well as 
2 parts of the eastern provinces of the Umayyads. When 

Mukhtir's army- hunted down the murderers of Uusayn, 

although he was not propagating in Zayn al-cAbidIn's 

name, he still sent Ubaydullah 'a- head to him. - Af ter 

some time though Mukhtir's army became -divided and 

-one, by one they were subdued by Muschb, the, brother of 

AdbAllah bo al-Zubayr. MukhtIr himselfý- struggled 

for a while but later, he lost control, and was 

eventually killed, inV-8/687-893ý 
'ý I 

For his part, Ibn al-Ijanaflya is believed, to have 

adopted- an equivocal - attitude towards Mukhtgr's 

1- Van Arendonk Le Debuts, p. 10. 

2. Ibn Sacd V P. 305 

3. ibid. 
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represented at the pilgrimage of-, 71/638 by a personal 

f lag. When he was addressed. - by the term Mabdi, he 

turned it into an innocuous meaning and told the people 

to address him as Muhammad and AbU al-ONsim. 1 The fact 

that he was imprisoned by Ibn- al-Zubayr shows that be 

was a possible threat and therefore av potential 

candidate. When in prison, Ibn al-Hanafrya however 

had turned to MukhtRr for help and this shows*that: hisý 

attitude towards -MukhtIr was not -as -passive and 
&U. Kars .2 

non-commital as some soti-roeýs would have us believe. 

it is suggested that Ibn ai-Uanaflya did have 

secret desius for the Caliphate because he had 

infact provisionally abstained from pledging 

allegiance to either -"Ibn al-Zubayr , or cAbd al-, 

Malik in the hope that perhaps their rivalry - might 

take a favourable turn towards bim. 3 
,ý However, such 

a bope was-rendered futile after tbe'submission of Iraq 

and the fall of Ibn al-Zubayr in73/692. He was then 

Ibn Sacd Tabaq5t V, P. 94. 

2. Jafri, Origins p. 240. Also ref. Wellhausen 
Op. cit P. 81. According to al-WSqidl7, Ibr. 
al-Hanaflya had a very low_, opinion of what Mukhtr"Ir 
was*doi. ng while Ibn(Abb3s and 'the rest of the'Ban-ii 
t1gshim praised -him highly when he sent thein the 
head of Ibn Ziy5d. 

'See 
Ibn Sacd V, p. 91 ff. Cf. 

F Buhl's article on Muharunad Ibn al- Hanaflya in 

Von Sacd op. cit. See also, F. Muhl op. cit ar-i 
Van Aren, lonl: op. cit. 
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allegiance to either Ibn al-Zubayr or cAbd al- 

Malik In the hope that perhaps their rivalry might 

take a favourable turn towards him. 1 However, such 

a hope was rendered futile after the submission of Iraq 

and the fall of Ibn al-Zubayr in73/692. He was then 

obliged to give allegiance to FAbd al-Malik and in 78 

A,, H* even went to Damascus and gave some service to the 

caliph. In return the caliph rewarded him and his 

family with substantial subventions and also paid off 

his debts. 2 

The ]Kayslnrya 

out of the movement directed by al-Mukhtlr there 

appeared a ShlOite tendency which is given the name 

Kays1nTya. This is a collective name used by hereseio- 

graphers for all the sects which evolved out of the 

movement of al-Mukhtlir and traced the Imamate through 

Muhammad b. al-Bar. afrya. Various explanations are given a 40 

for this name, but it aypears most probably to have 

derived from Kaysin AbU cAmra, c1iief of the guard and 
3 leader of the mawIll under al-MukhtEr. 

Ibn Sacd op. cit. See also F. Buhl op. cit and 
Van Arendot. k op. cit. 

2. Ibn Sacd 22. cit. 

3. al-Tabarl Ta-'r1kh 11, pp. 634ff: Dixon A. A. art. On Kays3n: M! Iv, p. 836; Hadelunge Wo art 9 on Kay0niyya, E12 IV, pp. 836-8; Friedlaender. I, "The 
Heterodoxies of the ShToitos in the presentation of Ibn liazm, " JAOS 28 (1907) 1-BO and 29 (1908)#I-IC3, 
esp. 33 ff: Nowbakhti Firac al-ShIca, pp. 20ff. For 
more details see Wadad al-094r, aj--K5yn5niyya fi al 

(nialrito. 1 74)- 
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Kaysin is reported to have been more extreme than 

al-Mukhtar, charging the caliphs preceding' cAll with 

infidelity, while al-Mukhtlr condemned'', only cill, S 

opponentr in the battles of the Camel and at jiffInJ 

He is also alleged to have asserted that the angel 

JibrV11 transmitted divine revelations to al-Mukhtar, 

who could hear, but not see him. Further,, he is 

reported to have claimed that Muloammad b. al-Vanafiya 

was appointed by CA11 a*s his executor (XajQT) thus 

excluding his brothers,, al-Hasan and al-Husayn, from 

the imamate. in Madelung's view2 however this 

doctrine was probably formulated later in opposition to 

Imaml and ZaydT deni%ls of the rights of Ibn 

al-Vanaflya. Moreover, this was also contrary to the 

common view of the KayslnTyaý"o upheld the consec - utive 

Imamate of the three sons of CAM 

The choice of the n; me 'Kaysiniya' was probably a 

pejorative nickname *first applied bythe opponents in 

3 order to discredit the movement, but it also appears 

1. Van Arendonk, op. cit 

2. Madelung, W. art. "Kayslniyya" in E12. pp. 838-8. 

3. Friedlaender, op. cit Ibn Vazm IV, 94.2-179.20,180.7 
17, "184.10-12. al-Ashcarr, Miqglgt. ed If. Ritter, 
(Istanbul, 1929-30). pp. 10-23: RaghdAd! Al-Faro 
bayn al-Firaq, trans. by K. C-Seelye as Moslem 
Schisms and Sects, Part I#(New York, 1920), pjý-. 27-38 
al-Tabarl, vol. II, p. 598ff; MascUdl, MurUi 9 volc. 
(Paris, 1861-77), vol, V pp. 180ff; 226ff, 268,475: 
VI# P-58; VII, p. *117. al-ShahrostUr. K. al-Milal ! ia 
al-Nihal, ed. W. Cureton, (London 1946T p. 109f. I 

-A 
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to reflect the significance they attached to th(! 

mawlal element in it. The role of KaysIn seems to have 

been soon forgotten for the name was also explained as 

having been derived from the surname Kaysin which al- 

Mukhtir allegedly was given by cAll, 
- or. 

- 
from the naine 

of mawla of CA11 killed at piffln from whom, it 

claimed, al-MukhtIr got his ideas. 2 

, it was presumably after the death of Ibn al-Vanaf-iya 

in 81/700 that messianic ideas about. him began to 

spread. Some of his supporters called the KaribTya 

or Kurayb-iya after their leader AbU Karrb [Kurayb3. al-, 

DarTr believed that- Ibn al-Vanaflya-bad not died but 

was in concealment at Mount Rawda, 
- west of , 

Medina, 

nourished by springs of water and honey and protected 

by a lion and a leopard; that he would reappear as the 

mahdT at the appropriate time and fill the earth with 

justice as it was now filled with wickedness. 3 Among 

the people who were involved in this messianism, the 

For more details on the mawlS element see 
Wellhausen, Opposition .,., ýpp. 

87-95. Watt W. M. 
Formative period, pp. 44-7; also JRAS 1960, 
Th-I'Mm under Umayyads. " 

2. Nawbakhtlý 012-CLt, pp. 20-1: 
- 

AlSO Madelung's art. 
"Kaysgniy a, " EI-- pý836. 

3. See Madelung's arts. "Kuraybiyya" and "Mahdi" in E12 
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name of the poet, Kuthayyir '(d. 723)1', is prominent. 

Similar to his views were those of another later poet, 

al-Sayyid al-Uimyarr (723-789)02 

3 Th(-- ShIcite sources, on the other hand maintain 

that Ab-u Karib and his followers were'a distinct group 

from those who' believed that'he was hiding, 'in' the 

mountains of Ra4WS. According to - them the whereabouts 

of Ibn al-: Vanafrya could not be known ýand in their view 

FA11 had named him the mahdl., ' AbU %iltim al-Razli 

maintains that for AbG Karib, Ibn- al-7janaf-1ya was "the 

immedirte successcr of'CAlT in the Imamate and opposed 

those who upheld the Imamate of al-Ijasan and al-Uusayn 

before bim. 4 This however was contrary to' view's 

expressed by the majority'of the Kaysinlya"who upheld 

1. Ibn Outayba, K. al-ShIcr wa al-Shucara4, ed. M. J. de 
Goeje (Leiden, 1904), pp. 216-29. Zubayr b. BakkIr 
DiwIn al-Mufa44alIyEt_, ed. and tr. by C. J. Lyall 
(oxford, 1918-21), vol. 1,174-7. Friedlaender 

JAOS 29,36f. Ibn Khallikin 11.529-35; also see 
Madelung, op cit and Watt Formative Period, pp. 47-9. 

2. NawlakhtI, op. cit, p. 26'f. 

3. AbU UStirm al-RIz-I Ko al-Zrna (section on sects) in 
al-Slmarrg'T's ed n p. 297; al-OS4T al-Nucman, 
al-Urju--a al-Mukhtara ed. I. K. "Poonawala (Montreal, 
1970), pp. 221-9. Nawbakhti, Firaq pp. 25 ff. says 
that I! amza b. cUmilara al-Barbarl was initially a 
follower of AbZI Karib. Later he himself claimed to 
be a Ima"I and Prophet asserting-the divinity of Ibn 
al-tiana Uya. 

4. K. &I-Z! Ena, P. 297* 
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the consecutive Imamate of the three sons-of cAll. 1 

This appears to be the. first occurence among 

Muslims of this kind, though later they came to be held 

by ShIcite groups in many forms. ' The similarity 'of 

these ideas to Judaeo-Christian messianic ideas is too 

obvious2 to need further elaboration. The similarity 

is also with the ancient pre-lslamic'Arabian'ý tradition 

3 where it was believed that the bero would return. 

Perhaps later this came to be believed that the hero 

would either return in the same body (raica)' or" in a' 

different body (tanlaukh)having the same spirit. 

Another group mentioned by AbO al-Olsim al-BalkhT 

is the one which followed VayyIn al-SarrRj4 maintaining 

that Itn al- ]Vanaflya had died in the Radwa mountain's 

1. Madelung, art. "Kuraybiyya" in-EI2. ' 

2. For more details see Friedlaender, JAOS, 29, pp. 36ff 
Also see Watt, Formative Period, passim;, Ardendonk, 
op. cit. 10-15. Seale, M. S. Muslim Theology, a study 
of origins with reference to the Church Fathers, 
(London 1964). For more details on the word Mahdl 
see the chapter on "The Expected Deliverei'-17, 
Themes of Islamic Civilization, ed. by John Alder 
Williams (Univ. of California Press, -1971), 
pp. 189ff. 

3. Hodgson, M. G. S., *How did - the -Early ShIca become 
sectariar; " JAOS 75 (1955) p. 6. 

4. According to Imami reports, he denied the death of 
Ibn al-ijanaflya durinj Jacfar al-SSdig's time. see 
Madelung's art. * in F. 13, p. 837. 
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Imamate to his son, AbU Itishiml, who. he-knew. would die 

childless. Still another group believed that Muhammad 
0 

b. al-Hanaflya had died and that the Imanr after him 

was his son AbG Hishim whom he had, appointed as his 

successor. 1 

All these different groups of the Kaysin"Iya are 

characterized by their love for CAII and his family and 

hatred towards the reigning dynasty. They were 

distinguished by the fact that they considered that 

their Imam who carried the name, and kunya of the 

Prophet as the depository of a special knowledge and 

they venerated him to that effect. 2 

C3 According to the Muctazilite, Oldi Abd al-Jabbar, 

some of the Kaysinlrya after Ibn al-Vanafiya's death 

went over to Zayn alcibidln. This would tend to 

suggest that among many of the Shi C a, cAll's family did 

not% yet signify a single individual or for that matter 

Uusayn's descendants. It could well be that it was in 

Ivanow, *Early ShIcite Movem ents', JBBRAS (1941) 17. 
E12 

. 17, -22 cit. p_p. 27. Madelung'Kaysiniyya', E12; Nawbakh-tj q 

2. Van Arendonk, p. 12-3 quoting Sibt Ibn al-Jawz! as 
citing a badifth from ihe Musnad of Ibn 11anbal, 
which had authorized cAll to give these names to a 
son. According to al-Zuhrl's explanation however 
this was only permission. 

3. al-Muchni, Vol. 20 part 11 (D; r al-Masriya n-d-) 
pi. 177. 
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ar 

in-- 

these circumstances, that the doctrine of aLm 

(designation) became a significant determinant of who 

the imam was. This doctrine involved the idea of a 

pre-ordained ordinance which was given public reality 

by the formal act of the Imam designating bin 

successor. The doctrine can be seen to be compatible 

with hereditary succession but it does not preclude the 

possiblity of the nave moving outside the hereditary 

chain, until specified. 

The e. octrine of the nase of al-Husayn an his son 

CA11, Zayn al-CAbidin helps to confirm his 

Imamate to the exclusion of the sons of al-Hasan 

or any other descendants of cAll. However, at the 

time, since the concept of Imamate had not been 

laid out clearly, the doctrine of naqq could also 

work in favour of others who claimed it. it seems 

that such a claim of nave may have been put forward 

on behalf of Ibn al-Hanafiya by the various groups 

mentioned. 

Another doctrine that helped partisans to 

explain the rather ambivalent attitude in public 

of the various claimants for the Imamate was 
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the doctrine of taqlya (precautionary dissimulation). 

Thus Imams could pledge allegiance to despotic caliphs 

under this doctrine without affecting their own claims 

to the Imamate. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

ASPECTS OF AL-BIOIR"S LIFE AND CAREER 

AI-Biqir's full name was Mubammad b. cAll b. al- 

Uusayn b. cAli b. AbI T*; llb while his nickname was AbU 

Jacfar. His mother was Umm cAbdAllFth, the daughter 

of al-Hasan b. cAll. Thus al-Bgqir was the first 

one in the family to have descent from both the 

Prophet's grandsons. 1 He was born about 57 A. H. 2 

in Medina, roughly around the time when Mucgwiya 

was exacting the oath of allegiance from the 

people for hisson, YazId. 3 

When a mere child, his family was afflicted by 

the tragedy of KarbalV. There is a report in al- 

Yaccjýb14 which says that al-Bgqir was actually 

present at Karbali" . This must have left a 

profound impression on him. His early childhood 

1. Oid-ir al-Nucviin Sbarb f. 63; Maniqib f. 299a. 

2. Most authorities are unanimous about tbi s date. 
See al-Kulaynl al-KifT I p. 469; al-cAmili cAyan &I 
ShIca IV p. 3. Although some authorities like to 
maintain It was the year 56 AH. 

3. Al-Tabarl Annales I ed. De Goeje, 2nd series 
(Netherlands, 1964) p. 173. 

4. al-Yacq; bl 11, p. 320 says that al-Biqir was not 
only present there but that he even remembers his 
grandfather being killed. 
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and teens witnessed the struggle for powers 

involving the Umayyads, Ibn al-Zubayr and groups of 

SbIcites wbile at the same time be saw bis fatber 

remaining aloof and avoiding getting entangled in -tbe 

politics of the day. 

1) The Laciab al-Biqir: 

it is difficult to determine when al-Biqir 

acquired this epithet which is a shortened form of 

Biqir al-cilm "One who splits open knowledge. " It 

is also equally difficult to say whether he was known 

as such in his very lifetime or whether he later came 

to be known as such. The earliest evidence we have of 

a writer calling him as such is a third , century 

writer, Zubayr b. Bakkir (d. c. 256A. H. '/870A. D. ). 'Both 

al-O; d-2 al-Nucmin' and Ibn Hajar2 mention Zubayr 

b. Bakkar as saying that Mulýammad b. -cAl! was called 

Bgqir al CIlm. 

F)ýtllikin Muhammad b. CAII According to Ibn 3, 

Sbarb -al-AkbbFkr f., 68. '- In his otber-manuscript 
al- Mangqib f. 299a, al-Ogýl al-NuOrtan does mention 
that be was called . "qir al-cilm but without 
mentioning the source of Zubayr b. Bakkir. 

2. Ibn Hajar al-Asqallil Tabdb1b al-Tabdhlb sags that 
according to Zubayr b. -W-akkar, Muhammad b. Ali' was 
called Biqir al-cilm. See his voi. 9-10 pp. 350 ff. 

3. Waffiyit (trans. de Slane) Vol. II, p-579- 
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received the epithet al-BiLgir because he collected 

an ample fund of knowledge but he does not specify 

when be received this appellation and from whom. 

Yacq; bll says that he used to be called Biqir al-cilm 

because he split open knowledge. The Lisrin al-cArab2 

says that Mutammad b. cAll b. al-Uu sayn b. All al- 

BEqi r was called thus because he split open 

knowledge, knew its principles (or roots), 

discovered its branches and bad vast knowledge. 

For the ShIca in general, the title 

Bigir al-cilm was no ordinary title for it was 

in their view, given to him by the Prophet. According 

to the account given in al-Kulayn13, Jibir b. CAMAllih 

the oldest surviving companion of the Prophet, used 

to sit in the mosque of the Prophet wearing a black 

turban and call out : "Ya Bicir al-cIlm", *Ya B5qir 

al-cllm" i. e. "Oh, One who splits open knowledge. " 

People inMedina used to say Jibir was talking nonsen se 

but he told them that the reason why he was talking 

1. Yacqgbl Ta'rlkh 11, p. 320. 

2. Ibn Manzür, p. 140 

&Jb ow J-i>-J jUd CA JLJi 
rw, v; te21 

3. al-Kulaynil al-Kifl I, p. 469. 
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like that was because he had actually heard'the 'Prophet 

say: * 

"01 JFLbir, You will--meet a'man from my 
family who will have the same name and 
the *same cbaracteri stics as mine, 
and* who wil split open knowledge 
extensively. " 

As regards bow Jibir met-'al-Biqir, the report in 

al-Kulayn12 recounts that once it so happened that 

Jibir was going to and fro in some of the streets of 

Medina when he passed by a- street 'that had a Qur'in 

school (kuttKb) which al-Bgqir used to attend. When 

J&bir saw him, he asked Inim to go near him to which 

al-Biqir responded. * When Jibir asked him-to return 

al-Biqir did that as well. Thereupon Jibir explained: 

"Characteristics of- the Messenger of 
Allah; by Him in whose Hands is my soul, 
0 boy, what is your-name? n 

When '-al-BSqIr 'told him that - he -was Muhammad 

b. cAll b. al-Husayn, Jibir went up to him and 

kissed his head and swore by 'his father and mother 

that the Messenger of Allah had. recited his greetings 

upon him. 

Another account of this episode is given 

1. al-Kulayni I-Kifli, p. 469. 

2. al-Kafi I, pp. 460-470. 
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by al-Oadl al-Nucmi'nl according to whom Jabir 

b. cAbdAlli7h used to inquire about al-lVusayn's 

grandson as to whether there was anyone among 

them by the name of MuDammad. one day, he happened 

to pass by the house of CAII- b. - al--; Ilusayn and beard 

the maid-servant calling someone, 'Muhammad' . This 

was when he had already lost his sight. So be 

asked his guide whether that was the house of CAlT 

b. al-Rusayn and when he was told that it waso 

he asked the maid-servant who this Muýammad was 

whom she was She said it was Mu*oammed 

b. cAlT b. al-Husayn whereupon JWbir asked her 

to bring the child near him. When she did so 

Jabir kept on rubbing his face over him, kissing 

his bands and feet and said "01 Pon of the 

Messenger of Allah, your grandfather has recited his 

greetings to you. " 

Manaqib, f. 299b - 300a. The account given by 
al-QN41 al-Nucn-mn in his Sharh is different. Here 
it is al-]ýaqir who happens t6 go and visit Jibir 
who bad already lost his sight by then. When asked 
who he was, al-Ta-qir said that he was Mubammad b. 
cAlT b. al-Husayn whereupon Jabir asked him to go 
near him. He then began kissing his hand and when 
he bent to kiss his feet, al-Bi-qir moved away. ýIt 
was then that J-abir told him that the Messenger of 
All'Xh had recited his greetings upon him. So al- 
BWqir asked Jabir as to how that had happened and 
Jabir related that once it so happened that the 
Prophet told him that he would meet Mubammad b. 
CA11' b. al-Ijusayn' from amongst his sons whom God 
will grant light and wisdom. The Prophet then 
asked him to recite his greetings to this son. 
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When JIbir was asked regarding this matter he said 

that once al-THusayn happened to be playing, before- the 

Messenger of AllIh when he said: 

"01 JAbir. You will live until you meet 
. the son of this boy who will be called 
M6hammad al-Biqir, whom God will give 
'The Light' and 'The Wirdom'. So recite 
upon him my greetings. " 

The incident given in al-Tabar12 produces still 

another angle to the meeting whereby Jibir went up to 

al-Biqir when he was in the Our'gn school, (kuttib). 

Jibir asked him to uncover his belly and when al-Bciqir 

did that, JSbir kissed it and said that the Messenger 

of AllAh had asked him to recite his greetings upon 

bim. 

There are many difficulties regarding this episode, 

not least the existence of variants. The material so 

far examined shows a divergence of views not only about 

the title itself but also regarding how and when Jibir 

-3 met al-BSqir. For, according to al-Kulayni the Prophet 

Is supposed to have said to Jibir that he would meet a 

man from his family who would have the same name and 

1. Maniqib op. cit. 

2. al-Ta! rikh III p. 2496 JI; Vja., -JI 41 

. eJ" -- VICjs %-ý C-q o0cra 
4LIJ, 

-1-0 ot J. " u ji; 
c; #L,. jt; 016-ee JW V; L; l 

II*I &Ul JI; ý %l; j OZ6-i Ce 
J 

-I 
et L: 

3. al- af i I, pp . 4769- 
TO 
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and same characteristics as he and who would split 

o en knowledge extensively, Whereas al-Qid! al-Nucn. gnl P 

maintains, J; bir was told-about meeting a son of Uusayn 

who apparently had been playing before the Messenger of 

Allah, who would be called Mubammad al-Biaqir whom God 

2 would grant 'light' and 'wisdom. Al-Tabari's account 

does not say anything of the title but that Jibir asked 

al-Biqir to uncover his belly and when he did so, he 

kiss. -? d it saying that the Messenger had recited his 

greetings to him. 

This last aspect of reciting , greetings is 

maintained by all the three versions. There seems to 

be a general agreement among the early sources. that. the 

jwo had certainly met. There also seems to be, strong, 

indication from widely differing sources. (al-Tabarl, al, 

Kulayn! and al-Oill al-Nucman) that JZhir had regarded 

this great, great-grandson of the Prophet as someone 

special in religious terms. 

With regard to the question of whether al-Biqir was 

called as such during his very lifetime, there is an 

interesting report preserved by Ibn clnaba. in his Umdat 

1. Manaqib f. 299b-300a. 

2. Tarikh p. 2496. This report is apparently from al- 
FK-q-T-rhimself which certainly looks abbreviate-I if 
not subduel. 
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When Zayd b. CA1-1 called on -to see Hisliam b. CAbd al- 

Malik, he asked-Zayd how was his brother, the cow, (al- 

Baqara) implying al-ýBaqir. So'Zayd,, told him that'he 

had vehemently opposed the Messenger of -Allah who had 

named him al-BEqi while he was calling him al-Baqara. 

Zayd then went on to tell Hisham that the Messenger 

would surely oppose him on the day of resurrection when 

the former would enter Heaven while he (Hisham) would 

go to hell. 

The above report, if authentic, is quite 

significant for, it not only means that al-Biqir was 

called as such during -his life-time -but it- also 

suggests that the Prophet, had already, been associated 

with giving him that name. The fact that Caliph Hisham 

Al-Sayyid Jarral al-DTn Ahmad b. cAlT al-Hasari-i 
popularly known as Ibn * cInaba (d. 828 OA. H. ) 
'-; Umdat al-ralib, 2nd edition (Najaf, 1961) p. 194. 
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distorted the title of al-Biqir to al-Baqar suggests 

that al-Blqir was indeed known as such during 'his 

lifetime. Moreover, the fact that Zayd, who was 

otherwise in opposition to his brother,. defended his 

title as having been given to him by'the Prophet, also 

makes it conceivable that as early As the beginning 

of the second century al-B! qir was known as such which 

means in his life-time. 

However, whether the traditions about the title are 

true or not, the concept appears certainly true in the 

light of the traditions that have come down from 

al-Biqir in the various ShIcite works of all 

persuasions, ZaydI, Ithn! cAsharir and IsmiaC111.1 

Moreover, sporadlic traditions from him are also found 

in major Sunnite works such as Milik's Muwattg', Ibn 

Hanbal's Musnad and al-'Shaficic Risila. 2 Al-Tabarl' 

not only uses him as an authority in his famous Ta'rikh 

but in his voluminous Tafsi , al-Baqir's traditions 

have been included. 

Thus, from the various works, both, Shi ite and non 

-Sh! Oite al-Baqir emerges as a versatile scholar 

1. See chapter on Al-BAqir's contribution to Figh. '' 

2. For de4-ails see the chapter on al-Biq ir 
in traditionist circles'. 
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conversant not only in matters of rites and rituals but 

also on the exegesýis of the' Our'Snquestions pertaining 

to law as such as well as theological topics of both 

mundane mundane and spiritual ýature. It is also 

significant to note that before al-Baqir's time, 

Shl'Oite learning was limited. Then suddenly in his 

time there was a sudden profusion of knowledge on 

various aspects. He thus happened to be the fir5i: 

Imam of the Shra 'from whom such a vast corpus of 

badith literature has C'O'Me down. ' 

Thus whether the tradition is true or not and 

whether the title is subject to prophecy or not, the 

title itself has meaning; the significance of which is 

much more a matter for scholarship. it emphasizes the 

role al-Bi7qir played in disseminating knowledge to the 

general- public as well as his place in Sh-1-cite 

literature. 

Wasl'ya: 

According to both Ithna7Asharl- and I sma c 1-131 

What has been preserved from his son and successor 
is even more. 
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sourcesl after Zayn al-cAbidln's death in c. 94 A. M. his 

son, al-ngqir succeeded to the ImImAte as a spiritual 

function. The traditions in al-KulaynT would tend to 

sugý-2st that al-Blqir actually received a cheat full of 

w--apons and books of the Messengei af Allah from his 

father in the presence of his brothers. 2 

It is believed that the weapons which symbolize 

authority consisted of the sword, the armour, the 

helmet as well as the abort spear (canazah) of the 

Prophet. Besides these weapons, traditions in al- 

KulaynT maintain that 'the Imams ; ilso inherited certain 

documents that contained important information. In 

fact the jimica is supposed to contain everything that'** 

. man : nay need; every case of law was covered by it, -even 

blooCwit for a scratch. Other documents that the Imams 

are supposed to have possessed are the Jafr a leather 

bag containing knowledge and the mapbafof FAtima. This 

masbaf, it is believed, contained messages that Fitima 

1. al-Kulaynl, al-KEM 1,305-6; al-0141 al-NuFman, 
Sharb al-Akhbar p. 62 ff and Manlqib p. 299 ff does 
not specifically say in these two works that the 
Imam after Zayn al-cAbidln was al-Biqir, nor does 
he give the various traditions given in al-KulaynL. 
Howeveril'. 7the way he has dealt with, the Imams one 
after the othor, it is obvious that he means al- 
BXqir succeeded his father, Zayn al-cAbidin. Cf. 
his DaON'im 1, p. 43 where he mentions the Imams one 
after the other by their names. 

2- al-K9f1 1, pp. 305-6: See also MajlisT Bihir VI, 
pp. 100ff and Muf1d Irsh3d (trans. Howard) . p. 393. 
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received from an angel after the Prophet's death. ' 

It appears that the j5mica did certainly exist. 

However, it is an open question whether or not this 

document as well as the sword of the Prophet2 were in 

possession of al-ijusayn's descendants. 

Rivals of al-B'Eqir 

When al-BUqir took over from his father, the 

KaysFnlya in its various branches was a prominent 

group. Of all the branches, the HNshim-Tya, a group 

that had pronounced itself in favour of AIZ HUshim, the 

son of Ibn al-Hanafiya appeared more active. Sources3 

suggest that their leader AbU H57shim. certainly vied for 

the Imamate according to a record of a meeting between 

him and al-EMqir. It so happened that once al-B"Sqir was 

1. al-Kulayn7i al-K'SfT, pp. 232-241. 

2. According to some sources, the sword appears to 
have belonged to the Vasinad branch of the 
Prophet's family. See al-Isfah'Sn-I Ma(fa-til (Najaf 
1303 A. H. ) P. 188. 

3. al-Q51r al-Nucm7an Mariaqib f. 302. Also see his 
Sharb, f . 70. IdrTs ujm'gd al-DTn who wrote his 
"; Uy-un al-Akhbgr much later also mentions this 
meeting. 
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sitting in the mosque talking to people around him, 

when suddenly Ab'5 HSshim came up to him, abusing him: 

"You (plural) claim the wa*Tya of the 
Messenger of AllUh by deception and 
lies. " 

Al-BUqir replied: 

"Say what you like. I am the son of 
FRtima, while you are from a Hanafite 
woman. " 0 

When the people in the audience - heard. this, they 

pounced upon Ab-u HRshim, and began pelting him, with 

stones and sandals until he was driven out of the 

mosque. There may or may not be some exaggeration in 

the details of the above incident but there seems to be 

hardly any doubt that, he did aspire for the leadership. 

This is also evident from the fact that he was not only 

living in exile, ' b ut also because he was poisoned by 

Caliph SulaymEn' before. whom_ he had made his claims 

public. Abu HNshim's death in c. 98. /817-8 led to new 

splits. SourceS2 indicate no less' than four to five 

groups claiming succession. from him although, he himself 

had died childless. 

1. Ei2 art. "AMT Hgshim". 

2. NawbakhtT Firn p. 28 says that the H57shimTya split 
into four groups but cAbd al-JabbEr (d. 415) in his 
al-MughnT Vol. 20 part II (DEr al-Misf-Iya n. d. ) 
pp. 177ff quoting AbIl al-Qasim al-Balkh-I (d. 270) 
says there were five. 
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One group asserted that AbG Hishim was-, the mahdi 

and be was alive hiding in the mountains of Raýiiiai. 

Another group claimed that be had appointed his brother 

cAll and that the Imamate was then continued through 

cAll's son al-Hasan and so on, maintaining that it 

belonged exclusively to the descendents of Mul; ammad 

al-Uanafiya. They also believed that the Imamate 

could not be transferred to others, and that the mabdi 

will come from their house. 1 

Others believed that AbU Hishim died and appointed 

cAbdAllah b. Muciwiya b. cAbdAllah b. Jacfar b. Ab! 

Talib2 then a child after him, In charge of a certain 

Silih b. Mudrik (acting as a temporary Imam): the 

latter then handed over the authority to his charge 

when the child became of age. He became the ruler of 

Isfcihin but was later. ' imprisoned by Ab5 Muslim and 

eventually executed. 3 

00 

1. Ivanow, "Early Shicite Movements",, JBBRAS (1941) 17, 
p. 6. 

2. He rose in KGfa in Muharram of 127/744 and was 
defeated. However, he was able to withdraw to 
Persia. See art. on him EI, vol. I, pp. 26-27; 
Tabari Vol. II, pp. 1879-87,1947-8,1976-80. Cf. 
Also ibn cInaba's (d. 825/1422 )cUmdat al-Tilib, 
pp. 21-22. He was ultimately overpowered by Abu 
Muslim, imprisoned in Herat in 129-746-7 and was 
either executed or, , as the author of cUmdat al- 
jilib says, was kept in prison till 183/1-99when he 
died. Nawbakhti, 6P. cit. pp. 29ff. says his 
followers split Into several groups after his 
death. 

3. Ivanow, "Early Shicite Movements, " p. 6; Nawbakhti, 
op. cit. p. 29. 
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Yet another group maintained that he died'without having 

appointed anyone to succeed him; they believed in their 

headmen being their Imams-' Many however believed that 

AbG Hashim bad appointed Muhammad b. CAII b". CAbdAllih 

b. cAbbis as the Imam after Abii Hishird, asserting that 

before his death Abil Hishim bad handed-the appointment 

to his father cAll b. " cAbdAll! h in trust for him since 

Muhammad was still a minor. 2 It is reported that this 

group who believed in 'Muhammad b. CAli and the group 

which followed cAbdAll! h b. MucAwiya disputed and then 

agreed to have an arbitration by one of their chiefs, 

Ab5 Riyiki. He decided the case in favour of Muhammad 

b. CA11 whereupon' cAbdAll; h b. Muciwiya's party is 

believed to* have joined Muhammad b. 'cAll's group and 

together they were known as the Riyihlyya. 3 

Those who trace the Imaluate through'týe' CAbbisid 

Muhammad b. cAli' and his son Ibrghlm, to the cAbbisid 

1 Ivanow, "Early ShIcite Movements", p. 6 wonders if 
this has anything to do with the Oarmatians of 
Bahrayn. 

2. Nawbakhti, o cit. R. 29; Ivanhow, Ir Lr 
' 

2 p.! - - 
op. cit. p. 6. L 

"' n EI4, p. 837. See Madelung sa rt . I also art. *ýAli 
b. cAbdAllih b. CAbbas" E12. 

3. Madelung, op. cit. Nawbakht! mention s the merger of 
the two group@ but does not say that they were 
known as Riyahiya; it is interesting to note that 
Abu al-cAbbFs al-$affAh and Abfi Jal,; far al-Manýar 
were present in cAbdAllih's army. 
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caliphs commonly came to be * known as Rawindlyal 

although some heresiographers restrict' the ''name to 

those who claimed that the first Imam after the death 

of the Prophet was his uncle,. hl-cAbbis and that the 

Imamate continued among his descendants. 2 Al-ýN; shls3 

also mentions sects of ... Bukayriya4 and Khidashiya 

within the early cAbbasid movement. The former were 

the followers of Bukayr b. Mahin (d. 127/744-5), the 

KGfan dici- mainly responsible for the organization of 

the cAbbis id movement in Khurlsiin. The Khidishlya 

were called after CAmmar b. YazId, nicknamed - Khidcish, a 

dic! active in ý the area of Nisapur and Merv. When 

Muhammad b. cAli disowned him on account of doctrinal 
0 

deviation, his supporters held'tbat Mu'ýammad b. cAll 

had forfeited the Imirnate and that it'had -passed to 

Xhidish. Khidish was executed in 118/736 but his 

supporters maintained that he was alive and had been 

raised to heaven'by God. 5 

Baghdidl, Al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, . p. 28; see 'also 
Madelung op. cit. For , some details 

- 
on the 

Raw5ndiya, see F. Omar, The CAbbcisid Caliphate, 
(Baghdad, 1969), pp. 192-9. 

2. Madelung, op-cit. 

3. Al-Nishli, Mas; 'il al-Imama, ed. Jan van Mss, (Beirut, 
(Beirut, 1-9-71-T, pp. 24-41. 

4. Baghdidl., op. cit., p. 28; Nawbakhti, o]2. cit. p. 30f, - 
Mad elung, op. cit., - also art. 'BayIn b. Samlan' in 
LI2 by M. G. S. Hodgson; see also Watt, ý Formative 
Period, pp. 50-51. 

S. Al-Nishl', op. cit. 
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The fact that there were so many splinter -groups 

within the Shicite movement obviously meant that for 

most of the early ShIcite sympathizers it did not 

matter who was the leader, provided he was an HEsTrimid. 

As pointed out earlier, the doctrine of nao* was being 

used to work in favour of anyone who claimed it. Until 

now, the various claimants were restricted to the 

cAllds only, but the claim that AbU Hashim passed his 

heritage to the Abbasids as well as - the assertions of 

Bayan and AbZT MansMur claiming nar? * shows that the 

doctrine of nar? g; was being used and could be used to 

extend the hereditary field of the Imamate. This is 

where al-B'Sqir must have perhaps felt the need to lay 

out the theory of the Imamate with its various 

requirements. ' I 

Al-BRqir did have a special advantage however, in 

that he was no ordinary cAlT*d for, as pointed out, both 

his paternal and maternal grandfathers were the 

Prophet's grandsons who were therefore, in some sense, 

2 
sacred. This descent from Fgtima that eventually, came 

to be a major force of appeal among both, the IsmEcIlls 

This is discussed in' the following chapter "Al- 
BFqir's views on the Imamate. " 

2. In Ab-u Mikhnaf's narratives on KarbalM' there is 
already the sense that al-Rusayn being the grandson 
of the Prophet was in some sense sacred. Al-Tabarl 
Ta'r7kh. 0 
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and the IthnS cAsharTs, 'gave al-BFqir a unique lineage 

and secured him a sound position among some circles at 

least. 

Al-BMqir did manage to rally around himself a 

number of followersl in spite of the various claimants 

that existed and in addition to the followers acquired 

during his father's time, especially during the latter 

years of his life. According to al-Balklr, 2 
even cAll 

b. al-Husayn did have a following of his own, let 

alone al-Bgqir, whose times were more conducive for 

public teaching than his father's. Thus, there is 

little doubt that al-BRqir was recognised as an Imam 

during his life-time and views expressed by some 

scholarS3 are no longer - acceptable. The storie ,s in 

Nawbakht14 of al-B'Eqir's difficulties with some of his 

followers are too life-like to be easily dismissed, 

The anecdote about a group that followed cUmar b. Rifa'ý 

in abandoning al-B-5qir5p although being rather damaging 

See the section on ShIcite associates of al-BUqir 
included in the chapter, "Al-Bgqir in traditionist 
circles. " 

2. cAbd al-jabba-r, al-Mughn! p. 177. 

3. Watt, Formative Period,, p. 52. See also his-art. 
"ShTcism under the Umayyads (JRAS, 1960) pp. 168-9. 

4. Firaq, pp. 52-3; 54-5. 

5. After he gave two different answers to the, same 
question. ' See Nawbakhtl, pp. 52-55. 
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in itself bas a positive side in that It proves that 

al-Biqir did indeed bave a following of bis own and 

that some among them were given to repudiate bim 'as 

well. 1 

Moreover the fact that Bayin and Abil Manq'Gr both 

claimed at some point to be al-Biqir's wa412 shows-'that 

al-Blqir must have been of sufficient importance as an 

Imam for these men to claim the waglya from him. Some 

followers of al-Biqir's 'like al-Mughlra b. Sac1d 

al-IJ11, went as far as claiming that al-Biqir was 

Divine; and although al-Mughlra was repudiated by him, 

this, together with other instances mentioned above are 

strong evidences to prove that al-Biqir was indeed 

recognized as an Imam if only within his own circle. 

Furthermore, even though the ideas of the Kaysiniya 

found poetic expression in poets like Kuthayyir and 

Sayyid al-Himyarit al-Býqir too-, did not'lack poets I who 

carried his family's name far and wide. During his 

father's time, the poet Farazdaq used to compose many 

verses. once during a pilgrimage when Hishim b. CAbd 

al-Malik (who was then a prince) was unable to touch 

Another follower of al-Biqir, Mutammad b. 0ays also 
left him after what be heard from Ibn Ri yitt 0a 
views. 

2. To be discussed in the section below on Ghulit. 
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the blackstone because of the crowd, and saw people 

giving way to Zayn al-cRbid-in, 'he asked angrily who 

that person was. ' In reply, Farazdaq recited an ode' in 

Zayn al-cibicAn's favour. 

Even more popular than Farazdaq were the verses of 

Kumayt (d. 126A. H. ) who was a contemporary of al-gaqir2. 

His verses, the, Hishimlygt were such that they could be 

appreciated by a larger public unlike those of Sayyid 

al-Himyari who offended people by vilifying the first 

two caliphs. 3 Kumayt did not go beyond the limit of 

'tashayuchasan' and although at' times he expresssed 

4 some fear of the Umayyads, in his heart their power 

was an illegitimate one. 
5 

- 

Kumayt publicly declared that the claims of the 

Banu Hashim were based on the fact that they were the 

inheritors6 and that these claims found their, support 

in the Qur'an. 7 It must be mentioned however that the 

I See Farazdaq, Divian I, pp. 847 ff, - Aghin! XX I, 
pp. 400 ff. J. He=however denies the attribUM-o-n 
of these verses to Farazdaq apud Arendonk p. 15. 

2. See pp. 23 and 139 of Kumayt's 14ashbJyat in the 
Horovitz edition. 

3. AqhanI, vol. 7, P. 41, lines 15-17. 

4. Kumayt Hishiml)ýa 4, vv, 86ff and 102ff. 

5. ibid 2 vv. 28,31,37 ff. 

6. *Kumayt Hýshim! 3ýa- 2, vv. 38 ff. 

7. ibid 2 vv 29 ff. 
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verses which Kumayt cited such as *1 do not ask you for 

retribution, only love for my next of kinpulwere being 

equally used by the 'Abbisids and later by the Zaydiya 

an well. This is due to' the "difference' in 

interpretation of the words "next of"kin, " Which"were 

being used to include the whole family of the Propheto 

Al-Bigir and th e Ghulit 

Al-BIqir also faced problems from some individuals 

(ex"agge - rators)'. 
Ik On e who became classed among the ghul 

such person was the already mentioned Bayin b Simcan. 2 

At first he believed that Ab5 Hishim would return as 

the mahdI. He and his followers, " the Bayinlya adopted 

extremist views about AbG Hishim and claimed that he 

bad conferred prophetbood, on Bayin on bI ebalf of God. 3 

According to 'another report4 * Bayin ý' later wrote to 

1. Our'an 22 : 42. 

2. See Tucker, William F. "Bayan b. Simcan and the the 
Baylnlya: Shicite extremists of Umayyid Iraq" 
Muslim World 65/4 (198S) pp. 241-53. 

3. Madelung art. "Kaysciniyya" E120 

4. Nawbakhti Firaq 30,25; cf. Baghdadi pp. 227ff: 
Shahrastani Milal pp. 113ff. See also Hodgson, art 
"Bayin b. SaFc--FLn" E. T2. Watt, Formative Period-p. 51, 
thinks this might be a later invention to support 
the Shicite claims that al-Biqir was recognized as 
Imam d%ring his lifetime. Refer also al-Riz! 
k. al-Zina P. 297 in al-Simarri'I's edition. 
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Mutammad b. CAII (al-Bgqir) perhaps after AbU Hisbim's 

death and called an him to accept himself (i. e. Bayin) 

as a prophet. Probably after al-Blqirls death he In 

believed to have claimed that al-BFiqir bad appointed 

him an his emissary. However, there are also reports to 

say that he was hostile to al-Biqir., Other reports 

maintain that be was planning a revoltl either in the 

name of al-Biqir's son, Jacfar al-Vidiq or of al-Nafs 

&I-Zaklya, a Vasanid who actually revolted In 762 A. D. 

Bayin himself together with al-Mughlra was executed in 

Kiifa by the order of the governor Xhilid al-oasrl*2 

Among other nullt, there was a group called 

Eaxblya or tyirithlya, after their leader - FAbdAllfih b. 

.3S* al-Ijaxh ources ascribe to them a promlnýnt role in 

the introduction of the theory of metempsychosis (mask) 

and other extremist Ideas. After the death of Ab5 

Hishim, Ibn Ilarb. 'taught that the Divine Spirit (ru I 

Allih) bad been present in Prophet Mutammad and bad 

in conjunction It is believed with 'his associate 
al-Mughira b. Sac1d al-1jl1. 

al-Tabarl 11 1619 ff - 
3. His name Is variously gtven as cAbdAllah (b. cAmr) 

b. (11: ) 111rith al-Kindi al-K; fl or 2 al-Madi'inr or 
al-Shami* See Madelung's art. in EX where he says 
this may Indicate, a fusic; n"- of more than one person 
into a single identity. See also Ashcarl-i, 6,22; 
BaghdidI 233f: 235f; Shahrastinl_l 244f. -Ibn 1jazm 
iv 187f ban cAbdAllah b. al Harith who may be the 
same, Cf JAOS XXXX 124 ff. See also Halm in Der 
Islam 58 TMI) 
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successively been transferred to cAlT, Vasan, Vusayn 

Ibn al-Uanaflyya, Abli HSshim and finally to Ibn Varb 

who thus had become the Iman until the reappearance of 

Muýammad b. al-HanafryaL-.. However, when his claim of 

omniscience was found to be spurious by his followers, 

many of them renounced him in favour of cAbdAllah b. 

mucilwiya. l It is suggested that Ibn Varb was converted 

to SufrT Kh'5rijism2 and died as a Sufrite. 3 

Another individual regularly classed among the 

ghulS who caused problems for al-B'Sqir was al-Mughrra 

b. Sacl7d al-Ijl14 "who was mentioned earlier on. He was 

a client of the governor, Khalid b. cAbdAll'&h al-QasrT 

and used to claim that al-BNqir had appointed him as 

the wao'r. Later perhaps after al-B'Sqir's death he 

claimed that he was an agent Of Muhammad b. cAbdAllRh 
0 

1 It is doubtful whether 'he himself approved of the 
claims made for him; some were not made until after 
his death in c. 747 A. D. when he was assassinated by 
AbT7 Muslin. See Watt, "ShTcism under the Umayyads" 
JRAS 1920. 

2. For details on this type of KhN'rijism', v, - see Watt, 
Formative period pp. 26f. 

3. Madelung's art. in E12. 

4. al-REZ-1, K. al-Ztna pp. 302ff as well as QNdli- al- 
l- Nucman s Da; agim p. 49. See also AshcarT pp. 60-9 and 

,., 
fer to Tucker's art. NawbakhtT, pp. 52-55. Also re 

"Rebels and Gnostics: al-Mughira Ibn Sac! 7d and the 
MughTrTlya. " Arabica 22/1 (1975) pp. 33-47. 
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b. al-tyasan (al-Nafs al-Zakiya). l He claimed the 

prophethood and Imamate for himself and said that the 

angel JibiaOll brought him revelations and that he 

could raise the dead. Khilid b. cAbdAllih had him 

arrested,, killed and crucified. 

Yet another person who professed himself an, wasi of 

al-BFLqir was Ab5 Mang5r., He either belonged. to the 

tribe of IJ1 or CAM al-Qays and lived In Kiifa. 2 Abil 

Manq5r furtber claimed that be bad experienced an 

ascension to beaven, In the course of,, whicb he, had been 

appointed by God as a' prophet and messenger. He too, 

like his tribesman, al-Mughlra was executed by the 

governor of Iraq in 742 A. D. 

Still another individual, classed among the, Shuli , 

adopting extremist views about al-BFLqir- was Mucammar. 
'. 

He claimed that al-Bgqir and AbU al-Khatiib were, both 

gods. They, he maintained, were gods in the heaven 

c while be, Mu amar was god on earth and that be knew the 

merit of the heavenly god. He also, used to claim the 

1- Of whom more will be said In the following pages. 

2. Ashcarli, pp. 9ff. - Nawbakhti, p. 34 and Baghdadi, 
pp. 234 ff. 

_ See also Tucker's article on "AbB 
ManqUr al-ljli and the. Man; rirllya, a stud in 
medieval terrorism, " Der Islam, 54/1 

(1977) 

pp. 66-76. 

3. Seecal-Razi K. al-Zina p. 306. According 'to al- Ash arT Maqaljt p. 11 he belonged into later -times i. e. during Imam al-§Ndiqts period. 
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divinity of AbU TAlib, cAbd al-Muttalib, Muharunad and 

CA11. 

Al-Bgqir and al-Hasan al-Mutbanna 

As is known, the Alids among tbemselves were far 

from united and between the Hasanids and the Husaynids 
00 

there was downright rivalry. This manifested itself at 

times in family disputes and at other times in the 

struggle for leadership. During Zayn al-clbidln's time 

al-Hasan b. al-Hasan known as al-Muthanna - the 

redoubled happened to be in charge of the qadaqXt from 

estates left by the Prophet. It is believed that Zayn 

al-cAbidin contested this office from him which 

provoked the latter' s fury and resulted in him -being 

rude to Zayn al-cAbidin. 1 There is no apparent 

evidence that al-Hasan al-Mutbanna bad any designs on 
2 the Imamate, although he might have considered his 

c elder lineage to be more entitled to Ali s spiritual 

heritage. 

After Zayn al-cAbidln's death, al-Baqir resumed 

the quarrel over the gadaqgt with al-Uasan al-Muthanna 

and after the latter's death with his son, Zayd b. al- 

1. al-MufId or). cit. p. 

2. Yet the fact that his son cAbdAllSh b. al-Hasan al 
Mahl wzs spreading propaganda in favoureof his 
youthfui son, Nafs al-ZakTya, raises some doubt as 
to whether al-", asan's rivalry with -4jayn 
only sprang from his fury over the V; adaqit. 

I 
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Hasan into whose hands the administration had passed. 1 

Yet another son of al-Hasan al-Muthannii, cAbdAllZh b. 

al-Hasan al-Mahd found himself in opposition to al- 

B! qir for different reasons. Although the actual 

revolt2 of his son, al-Nafs al-Zak-iya took place long 

after al-Baqir's death, yet the propaganda for him had 

started much earlier; in fact, as early as his birth in 

100/718 he was proclaimed by his father to be the 

expected mahdi on account of the prophecy that the 

mahdi had to be called by the same name as the Prophet 

i. e. Muhammad b. CAbdAl 1-afh. 3 

0 
cAbdAllSh- al-Mahl's effort to spread the propaganda 

in favour of his youthful son had already met with 

certain success during the latter years of al-Baqir's 

life. The extremist, al-Mughira b. Sacid, the former 

supporter of al-Blqir, changed his allegiance and with 

a whole circle of his disciples joined cAbdAllah al- 

Mahd and his son4. In Madelung's-5 view, this meant 

1. Kashshi p. 228; Kulayn'11 &I-Kgfl p. 189. I 

2. The revolt took place in 145/762 during the time of 
Jacfar al-ýZdiq when the second cAbbasid caliph AbB 
Jacfar al-Mang-ur was reigning (136-158/754-755). 
See EI artby F. Buhl vol III pp. 665-6. Also see 
al-Tabari III pp. 209ff, - Ibn Tiqtaqa al-Fakbrl pp. 
225 ff. 

3. Ivanow "Early Slilcite movements" JBBRAS P- 8-9. 

4. Nawbakht7i p. 54; Madelung Der Oasim p. 46. It is 
W- also possible that al-Mughira probably changed his 

allegiance after al-gaqir's death. 

5. Ibid. 
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that the father to son ImSmate was not widely accepted 

since al-MughTra could leave al-Bgqir for Nafs al- 

Zaklya. Even without Mughira's defection there is 

little doubt that the principle of hereditary Imýimate 

was not yet established. It was precisely for that 

reason that al-Baqir felt it necessary to put forward 

the views that he did so that some sort of order was 

brought into the chaos that had resulted from the 

variant ShIcite ideas rampant in the Islamic empire. ' 

Al-BSqir and Zayd 

By the turn of the first century Hijra, al-Bgqir 

was involved in even more seriouE problems; for 

according to many ShIcite sourc-es2 he had to de-al with 

bis own half-brother Zayd b. cAll who propagated'i. more 

aggressive and revolutionary policy. 

It Is conceived that the struggle for leadership 

bctween al-BRqir and Zayd began immediately after the 

death of Zayn al-cXbidrn3 while some believe that Zayd 

had not intended the Imamate for himself and actually 

1. See below the* chapter on 111is views on the 
Imamate. ' 

2. See below pp. 87 ff. 

3. Jafri, Origins pp. 249,265; Rajkowski W. W., 
Early Shi"Ism in Iraq (unpublished Ph. D thesis, 
University of London, 1955) pn. 469ff. 
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favoured his brother's leadership. ' As far as the 

first view is concerned, Zayd at the time of his 

father's death in 94 A. H.. was only fourteen years old2 

so it is highly improbable that at that age, he would 

have been able to attract any following. However, in 

the course of time, Zayd is alleged to have become 

strongly impressed with the Muctazilite ideas of Wgsil 

b. Ata .3 He began laying emphasis on the principles of 

Bordering good and prohibiting evil' by force, if 

necessary and accordingly believed that if an Imam 

wanted to be recognised, he had to claim his right, 

sword in hand. Sources4 suggest that al-Baqir a nd zayd 

quarrelled over this, for, when the latter asserted 

that an Imam must rise against the. oppressors, al-Biqir 

remarked: "So you deny your own father was Imam, for he 

never fought the issue. " If this were true, then 

considering Zayd's age, this could not have happened 

earlier than the beginning of second century Hijra. 

1. al-Muf1d K. al Irsbid trans. I. K. A. Howard (London 
1981) pp. 403-4. 

, Al-Mufid says Zayd was even aware 
of the bequest of trusteesbip to Jacfar-al-q5diq. 

2. Qadi al-NucmAn Mangqib 11 Abl al-Bay f. 305* Idris 
ci, mRd al-D71n '-; UyUn al Akbbar IV pp. 228ff. Ibn sacd 
K. Taba44at al Kubra V, p. 42 al Mufrd op. cit. 

3. See H. Nyber ar . in SEI pp. 421 ff. Ibn al- 
I-M 

ýs 
Murtada au tazila p. 20. 

4. Sbabrast&n3i Milal I P. 260. NashwFn al-Himyarli UGr 
al cAyn (Taf-si-r-Y-p. 186 apud Rajkowski op. cit. 
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Zayd is believed to have rejected the Muctazilite 

doctrine of "the intermediate state" Manzila bayna al- 

manzilatayn), although he did not object to the opinion 

that in tlie quarrels that raged between cAlT and his 

opponents, one. - party was certainiy wrong. ' The 

Muctazilites were not sure which but, for Zayd, the 

virtues of cAll were of such superior quality that the 

idea of him being in the wrong was incomprehensible, 2 

However, he agreed with the MuctaziliteS3 that although 

CAU was the best (al-af4al) and therefore the 

preferrable candidate, yet, Ab-U Bakr and cUmar had been 

legally elected leaders. This attitude of his greatly_ 

impressed the circle of traditionists and was a major 

factor in securing him their sympathy and support. 4 

As far as Muf id's5 views about' Zayd's ! revolt are 

1. Nawbakhtl Firaq p. 12; Shahrastih-i Milal, I, p. 160. 

2. Jllýiz, Majmuca al Ras'Vil, p. 178. 
0- 

3. At this stage, 'however, it is difficult to identify 
the actual doctrines of the early Muctazila and 
many of their doctrines about cAll may well belong 
to a later stage in the development. 

4. Some however, also took him up on his views, as for 
instance the two K11fan ShIcite brothers, AbU Bakr 
b. Mulýammad al-Haoraml and cAlqama who asked him 
whether CAU was an Imdm before he resorted to the 
sword. Zayd is believed to have refused to answer 
See Kashsh! Ikhtiygr Macrifat al-Rijil p. 416. 
Also see Ibn Nashwan al Uimyarl Hurr al '; Ayn (Cairo 
194S) p. 185 

5. K. al-Irsh3d op. cit. 
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concerned, i. e. that his main reason 'was seeking 

vengeance for Husayn's blood and that he really did, not 

intend the leadership for himself, these are no longer 

tenable in view of the facts revealed in other'sources 

much earlier than his. ' 

All the early writers such as'al-Tabarl, Ibn Sacd, 

al-Isfah'&n"lr and also Ism7aci-11 'authors like AbE H5t1m 

al-Raz-i and al-QRdil - al-Nucmin "'give the reason for 

Zayd's revolt to be, the order for his arrest by Caliph 

Hisham. This arrest was, on account, of'some money'being 

lent to Zayd by the deposed governor Khýilid b. 

cAbdAllah al-Qasrl. It is clear that this was 

undoubtedly the apparent and the immediate cause of his 

revolt. But one does not have to look very far to 

realise that this could hardly have been the main 

reason for his rebellion. 

Qgýli al-Nucm5n Maniqlb f. 303 ff, - Sharl) f. 69 ff. 
Also see K. al--ZwLna of AbG HTatIm-9-1-R'Az-j who is 
even earlier than the Qa-4i and who is a source for 
the QSdT in his words. The text of K. al-ZIna 1s 
publlsýed in al-samarrZ'i-s work al-qhuiaý (-Iraq, 
1972) in the appendix. 
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According to al-YacqUbli, Hishim told Zayd that he 

had -heard that he considered himself worthy 

of the Caliphate. ' When taunted as to how 

the black-skinned son of a slave-woman could be a 

caliph, his ready reply was that the Prophet himself 

had descended from Ishmael who was also the son of a 

slave. 2 It is quite likely that Hisham having been 

informed about Zayd's motives and plans may have made 

the money business a pretext to find out more about 

them and later not having substantial, evidence against 

him had to release him when he and baw5d b. CMIL (b. 

cAbdAll, ih b. cAbbas) swore that they did not. have the 

money. 

Yacqýib-li Ta"rikh II, p. 325. 

2. al-Tabari, Annales ed. M. J. de Geoje Secunda 
Series II (Netherlands, 1964) P. 1676. See al so 
Yacqubi op. cit. Al-Mufid op. cit. pp. 403-5 also 
gives this episode but with a slight variation. In 
his version Zayd visited Hish&m when the latter 
said to him: "So it is you who considers yourself 
entitled to the Caliphate. " Then HishRm taunted 
Zayd about him having no mother for his mother was 
only a servant-girl. 
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Those who supported Zayd b. CAli"s'' rebellion 

against the Umayyad caliph Hishýim b. cAbd-al-Malik were 

later all known as the ZaydTya. 1 Among the groups who 

supported Zayd in his rebellion were some Batriya 

(Butriya) and J; r5diya. 

BatriVa: 

At the time, one of the differences among the 

various groups was the legitimacy of AbB Bakr and 

cUmar's leadership. Depending on this view was the 

belief whether the early conununity had erred or not in 
a 

Masc5dir Muriij al-Dhahab Vol. 3-4 (Beirut new 
edition) pp. 208 ff. classifies the Zaydiya 
into eight groups while BaghdEdl speaks of 
only three - the JarUdlya, the Batriya and the 
Sulaym5n1ya. Ibn Hazm, KItAb al-Milal wa al-Nihal, 
part of which Friedlaender has translated in his 
article in the JAOS vol. 28,29 considers the 

r ZaydTya within the Shica and only talks of the 
J&rUdTya. See also NawbakhtT who divides the 
ZaydTya initially into 'weak' and 'strong' and 'then 
goes'on to subdivide them pp. 50 ff. al-RAzT, K. al 
-Zina classifies them into JRrUdTya (or SurhubT-y-atj-, 
, ý; iýlTya and BatrTya. See pp. 300-302. 
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having chosen them. This obviously was based on the 

idea whether or not the Prophet had nominated his 

successor. Following the traditions of the moderate 

wing of the K5fan Shlica, the BaVrTyal upheld the 

leadership of AbU Bakr, cUmar and of cUthman during the 

first six years of his rule. Their basis for this 

belief was that cAl"i had pledged allegiance to them. 

They repudiated cUthmin during the last six years of 

his rule, just as they repudiated all later opponents 

"2 of CAI 10 

Considering cAll the most excellent (af4al) of men, 

ShahrastAn! speaks of S*alilýlya, the followers of 
al-Hasan b. SA11h b. Hayy and Batriya as the 
followers of Kaihir ýI-Abt*fir, wlýi 1e Baghd5di 
mentions them jointly as Batrilya and distinguishes 
the SulaymRnTya or the Jarlrlya as those who only 
differed from the BatrTya with regard to cUthxCan's 
position whom they considered unorthodox. 

2. Madelung's art. on "Imama" In E, 2,, p. 1166; cf. 
Nawbakti , PEI , 12,50 who just says 

y 
that they 

repudiate Uthm5n, Talha and Zuba r without 
specifying the last six years. BaghdMd-1 says that 
the Batr! "ya did not commit themselves regarding 
cUthmcin, neither attacking his faults nor praising 
his virtues. See n. 3 before. 
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the Batriya allowed the imamate of the less excellent 

_(ma 
fd5l They regarded the rebellion (khuriij) of 

anyone among the children of CAII as though it were 

'ordering the good and forbidding the evil' (al-amr 

bi-al-macrEf wa al-nalilcan al-Munkar). 1 They did not 

observe al-masl) cal'a al-khuffayn, i. e. the wiping of 

shoes in ritual ablution but drinking nalAdh 

(intoxicting date-wine) and eating of eels (jirr! ) were 

permissible. 2 They also maintained that 'knowledge' 

was not only confined to the Prophet's family but was 

also scattered among the ordinary people and thus the 

seeker of knowledge was entitled to receive it from 

either of them. Again if the seeker was unable to find 

*r 3 it in either of them, then Nawbakhti says, It was 

permissible for them to practice ljtih&d and 1khtiyiir 

(choice) as well as advocate individual opinions 

(aral). 

.r Nawbakht, 17, p. 51. He classifies the CIjliya, 
C-r followers of H&run b. Sa id al-Ijli with the 

Batriya as the 'weak' Zaydiya. 

2. Nawbakhti, p. 12; Madelung, Der Oisim, p. 49. 

3. Op. cit. p. 50. 
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The Batriya thus allowed the whole tradition of the T 

community to be valid as a proper source for law. In 

event of any gaps in the said tradition they were to 

exercise ljtih7a .1 This (positive) attitude of the 

Batriya towards the tradition of the entire community 

was based on their thesis that the early community of 

the Prophet's followers had not fallen into error when 

they had chosen AbB Bakr and cUmar in place of CAli as 

Imam. Thus says Nawbakht, 2 in their view the Muslims 

were right in paying homage to them since cAl-i himself 

had paid them homage. They advocated the view that the 

Imam should be determined by a sh-urg- of the best of the 

community who would choose the most excellent 

(al-af4al). However they maintained that the choice of 

the less excellent (al-maf4ZI) was permissible when it 

could prevent discord and chaos. it must be remembered 

that although they made these assertions for the, sh5rg, 

1 Those who believed in the hereditary Imamate 
maintained that the Imams were the only authority 
who were able to guarantee the true tradition of 
the law. They were thus able to seek the judgement 
of the Imam for each new question that arose. 

2. Nawbakhtir, op. cit. p. 18; Maqilat of al-Ashcar-i, 
p. 68. Also see Madelung, Der'QRsim, p. 50. 
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yet this did not undermine their unqualified preference 

for cAl'I. 1 

This strong emphasis on cAlir's priority was 

especially prevalent in Iraq, particularly in Kufa, 

although it did not constitute a united faction. In 

' s2 I Nawbakht: Lr' view they were the original Batriya. it 

was from them that a group arose with views expressed 

earlier as well as 

belonged of right 

took the field. 3 

cause of Zayd b. Cj 

the Umayyad Caliph 

122 A. H. 

with the standpoint that the Imamate 

to any descendant of cAl-i when he 

This group of\Batriya supported the 

kli when he rose in rebellion against 

Hisham b. cAbd al-Malik in the year 

Madelung, op. - cit. maintains this is where the 
Batri, ya differ from the Sunnis. 

2. Nawbakhti, p. 18. 

3. Nawbakhti", op.; cit. p. 51. Also ref. Madelung, Der 
OSSIM P. 50. 
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JSr5drya 

Another group that also supported Zayd's cause but 

had differerit views were the JArUdrya, the followers 

of AbU al-JErUd, Ziyld b. Mundhir al-cAbdT. l The 

ilrtidlya were originallysupporters of al-Blqir, AbQ 

al-j&rUd being a prominent transmitter of''bis. 2ý In 

Nawbakbtr's opinion even AbU Kýllid al-Wasitl: and 

Fuoayl b. al-Zubayr al-Rassin's, followers 'were imong 

the igrtldIya. He calls them Sur4Ubrya as in his view, 

AbU al-jirBd's title "Sur*bUb" had been given to him by 

al-BIqir which is said to designate *a blind devil 

dwelling in the sea. "3 AIZ KD! lid and Fulayl too were. 

among the transmitters of al-Blqir. 4 

The JXrEldrya did not recognise AbU Bakr, cUmar and 

cUtýýan in the capacity of ImSms. They'declared that 

1 Mascudl, o12. cit. p. 208; Friedlaender, JAOS, 29' 
p. 22 gives more sources. BaghdAdT, p-22. 

2. This can be ascertained from al-Murldl's AmIll 
Abmad b. clsg', where AbU al-JErEd narrates numerous 
traditions from al-BXqir. Eere I would like to 
acknowledge my gratitu<Ie to Prof. Madelung of 
Oxf-7rd University, who kind 

* 
ly lent me his microfilm 

of this ranuscript. Also refer Madelung, Der 
03si , p. 44. 

3. Nawba%hti, op. cit. pp. 45-9. See also al-RIzT's K. 
al-ZIna pp. 300-302. For more details on this na; 't; 

- 
see Kashshl, Rij5l, p. 150: ShahrastAnt Milal, p. 119 
especially see Strothmann Straatsrecht der Zaiditen 
(Str -sbourg, 1912). 

4. Madelting, 1).? r 0ý; sim, p. 44 
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the Prophet had appoidted cAlT as' his wais-i and 

therewith as the legitimate Imam in his place. 

According to Madelungl in Zaydl: sources -there is in 

general an ascertainable hesitation from characterizing 

the first three caliphs as heretics and from, cursing 

them. From AbU Mikhnaf*s2 account it was' Zaydes 

outright kefusal to curse Ab-u Bakr and cUmar which gave 

the KUfans the reason or the pretext for deserting him. 

Adopting more radical views of al-Bgqir's school, 

the JSrlidrya rejected the Imamate of the'first three 

caliphs. Writers such as al-AshcarT3 ind Sacd 1ý. 

AbdAll! h4 maintain that they put forward the 

nomination of cAlr from the Prophet althýough'NawbakhtT 

does not explicitly say that. According to 

Shahrastan, 4# they held that the Prophet nominated 

Madelung, Der 03sim, p. 45; Arendonk p. 254 says 
that al-HIdI considers both patriarchs as apostates 
who deserved death. According to al-Najr! (d. 877/ 
1472) cited by Madelung, the early authorities held 
it unlawful to use the formal blessings for the 
first three caliphs while others had opposite 
views. However subsequent authorities, including 
al-Najr! maintained firmly that the formal blessing 
could be used for them. 

2. al-Tabarl, vol. 11, pp. 1698ff., 1700: also Baghd3dI, 
op. cit. pp 25-26. 

3. Maqalat, p. 67. 

4. Sacd b. 4AMAIM, p! 19. 

5. milal, P. 118. 
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cAli "by a description (of his qualities) without the 

mention of his name. "' [bi al-wa*f d5na tasm'lya] --In 

ZaydT literature#2 his-nomination resulted in a manner 

that the believers could understand not directly and of 

necessity but merely by inference. 3 *Later this thesis 

of 'obscure nomination' naVO khafr, gayr JalT was. 
4 universally advocated by the Zaydlya. 

Holding that the great majority of the Companions 

of the Prophet had gone astray by following Ab-u Bakr, 

and cUmaro the jar3drya, unlike the Batrlya, rejected 

the tradition of the law handed down by them. 5 This 

critical attitude of theirs, which undoubtedly they had. 

adopted from al-Baqir's school and the attitude of al- 

Baqir's school towards the great majority of the early 

1 Al-AshcarT, Maqalat, p. 67; also refer to AbU al-. 
03sim al-BalTb'lls views in al-Hajur! 7, Rau4ah, fol. 
139a, cited by Madelung, Der Oisim, p. 45. See also 
Baghdidl, Parg, pp. 22 for the same views; Ibn Uazm 
omits the question of Imamate altogether which 
Friedlaender, JAOS, vol. 29 p. 22 regards it strange 
that he should it the mention of this typical 
heterodoxy of the JSrUdrya: the "TafkTr al-qaýgba. " 

2. Ab7u al-tiasan Siy1n 
c 

Sarijin's work Kitib al-mubtt 
min usul al-ImIma all madhhab alZ'Z-aydlya, -cited 
by Madelung in-Der 03siR, p. 45* ý 

3. A1-83qir's school on the other hand taught that 
cAll's nomination had -been clear and directly 
intelligible. *. See the chapter, 
"Al-Bgqir's views on the Imamate". 

4. Straatsrecht, p. 39, cited by Madelting, op-cit, p. 45. 

5. Majelung's art on "Imama", section on ZaydTya, 
El . 
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community of the Prophet's Companions* had a 

significant effect on the legal pattern. 1 Th . ey 

declared that only the traditions from the Prophet's 

family were valid. But because of their belief that 

after al-Vusayn the imamate belongs io any qualified 

descendant of al-Hasan or al-Husayn who calls to his 
00 

allegiance and rises against the illegitimate rulers, 

the J! rUdTya relied for religious knowledge also' on the 

descendants of al-Ijasan and al-Vus4yn as a' wbola, not 

merely those recognized as Imams. 2 Based on the Iýelief 

that the Imamate becomes only valid through the formal 

*call" to allegiance (dacwa) and"rising" (khurUj).. the 

JlrUdlya also maintained that those who did not "rise" 

3 
could not on that account be considered as Imams* 

As regards the restriction of the Imamate to' the 

successors of al-Ijasan and al-qusay'n, this may well 

have first become the dogma of the majority of Zaydl7ya 

at the cAbb5sid conquest'. For, towards the end of the 

Umayyad era, they were still able to support the revolt 

of CAbdAll1b b. Muc9wiya, the great grandson of 

1 Madelung, Der 01sim, pp. 45ff. More will be said 
about this in an exclusive chapter on fiqh. 

2. Madelung's art. on Imama in, E12 and also his Der 
Olsim, pp. 47ff. For al-: Mqir's school true 
knowledge could be found only in the recognised 
Imams. 

3. Madelting, Der oAsim pp. 47ff- 
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CA11: 'S brother JaFfar. 1 It in difficult to 

determine whether the authoritative- leaders of the' 

schoolw were prepared to participate or not. However, 

it must be said that at least until the 4th/loth' 

century this idea of not limiting the Prophet's 

family to the descendants of al-Vasan ' and al- 

IVusayn, maintained itself still as a ZaydI 

tendency. 2 Then it had called itself apparently the 

T&liblya and venerated cAbdAllah be Muclwiya in the' 

same . manner as Zayd be cA. 11. Nabia Abbot3 maintains 

that a leader of this group, Ibn cUqdi lived as far as 

the first half of 'the 3th/9th century and there"seems. 

little doubt that he condemned the Imamates of AbU Bakr 

and cUmar, since he has been labelled as a ilrUdlya. 4 

NawbakhtIS appears quite ýolemical . about their 

theory maintaining that they had transmitted only a 

little from Zayd and cAbdAllIh" b. asan while most of 

their knowledge was from al-B! qir and al-SSdi This q 

statement of Iiis follows certain " peculiar dogmas that 

1. Madelung, Der Olsim, footnote on p. 47. Also see 
Arendonk, op. cit. p. 38, cAbdAllah b. MucRwiya's 
revolt in 127 A. H. 

2. Madelung, Der Olsim, fn. p. 47. 

3. ArabiC_Papyri 1, pp. 100,107ff. 

4. TOsT, p. 42 
0 

S. Firaq, pp. 49-50 
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he attributes to them such as "knowledge grows in their 

hearts just as rain makes the, cultivated, land grow. "' 

Earlier he maintains that 
. 

they believed that every 

descendant of the Prophet, young or old, are all1equal 

in their knowledge, even if they were still in their 

cradle and that all of them are equally entitled. to the 

Imamate. This is where Nawbakht, 2 adds that inspite 

of that, they do not transmit any useful knowledge from 

anyone of them except from al-Blqir and al-§Idiq and 

only a few tra"litions here and there are from Zayd b. 

cAll and even fewer from AbdAll1h b. al-Vasan al-Mahd. 

These beliefs about their knowledge clearly. under- 

lie the theory of Inspiration (Ilh1m) which al_j, &Diz3 

charged against the JSrUdrya. Madelung4. maintai ns that 

the attribution of this theory to the JlrUdlYa probably 

developed out of a discussion with the 
'followers 

of 

al-BaqJr's school, who considered knowledge as , an 

i-theritance of their series of Imams and were inclinel 

tc charge the Zaydlya that many of their CAlid 

authorities ha-e not related exclusively from, their 

1. Nawbakht7i Firaq pp. 49-50. 

ibid. 

3. KitSb faqll&t al-Mu'Otazila. 
I lhZktn. % 

4. Madelung, Der Onsim, p. 40. 

I 
See also r. 12 art. 
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fathers. The ZaydTya on the other hand, in opposition 

to the Imami Shicites in general allowed their"'cAlid 

authorities to -relate from non-cAlid transmitters. 

Thus. their theory of inspiration is slightly modified 

in that they ascribe to the cAliýs. a guaranteed 

capacity especially from God for the acquisition of 

knowledge. However in nadelung's' opinion there is no 

apparent trace of such a discussion in the later Zayd-I 

literature. 

4* Controversy regarding al-Blqir's wafat. 

The question that arises in this connection is 

whether Zayd claimed the leadership and stood in" 

rivalry to al-BSqir in his lifetime or not. This is 

directly related to the various controversies that have 

arisen regarding al-Bgqir's conflicting dates of 

death. 2 The problem becomes even more complex in view 

of the fact that the historical sources do not delve 

into doctrinal issues while the heresiographical 

writers restrict themselves to the latter. 

flevertheless, if we are to maintain that Zayd revolted 

I. Der 05sim, p. 48 

2. OZJI al-Nucmýan and al-Kulayn-I give it as 114 A. H. 
while MascUdl puts it as late as 126 A. H. 
Nawbakht! mentions 114 A. H. addin! 3 that others say 
it is 119 A. H. Ibn Sacdand Ya'qZib'l place it in 
in 117 A. H. 
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in 122 A. H. while the problem between him and Hishlri 

arose in 120 A. H. when he deposed Kh&lid al-oasrl' anJ 

replaped him with YusTif b. cUma. r then taking into 

account what some of Zayd's supporters said when they 

cross-examined him and abandoned himl; it appears to me 

at least that al-Blqir although not alive at the time 

1. al-Tabari 11,1700 

80 
trv ow.. > LI cil o 

li . ;. � em 1 u. Up -; 
ý�. 

. �r. 
Q, %-00 

Van Arendonk in his Les Debuts p-31 thinks it 
to be strange - that the Kafan ShIcites 
ignored their feelings towards AbB Bakr and CUmar 
until the last moment when, as AbU Mikhnaf relates, 
they cross-examined Zayd - and abandoned him. 
However, if one were to look at the history of 
KUfans in the past this is not a novel thing and 
there is nothing strange about them supporting 
someone until the last moment and then backing out. 
The same happened at Fiffin, in Hasan's struggle 
against Mu(: awiya and at KarbalSl. * In fact even 
after Karball' when Sulayman b. Surad and his group 
formed the taww! bBn wanting to avenge Uusayn's 
blood, there too, as is 'known, only-one-fourth of 

"hus those who had initially agreed turned up. 7 
there is nothing novel about this attitude of the 
Kufans, po it is quite. likely ýhat they did examine 
Zayd at the last moment. Moreover, this report in 
al-Tabarl's Ta*rfXh is being reported hy AhZi mikhnaf 
who was a -conltemporary of Z,, -: iyd b. OP-0.1 so it is 
quite likely that there is vory little distortion 
of facts. 
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could not have been dead for a very long time. 1 Qadl: 

al-Nucman2 gives an interesting account, as to why this 

group suddenly decided to cross-examine Zayd. ý It runs 

as-follows: 

When Zayd was released after his arrest by Yus5f b. 

cUmar, his followers encouraged him to rise in 

rebellion. He confused people with the idea of. Khuriij 

saying that there can be no Imam except he who 

unsheaths his sword and rises in accordance with the 

command of Allah, not one who sits at home and lets 

down the curtains (upon himself). Here the author adds 

that he meant Abil Jacfar al-Baqir. - The narrative 

continues saying that -when Zayd's, affair gained too 

much popularity, al-Biqir feared there would be fitna. 

I See Hodgson's "How did the Early Shica become 
Sectarian JAOS 75 (1955) p. 10. f. n. 60 who uses 
this linF-of argument against Strothmann, 
Staatsrecht, p. 28. Also see his note 61 on the 
same page where he says "Soon after his (i. e. al- 
Baqir's death when Zayd's followers abandoned 
Zayd, they are said to have gone to Jacfar as 
representing Baqir's claim. 

2. Manaqib, f. 303 ff. 
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So he chose a trusted follower of hislýand prepared him 

with asking certain questions to Zayd- Accordingly this 

man approached Zayd one day while he was with his group 

and asked him whether he was claiming what he was in 

accordance with his father's wishes. Zayd denied this 

but continued to relate the idea of khuru-J, mentioned 

above, to the man. So the man asked him: 

"If no-one amongst you were to rise in 
rebellion, does it mean then, that there 
would be no Imam and if a group of people, 
all were to arise, then would all of them 
be Imams? " 

Zayd, according to the author, is said to have remained 

silent and those who were present realised the weakness 

that was there in his claims. 

Thereafter the same person who had asked him these 

questions told Zayd that his brother AbU Jacfar had 

c 17 informed him that their father, All, Zayn al-cRbidIn 

had made the wasiya to him, whereupon Zayd retorted: 

I. The author did not give any names. 
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"If he had done that he would have surely 
told me for my father's love for me was such 
that whenever he shook off the bone-marrow 
from the bone and found it hot, he would 
first blow over it before giving it to me, 
therefore is it possible that he would guard 
me against the heat of his bone-marrow and 
not from the heat of hell? He surely would 
have told me if he had really made the 
covenant to my brother. " 

So the man replied: 

"Then why is that Prophet YacqEb warned 
Yusuf not to relate his dream to his 
brothers for fear they might conspire 
against him while he was not asked to 
conceal the matter from the people. " 

Thereafter, the author mentions one report saying 

that Zayd became quiet after this, not being able to 

reply while the other report maintains that Zayd told 

them that he was doing what he was doing according to 

his father's orders. 

It was after this incident, continues al-Qadi 

al-Nucm7an that some of his followers cross-examined 

him about AbE Bakr and cUmar's position and then 

abandoned him. From the QRdi's above. account of,.. -Zayd's 

revolt it- seems that al-Baqir was still alive at 

the time when Hish9m confronted Zayd with certain 

allegations and had him arrested and then released. 
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Nevertheless, before the sequence of these events, he 

mentions that al-BBqir passed away in 114 A. H. and later 

places Zayd's death in 122 A. H. In any case, if we are 

to maintain that Zayd's actual problem with Hisham arose 

in 120 A. H. and the revolt took place in 122 A. H., then 

al-B'gqir's death seems quite possible to have occurred 

after the conflict in 120 A. H. yet before Zayd's actual 

revolt in 122 A. H. 

Yet another incident given in al-Tabaril would place I 

al-Baqir's death to be even later than that - as far as 

125 A. H. or even further than that. Someone by the name 

of cAmr b. CA117 approached al-taqir and said to him: 

I 

Hisham has been reigning for a long time 
and his period of rule has lasted nearly 
twenty years whereas people claim that 
Prophet Sulayman had asked his Lord not 
to let anyone rule more than him, which 
the people claim to be twenty years. 

al-Tabari Ta*rlkh 11 1739-40. 
4 
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"r According to al-Tabari, al-taqir replied: 

I have no idea of what people talk but I 
have heard my father, ldho heard it from, 
his father, from Ali who heard the 
Prophet say: God will never let a king in 
a community of a prophet live as long as 
that prophet. 

if this took place in the year 125 A. H. --as mentioned by 

al-Tabari, this implies that al-B7aqir was still alive 

at the time, whereas in the same work earlier on, when 

narrating Zayd's revolt in 122 A. H., he includes Ab7u 

Mikhnaf's report about a group abandoning Zayd and 

approaching Jacfar al-Sadiq . as representing al-B7aqir's 

claims. ". "I -I- 

However, since the above accounts from Q! d7i al- 

Nucm7an and al-Tabar-i depict a total disregard for 

chronology and historical circumstances, these cannot be 

taken as evidence for history and therefore the date of 

al-Eýaqir's death still remains , an open . question. 

However one thing appears. certain and that is placing 

al-Biqir's death in, 114 A. H. seems too early while 

putting it as late as 126 A. H. appears too late. 

1. ibid. 
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Unýike Zayd, al-BSqir never thought of resorting to 

the sword. Instead, people were attracted to him on 

account of his extensive knowledge that had earned him 

the title of al-Blqir 'al-ClIm. His noble birth, 

primogeniture and his personality played no smaller 

role in establishing his position and gaining him 

followers* More than this, his views on the Imamate 

had a significant impact upon some of the people who 

becamý% permanently attached to him and his family. In 

contrast to Zayd and his supporters, al-Blqir's school 

maintained that the institution of the Imamate was 

hereditary in nature and did not depend on the kbur0i 

of the Imam as held ty tbeifi. Thus al-Blqir was 

introducing the idea of a -non-rebelling imamate. ' This 

was significant and timely as many had -come to believe 

by then that the point of claiming imamate was to bid 

for power, that ise'political powers. 

A stronger argument in favour of al-B3qir's school 

was their conviction that the Prophet had expressly 

designated and appoinýed CA13: as his successor before 

his death by na: p* i. e. by neans of explicit 
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designation. ' This meant that as the Prophet had 

sanctioned cAli's appointment, the succession of Ab; 

Bakr and cUmar was an invalid usurpation. It must be 

pointed out, however, that al-B! q1r was - never known to 

have reviled the two caliphs, at least not in''public,. 2 

The tradition in Ibn Sacd3 says that when'asked if-'any 

one from among the Prophet"S'family spoke ill'of the'two 

caliphs, al-B'gqir replied that one the contrary they had 

always loved them, followed them in succession and 

'prayed for them' 'or 'asked for forgiveness for them' 

istaqhfara lahurra. 

1 See section on theology of the Imamate in Chapter 
Four 'Al-Biiqir's views on the Imamate. ' 

2. Dhahabi Tarlkh iv p. 300; 'AbB Nucaym Hilya-t 111 185. 
Some Kufans maintained that al-B7aqir only concealed 
his real opinion by using the principle of 
precautionary dissimulation (taqiy ). Traditions 
referring to the peot Kumayt quote al-BFqir as very 
violently disavowing Aba Bakr and cUmar see Kashshi 
RijRl, pp. 205 ff. whereas Kumayt himself never 
vilified the first two caliphs openly. See 
Hgshidiry&t, p. 155. 

c Dacl' Idris in his U'Vun al-Akhbir pp. ' 239 ff has"an 
interesting account of al-Bdqir's debates with the 
HarUrlya on the question of cAli's rights and 
denial of AbE Bakr's. Dicil Idrls does not mention 
his source but it 

Ir 
has_ got to be other than his 

usual one i. es Oadi al Nucman for the latter does 
not mention this * at least in his Shar1l or his 
Mariaqib. 

3. Ibn Sacd Tabaqi V p. 321. 
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Al-Baqir, by insisting on the naqr? of the Imam, 

meant that the Imam had the authority from above and 

not from any human electors or from the bayCa (pledge 

of allegiance) of the ordinary people. Furthermore, 

since the Imam's authority was from above, 

'true knowledge was confined only to the Imam in the 

Prophet's family; not to every member of the Prophet's 

family and certainly not to the whole Community. it 

was thus, he held, that the whole tradition of the 

Community was not valid as a proper source for law. 

This also meant that he did not allow the practice of 

ijtihad and ikhtiygr nor did he advocate individual 

opinions (ari') which the Baýriiya did. For, the 

Imam's followers would be able to seek the judgement 

of the Imam on each new question that arose being 

the only authority able to guarantee the true 

tradition of law. This was possible because 

the inspired Imam was the recipient of that special 

sum of knowledge (cIlm) handed down to him 
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which was hereditary and which. was the exclusive right 

of each succeeding Imam. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

AL-BAOIR'S VIEWS ON THE IMAMATE 

our'gnic basis of the Imamate 

In the discussion of the nature and basis of the 

Imamate, Sldcite sourcesl suggest that al-B7aqir laid 

great emphasis on the Qur'lnic, verse 5: 55 -. -: 
.1A 

40 b LA 

This verse can-either be translated as: - 
"Indeed your [real] Protector or Guardian 
is only God, His Messenger and those 
believers who perform prayer and give the 
zakýt while prostrating. " 

al-Qaýli al-Nucman, Dacalim al-Islim I pp. l7ff. 
al-Kulayni, al-UeBl min al-KAf-I I p. 289; al-Tabarsi 
al-Shaykh AV! "-All al-Fall b, 

lal-Hasan, 
MajiGuc, al- 

Bayan fl. Tafs1r al-()ur*Fin, V .3 (Teheran, 1395 A-H) 
pp. 209 ff. Ism&"; Ill sources such as Al-Risala fl 
al-Imiina of AVC al-Faw'Sris Alimad b. Ya,; cfub (da, i 
during al-Hakim's reign who became the Imam in 
386/996) p. 13 in the edition of S. N* Makarem 
(Beirut, 1977) and &I-Maciblb fl Ithbat al-Imama of 
another daci of -al--UZEkim, KD-mad Vamid al-Din 
al-Kirmýard (d. c. 411/1021) edited by Mustafa Ghalib 
(Beirut, 1969) p. 111 both mention this Our'Inic 
verse (although not mentioning al-Baqir's name) as 
being one of the proofs for the validity of cAll's 
divine appointment. This verse is also given in 
Tafs1r al-Qumm-1 I p. 170 and Tafs1r al-Tibyin of TU---sjir-III, pp. 549ff. where al-7M-qirhas commented 
upon it. 
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or as: 
"Indeed your [real] Protector of Guardian 
is only god, His Messenger and those 
believers who perform prayer and give the 

. 
zakRt, and they are the ones, who prostrate. 

These two alternate translations depend, on one 

single letter i. e. the w9w which besides being a 

conjunction Ewiw al-catf] can - also be grammatically 

used in this position to introduce the state a person 

was in when performing the action in the previous 

clause Ewiw al-hall. The- first translation of the 

verse takes the lial into account while the second one 

ignores it. Both these translations involve significant 

implications. If the hal is rejected, that would mean 

all the believers are fit3enough to b the wall whereas 

if the Val is accepted then, besides God and His 

Messenger, the walgya is restricted to only those 

believers who give zakat while still prostrating in 

prayer. 

Muslim exegetes2 over the years, -have had 

contradictory views regarding this verse. Some3 

cAbdAll7ah 
. YuE7uf cAll in his translation of the 

Holy Quran. has adopted this alternative, See 
Chapter 5, verse 58 on page 261. 

2. See the varying reports given in al-Tabar!, Tafslr, 
Vol. 5-6 pp. 285ff and in al-TUB"lr, -Tafsir al-Tiby5n, 
Vol. 3 pp. 549ff. 

CUtba b. Abl' Hakam and Mujiihid, see Tabarl",, op. ci 
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believe it is in reference to cAll who, ' while kneeling 

down in prayer, once threw his ring' to a beggar who 

stood asking for alms. Whereas others maintain that 

the verse really refers merely to believers. 'They 

maintain that the verse was revealed when cUbada b. 

al-S7imit freed himself from the patronage and alliance 

of the BanU Qaynuqa and went over to*the Messenger and 

believers. 2 Still others, like Ibn al-KalbIr think it 

was revealed concerning cAbdAllah b. SalSm and his 

companions when they became Muslims and the Jews broke 

off their contract of clientage ( muwjjjt). 
3 

Commenting on the above verse, al-Baqir4 

l. - al-Kulayrri Kgri I p. 289 says that cAl! threw a 
garment (Ijull ) rather than a ring to the 
beggar. This garment had been given'to him by the 
Prophet who had received it as a gift from the King 
of Abyssinia. The value of this garment, says al- 
Kulayn-i, was one thousand d-Inars. Al-Kulayni 
appears to be an exception in I holding this view for 
all other scholars, including twelvers like 
al-Tabars7l, Vol. 3 pp. 209ff say it was a ring. See 
als8 al-Tabarl, Tafs-ir, Vol. 5-6 pp. 285 ff. 
AL-Bayj6VI*, Anw9r al-; Fanz-il wa Asrgr al-Ta'wil I, 
p. 263. 

2. Hann7ad b. al-sarl reporting from cUbada b. al- 
g1mit himself and Ab-u Kurayb reporting again from 

Ubada himself. See Tabarl Tafsir, vol. 5-6 
pp. 285ff. 

3. al-Tusi, TafsIr al-Tibyi p. 549. Note that the 
word muwalAt can have different meanings in 
different contexts. 

4. Tafs-Ir al-Oumiri, Vol-1, p. 170, al-Qumm"I' was a 
younger contemporary of al-Tabarl. See also 
al-Visl, Tafs'Ir al-Tibifa-no Voý. 3 pp. 549 ff: al- 
Tabarsi, majrc al-Baygn, vol. 3, pp. 209 ff. 

u 
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categorically maintains that it was revealed at 

the time when the Messenger was with a group of Jews, 

amongst whom cAbdAllah b. al-Salim was present. As 

soon as the verse was revealed the Messenger got up and 

walked towards the mosque where he met a beggar. 

Inquiring if anyone had given him anything, the beggar 

pointed at a man who was still praying. That man 

turned out to be CAll. 

However, what we read of al-ýaqir's view point 

according to two of his traditions mentioned by al- 

Tabarl is quite different from the accounts in al- I 

QuMmli, al-TUs-1 and al-Tabars-ir. In al-Tabarl's accountl 

when al-EZqir is asked: "Who are those who believe" in 

the above mentioned verse, his reply is al-ladh7ina 

ýman7u i. e. those who believe. When the group cornered 

him by saying that they had heard it was revealed in 

reference to cAl-1, al-Bgqir gave an equivocal reply: 

"CA171 is among those who believe. " 

Al-Tabarl's selection of reports on this verse is I 

very fascinating and revealing. He puts forward the 

varying reports alongside each other without weighing 

them up, sometimes using the same authority to narrate 

al-Tabari, TafJr, Vol. 5-6, p. 286. 'I 
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contrary views. 1 it is interesting to find al-TabarT 

using al-B: aqir's traditions twice to deny the Shicite 

position and the fact that he does that would suggest 

that there had been some early arguments about al- 

137aqir's position. Moreover, the two traditions used 

a common person in the isnid by al-Tabarl have 2 

which is regarded as being a problematic isrCad by 

some critics. 3 

There seems to be therefore a -strong evidence that 

the verse was regarded by some as referring to cAl7l; 

for even al-Tabarl, despite his" use of traditions 
0 

ascribed to Abli Jacfar (i. e. al-EZqir)-to the contrary, 

has -to include a number of traditions indicating that 

the verse does refer to cAlli. 

But the question arises how can it mean a single 

person when the form used in the verse is in the plural 

-al-ladhina yuqimuna al-qalat .. Al-Tas-i's arguments 

for this problem are taken directly from the Qur'an 

1. For instance he-reports from Hannýd b. al-Sar-1, the 
traditions of both, cUb-ada 'and AbU Jacfar, i. e. 
al-Biýqir. See al-Tabari, Tafs-ir, - Vol. 5-6 p. 286. 

2. Which is cAbd al-Malik Among-al-Eiaqir's companions 
r in RijRl al-Barqi there are two persons mentioned 

under this name: (i) cAbd al-Malik b0 cAt'g' and 
(ii) CAbd al Malik b. cAyan, mawla of Ban5 ihayb9n. 

3. For more details on this, see'-Schacht"S'Origins of 
Muhammadan Jurisprudence, p. 163 ff. 
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where not only God refers to Himself in the plurall but 

also there are a number of other verses where the 

plural is used when actually only a single person is 

meant. For instance verse 173 of slira ll! Imran says: - 

Ochru. I JI 

"Those to whom the people said: Indeed 
the people have gathered, for you 9o. " 

There is no dispute - among the exegetes that the 

plural form in the above verse actually, refers to 

one man and that is Nucaym b. Mascud al-Ashjicl'. Among 
0 

other such verses2 is ýverse 168 of the same sUra Al- 

Imrln: 

.0 >-IL .Z1 jej 
-- -- 

L L..; 

"Those who say about theirý brethren 
[who were slain] while they themselves 
sat [at ease] : If only they had obeyed 
us they would not have been killed. " 

LA? 
-Jyc? 

ý L; l 

We have indeed sent down the Message and We shall 
certainly be its Guardian ES7ura 15 91. If We had 

.. J---S I 

If We had willed, We could certa inly have'brought 
every soul its true guidance ESUra 12: -172] "- 

2. Another example is II : 199. 

Then move on quickly from where people move on 
Again h' ere the person meant was the Messenger. 
Cf. TUsl, p. 552 
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In the above verse too, although the plural is 

used, the exegetes opine that it was revealed about 

CAbdAll1h b. Ubayy b. SalUl. Thus there is no reason 

why the plural form in verse 5: 55 could not have been 

meant for a single person, and that is CA11 b. Ab-i 

Talib. Moreover, since God used the word wall and 

not awliya in the first place, it suggests that only 

a single person was actually meant. 

However, what emerges from the Slilcite sourcesl is 

the fact that in al-B'gqir's view, the Messenger had 

been reluctant to explain this waliya of cAll to the 

believers. It is reported that'a man - approached al- 

B'gqir saying to him that al-Hasan al-Basr12 

(d. c. 110 
, 

A. H. ) had told him that the Messenger had 

received a certain message and when he hesitated to 

deliver it "to ''the people 
. God threatened him with 

punishment if he did not do so. Then al-Biqir asked 

the questioner whether al-Hasan had told him what the 

message was. He said: No, whereupon al-Aaqir told him: 

"By God, he certainly knows what the message was, but 

has deliberately concealed it. "3 The questioner then 

asked al-Baqir to clarify the message. 

oldli al-Nucman Dacilim I, pp. 17ff; al-Kulaynli Kgfl 
I, p. 289. 

2. He was a contemporary of al-Bgqir. 

Ir - c9lim I, P. 17 
3. Q7adl al-Nucman Da 
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Explaining this message, al-B; qir said that just 

as the Messenger had elucidated the det'ailsi regarding 

the verses on prayer, alms giving, fasting and 

pilgrimage, so too, he was expected to expound on the 

wal'9ya that was revealed in the aforementioned verse. 

But when asked to do that, the Messengers felt 

extremely uneasy fearing that people would apostatize. 

As his reluctance continued, God repeated the command 

in verse 5: 67. 

160t, 4 - 

Vit 

0 

"0 Messenger deliver (to'the people) 
what has been revealed to you from 
your Lord,, and if you did not do so 
then,, you have 

i 
not delivered His 

message, and Allah will protect you 
from the people. " 

Details such as how and, when to, pray, how-much 
zakFt was to be given, when to fast and how long 
for as well as how and when to do the pilgrimage. 
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Al-Baqir continued relating to the questioner that 

the Messenger, upon receiving this verse then carried 

out God's command and endorsed the walayal or Imamate 

of cAl-l b. Ab'17 T2ilib at Ghad7ir Khumm2. The Sunni 

commentators obviously do not interpret the verse so as 

to mean that God's Message is only truly conveyed by 

the appointment of an Imam. By "that which has been 

revealed" they understand the whole Book, i. e. that the 

Prophet should not omit any verse out of fear or 
3 caution. 

Al-Tabarll starts off by giving his interpretation 
a 

that the revelation was regarding those stories which 

God had enumerated about the Jews and the Christians. 

Since these passages involved their shortcomings and 

their faults as well as their tampering with the 

scripture, the Messenger in al-Tabari ,s view was 

apprehensive about revealing the message in full. That 

Other'ShIcite sources on the exegesis of this verse 
tally with views expressed by al-B5qir in QSýi al- 
Nucm5n's K. al Walgya. See TafsIr al-Oummi p. 171 and 
al-Tus .1 11 s TafsIr al Tibyid pp. 574 ff- TUs! begins 
by giving different versions and then in the end, 
reports on the authority of al-Baqir and al-ýiidiq 
that this verse was revealed to the Messenger as an 
encouragement to deliver what had already been 
revealed to him before. 

2. See for more details L. Veccia Vaglieri art. "Ghad-ir 
Khumm" in E12. For more references see the section 
on 'Traditional basis of the Imamate' where the 
event-is dealt with in detail. - 

3. See al-BaylEwl", Anwgr 1: 367 
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is the reason for the revelation of this verse he 

believes. Nevertheless, he goes on to give varying 

reports that the Prophet had concealed something while 

also quoting traditions from FA-'isha to say I that 

whoever says that the Prophet had concealed something 

of the revelation is a liar. Al-Tabar-i then adds that 

the commentators are divided regarding the cause for 

this revelation. Some say that it was because a 

bedouin wanted to kill the Messenger and therefore God 

said He would protect him while others say he used to 

be'afraid of the Ouraysh. 1 

However, according to al-Biqir it was, only after the 

endorsement of waliya that God revealed the following 

verse, 5: 3: - 

I. 
II 

J N. V IrS: -1 . 

"This day I have perfected your faith 
for you and completed my favourB upon 
you and have chosen for YOU Islam as, 
a faith/religion. " 

Al-Tabarli, TafsTr Vol. 10 (Cairo, 1960) 
pp. 465 ff. 
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Al-Baqir's 

SIdicite sourcesl 

alanaltu lakum... 

was revealed' on 

as an Imam at 

excludes reports 

but goes-'on to 

their position. 

position ' reported from various 

regarding 'the above verse NAI-ya 

is very clear and that is, it 

the occasion of cAli s appointment 

Ghadir Khumm. 2 Al-Tabar'17 not only 

in favour of the Shicite position 

include certain traditions-to 'deny 

It is- also noteworthy that- all 

daqi al-Nucman Daca'im I ppo 17-18; al-Kulayni, 
Kitir I, p. 289, see also Tafslir al Qummi I, po 162; 
; F-afs-Ir al-Tibylain of al-Tilsi-III, ppo 435 ff. and 
Majm"E al-Baydn of al-Tabarsi II-III, ppo 159 ffo,,, 
See also Abld Hatim al=REz-i Ko al-ZIna in al- 
Samara"I's edition, pp. 256 ff. where this is 
reported from his son, al-Sadiq. 

2. Sunni commentators like al-BayJjjw-1 do not believe. 
this verse was issued then nor do they explain "the 
perfection of religion" and completion of God's 
favour or blessings" as referring to the 
appointment of an Imam after the Prophet. Al- 
Bay4aWli commenting on this verse says: 

U 
"Today 

I have perfected your religion for you means 
either that God has perfected your religion with 
victory and distinction over all other religions, 
or with defining the foundations of the 
doctrine and acquainting the believers with 
the principles of the laws and the rules of 
legal judgment. "I have completed my blessings 
upon you" means that God has completed His blessings 
upon you with guidance and success or with the 
perfection of religion or with the conquest of 
Mecca and the destruction of the pale of Jahillya. 
See Bayl! Wl An4a-r I, p. 247. 
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these traditions are on the authority of Ibn cAbb7as. 1 

Commenting on the varying reports al-Tabarl maintains 

that the correct reports are those that say that God 

informed His Prophet and thereby the faithful that He 

had perfected their faith on the day this verse was 

revealed by making the sacred country exclusive for 

them and excluding the idolators so that the believers 

may make the pilgrimage without having to mix with 

them. 

al-Tabari Tafsir, Vol. 9 pp. 518 and 521. 
(a) 

JL; "1 
. 48 L=J-0- 6 JI; 

45Z: 
JI . &-L- 

CP-111 ir, 

Lulj".;. 
l ju 4; 

4. rL#sz;. J1 

jI cit-. 11--ý 0 L-N I i-si 4; A; Icrý5-115 F L: 2 Ae. 6 #-III 4. SLo 

I 

(b) 

W. 3-, s jt; LJI ats 

jI Lp. 
% !;; "I., --. Jl ju 

Ujl Cjri-. J II 
rl-3cr ZU i 
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Another Qur"ýnic verse used by al-Blqirl to 

emph4sise the waliva of the Imams is 4: 59: - 

,0000r* 11 
--bI3 

translated as: - 

0 Ye who believel Obey God and obey 
the Messenger and those who hold 
authority [from] amongst you ....... 

This verse is even more controversial than the ones 

already mentioned; the obvious problem being the 

identity of the ull &I-amr. N umerouB reports2 have 

come down to us giving varied suggestions, , some 

maintaining that they are 'the rulers' while others 

believing th em to be the scholars. Al-Bg'qir's3 

commentary on this verse is that the ull al-. amr are the 

Imams from the'family of Muhammad, although a tradition 

1 Qiji' Nuciran Daci'im I, p. 31. 

2. See al-Tabari Tafsir Vol. 5 pp. 146 ff. and al- 
Tr, s"'; Tafs'lr al-Tibyýn, Vol. 3, pp. 235 ff. 
According to Ibn Ya--qUb, the author of al-Rigala fir 
al Imama p. this phrase Ull al-Axýjr- -(those in 

-authority) refers only to cAlir"b. Tdlib because the 
Prophet appointed him to, be in authority even 
during his lifetime when the latter left for his 
Tabuk expedition. He says that obedience to CA11 
is a requirement because in the Arabic language the 
letter alif and lim (al) are used for specification 

3. al-T-us"i op. cit.; al-Tabars'l, Majmac Vol. 2-3 p. 64. 
In Tafs7Fr al-Oumml Vol. I the tradition is from 
al-]Taqir's son, al-S&diq. 
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from his son, al-Sgdiq found in al-Tabarl says that 

they are the scholars. Al-Tabarl in his' commentary 
that Ull al-amr also includes reports which maintainAthe 

were AbU Bakr and cUmarl. At the same time he excludes 

traditions in favour of cAll and his''family. '' I 

However, the matter does not end there, for',, ýthe 

line following the 511 al-amr entails serious problems 

for the Shicite position. It runs as follows: - I 

Cil &JA 
it di jv--; 414.71, 

u-; r---: , 4D 
L.; 

This is translated as: - 

"If you differ about anything, then refer 
it to God and His Messenger if you are 
[truly] believers in God and the Hereafter. 
That is better and more seemly in the end. " 

In answer. to this, al-Býqir uses another our'gnic 

verse 4: 83: - it I 
-I-VI 

See al-Tabari Vol 5 pp. 146 ff. where the following 
are fouAd: - 

Ll:: JU. f: C. AJI L: : JU 
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which means: - 

"If they had only referred it to the 
Messenger and those who had authority 
among them, then those among them who 
derive [or extract knowledge] would 
have perceived it. " 

Using the above verse to reassert the position of 

the imams, al-gaqir maintains that obedience to the 

Imams is incumbent as God made them 'the people of 

knowledge' and enabled them to extract that knowledge. 1 

It is interesting to note that even al-Tabarl has 

a tradititon from one of the earliest exegetes, MujEhid 

(d. c. 100 A. H. )2 to strengthen the position of ! ill al 

amr: - 

j to L: j t; 
-trf. 

JA J1 
. 09 L.. 

Jý; d t JI; 6 AS-, PJfj 
JJI I o. 1 jj OU. P. Jl 6WOU JU 

A: 411 a 
iA 

La Lt.. 
rv 

r., c4-,, II 
-j -LIiI-. 

LT jI 
"i J!,; I 

p 

1. Ogd! al-Nucmin Dacilim al-lslFLm I p. 31 al-Tas! 
Taisir al-Tibygp-, p. 236. 

2. al-Tabar"I Tafsir Vol. 8 pp. 504-5 
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According to ShIcite sourcesl when al-B7aqir was 

asked about the verse: obey God, obey the Messenger and 

those who hold authority amongst you (lill al-amr), he 

responded by giving a long survey of Our'anic allusions 

to the Imams. He said: 

- "Have you not seen those who were given, a 
portion of the Book believing in sorcery 
ýand evil [saying] to the unbelievers that 
they are 2 

better guided than those who 
believe" 

Explaining this verse, he says that such people 

claim that the leaders of error and those who urge 

people to hell-fire are better guided than the family 

of Muhammad. He adds another verse, "they are those 

whom God has cursed and those whom God will curse and 

you will find (that they) have no helper", 3 11or have 

they a share in the Kingdom (mulk) (which according to 

according to al-Baqir means the Imamate and the 

Caliphate)4 Beholdl they give not even a speck 

on the date-stone to the people". 
5 Al-Baqir, 6 

then commented that they were 'the people' 

I Qgd! al-Nucmiin DacVim I pp. 25-30 al-Kulayni Kcgfl 
VOL I pp. 205-206 

2. Qur'gn 4: 51 

3. Ibid 4: 52 

4. "We have already given the family of Abraham the 
Book and Wisdom and conferred upon them a great 
kingdom" i. e. we made from them Messengers, 
Prophets and Imams. 

5.4: 53 

6. See QZdl al-Nucman Dac 

K5f 11. p. 205 
9'im I pp. 17 ff, * al-KulaynI 
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whom God meant in the above verse. He went on to give 

another Qur'9nic-verse, 4: 54: - 

"or do they envy the people for what God 
has bestowed upon them of His bounty? " 

and said that they were the ones envied by the people 

because of the favour of the Imamate which God bestowed 

upon them apart from all other creatures. 

Referring to another verse 4.58 

"Lo, All'; h has commanded you that you 
that you restore deposits to their 
owners 

al-Baqir said, it is the Imams who were meant there and 

that they are the ones who have to give to their 

succesors the special books, the. special knowledge 

(cIlm) and the weapons of the Prophet. They are the 

truthful ones referred to in the Qur'gnl as well as 

"the believers"2. God has made the Imams, according to 

al-B7aqir's interpretation of verse 2: 143 an umma wasat 

so that they can be God's witnesses to his creatures. 

His definition of "a great kingdom conferred upon the 

family of Abriham"3 is that God made from among them 

leaders whose obedience was equal to God being obeyed 

1.9: 119 

9: 105 

3.4: 54 
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and whose disobedience was equal to the disobedience of 

God. Then argues al-Býqir, how, could people accept 

that in the family of Abraham and deny it in the family 

of Muhammad? 

The Imams he adds, are the chosen ones and are 

named as 'those who submitted' not only in the Our'an 

but also in the earlier scriptures. 
1 Since they have 

been endowed with knowledge from God, the, Imams, says 

al-B! qir2 have the clear signs of, God in their hearts 

and since they are the ahl al-dhikr, i. e. the people of 

the Message3 they are ones who should be questioned 

about its interpretation. 

The Prophet, continues al-B7aqir4, was a warner to 

his people and in every age there is an Imam to guide 

Al-ga 1r referring to verses 22: 77-78 in Qaý! ir 
al-Nugm7an op. cit.; See also al-Kulayn-I Kfif! I 
205-6 

2. Quoting verse 29: 49 'Nay, here are Signs self- 
evident in the hearts of those endowed with 
knowledge. ' 

3. Referring to verse 43: 44 in Q! ji al-Nucman op. cit. 
al-Kulayrd Kafl 1 210-211. 

4. According to his interpretation of verse 13: 7 

"You are (only) a Warner and for every 
people there is a guide" 

See Q"&Ir al-Nucman Daciim I p. 28; al-Kulayn! 
KRfI- 1 191-2 
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his people to what the Prophet brought. The first of 

these guides after the Prophet was cAll and - then his 

awqiyg', inheritors, after him. Al'Biqir, then, went 

on to add yet another Qur'9nic verse 3: 5: - 

"And No-one knows its interpretation 
except God and those firmly rooted 
in cIlm (knowledge)" 

Commenting on the above versel, al-B*gqir said that 

the Messenger was the best of those firmly rooted in 

knowledge. God taught him regarding all that was 

revealed to him and how to interpret it. Thereafter, 

it is the Imams who know all the interpretation of the 

Qur'in. The Imams are, according to his interpretation 

of verse 35: 32,2 the chosen servants of God who have 

been given the Qur'Rn as an inheritance. The foremost 

of the people in performing good deeds are the Imams, 

those who follow the middle course are the people 

who acknowledge the right of the Imam, and those who 

wrong themselves are the ones who do not accept the 

Imams. 

1. Qadi al-Nucm9n Dacilim I p. 28 

2. "Then we gave the scripture as inheritance 
to those whom we chose among our worshippers. 
But among them are some who wrong themselves 
and some who follow the mid-road while some 
outstrip (others) through good deeds by 
Allah's leave. That is the great favour" 

See Qad! al-Nucm9n Dacilim I p. 29 
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Concluding his long survey of Our'9nic allusions to 

the Imams, al-Býiqirl pointed out to the questioner that 

the non-SbIca claim the above verse to have been 

revealed for them. He then argues that if it were 

revealed concerning all 
of 

them, then all of them would 

be the chosen ones and in fact all would go to 

paradise (which is hardly the case). 'Likewise, 'he went 

on, they claimed- regarding the ta'wil of the earlier 

verse (of 
...... 

; 11 al-amr) with which we began. 

Love for the Imams 

Al B3qir maintained that not only obedience to the 

Imams was incumbent upon the -believers but that love 

for them was a duty enjoined upon the worshippers 

according to verse 42: 22: - 

"... Say, I do not ask for any reward 
except love for my kith and kin ... t, 2 

However, he adds, that the community differs with 

regard to the interpretation of this verse. There are 
I 

1. Qcidip al-Nucman DacPim I pp. 29ff. 

2. Qid! al-Nucman, DacPim pp. 84 ff. See also his 
Kiigb al-Himma fi Adab AtibRc al-A'imma ed. by 
Mustafa Ghalib (Beirut 1979) p. 25 where al-Baqir 
adds: "He who loves us, Allah will raise him with 
us on the Day of Resurrection. " n he went on to 
say: "Is reli n anything but ve. Also see 

TI 
of 

al-Tabars-1, Majma al-Bayan Vol. 9-10 pp. 27-28. 
, Lgio 

c1v 
09 

Al-Bayd-Wil Anw&r al-Tanzil II p. 20 says that this 
was revealed regarding "AlT, F5tima and their two 
sons. However, he ends by saying that this 
verse is also said to have been revealed in 
reference to Ab5 Bakr. 
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four different groups upholding different views. One 

group believes what we believe i. e. this verse was in 

fact revealed for the Ahl al-Bayt of the Messenger of 

Allah. The second group insists that this verse was 

abrogated by another one saying: 

"Say, whatever I ask you with regard to 
my reward, it is (actually) for you. I 
rely for my reward on no-one exceTt God 
and He is witness to everything. " 

Refuting their position, al-Býqir argues2 that the 

above verse could only have been revealed either before 

the first one or after it. If it was revealed before, 

then, obviouslyýit cannot cancel or abrogate the verse 

that has been revealed after it. on the other hand if 

it was revealed after the verse of "love for 

relations, " then this later verse makes the first verse 

all the more emphatic since the love for the relations 

which the Prophet has asked from the believers does him 

really no good but the believers. Hence the verse 

reads: 

"Say whatever I ask you in way of., 
return, is meant for you 

I. See, Dacg, im pp. 84 ff. Sura 34: 49 

2. ibid. See also for the same point of view, Muscati 
and Moulvi, Life and Lectures of al-Mu'ayyad 
(Karachi 1950), pp. 135-136 where some of al-Majglis 
al-Mu'ayyadlya which consists of eight hundred 
majalis in eight volumes, are summarised. 
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Al-Baqlr continues that the third group holds that 

this verse was meant for all the Arabs' as the Prophet 

bad a relation in every Arab house. They said that the 

Prophet had asked them to love him that is to love him 

through them. Al-B'gqir argues that if those whom he 

asked were believers then they would love him for their 

faith in him"and their belief in him, so why would God 

be gracious upon them regarding tha: t. On the I contrary 

if those whom He is addres'sing are unbelievers, then 

how can he ask'thýem-for reward inathing which they do 

not believe in. ' Mor eover al-Baqir ' says that 

restricting "the believers" only to the Arabs is 

ignorance on their part 'as well 'as', ''being clearly 

presumptious. Not only 'that, al-Blqir adds, it is 

misconstruing the Book of God and distorting His words, 

for the verse 'is addressed to all the believers, Arabs 

as well as non-Arabs, and all those'who believe in God 

and Prophet; all of them have been enjoined to love the 

relations of His'Prophet. 

The fourth group, says al-Býiqir, holds that this 

verse meant gaining God's proximity through His 

obedience. This, - al-B! qir says, is the farthest -in 

meaning as well as the most remote of the 

interpretations which has been reported from al-Hasan 

al-Basrl. Arguing his-point of view I al-B7aqir then says 

that if the verse meant what this misconstruer of God's 

words (al-muharrif li kalim Allih) says then, there was 
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no point in mentioning words such as 'love' and 

'reward'. Despite what the misconstruer of God's words 

says here, he goes on to report a tradition from Ibn 

cAbass was asked when the Prophet was asked who were 

relations he replied: cAll, FRtima and their two sons. ' 

Imams are the Light of God (NUr Allgh) 

Al-B'gqir said that the Imams are the Light of God 

mentioned in various verses of the Qur', in such as 

"And believe in Allah and His Messenger and the Light 

that We have brought down.,, 2 Another such verse is 

28: 28: 

"01 Ye who believe, Fear God and believe 
in His Apostle and He will bestow upon you 
a double portion of His mercy; He will 
provide fr you a light by which ye shall 
walk ... "? 

The Imams, al-B! qir said, are the light which 

guides men along the path of righteousness. They 

illuminate the hearts of the believers in whom the 

Imam's light is brighter than the bright sunlight 

during day time. Interpreting another verse of the 

Our'iin 6: 122: 

Dac7i'im, pp. 84 ff. 

2. Sura 44: 8. See Kulayrri al-Kgfl, 194. 

3. See al-Kulayn'll, al-Kifl, Vol. I p. 194 
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"Is he who was dead and We raised him unto 
life and set for him a light that would 
walk in the midst of men, similar to him 
who is in utter dfrkness from which there 
is no way out ... 

Al-BZqir said that 'the dead' meant those who did 

not know anything while 'the light that walks amidst 

people' meant the Imam who guides and 'those in 

darkness from which there is no way out' meant those 

who do not know the Imam2. 

According to Al-Tabarl this verse was revealed in 

connection with two men, one, a believer and another, a 

non-believer. Then he goes on to say that the exegetes 

differ with regard to the believer who some say it was 

cUmar b. al-Khattab3 while others believe him to be 

Amm9r b. Ygsir. 4 The non-believer is said to have been 

AbU Jahl b. Hishim. 

Continuing his commentary al-Tabarl gives other 

traditions to say that some believe 'the dead'meant 

those who had, goneýastray and 'we raised them to life' 

I. See Dacglim, p. 214, and al- Kulayril, op. ci p. 185. 

2. al-Kulayn-I al-Kif'11 Vol. I p. 185 

3. al-Tabarl Tafsfr, Vol. 12 p. 90. He supports this 
with one IýYrr-a-d--Mtion. 

4. ibid. He includes two traditions for this view. 
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meant we guided them and ' the light' was the right 

guidance. He then gives variant reports, that the light 

in the midst of men was- the Qur'cin or the right 

guidance or Islam. He does not however report any 

tradition in favour of the Imam's, position given in 

shicite sources. 1 

The Hereditary character of the Imamate 

Al-Baqir emphasized that the Imamate remained in 

the progeny of the Imams. This was according to his 

interpretation of Sura 33: 6 ... "Those related by blood 

are nearer to one another in the book of God. u2 He 

further explained that this 'verse was revealed 

especially with regard to the children o'i Husayn. 

Another such verse describing Imamic succession is 

43: 28: - "And He made it a word to continue in his 

posterity that they'may return. 
A 

1. See Daci'im. I p. 214 and al-Kulayn-1 Kifl I, p. 185. 
It is intereting to note that al-Tabars-1 Mai 9ýal- 
Baya , vol. 3-4 pp. 358-360 does not say that the 
light were the Imams but gives different 
traditions to say it was either knowledge and 
wisdom or the Qur'Hn or Faith. Another common 
Our'anic verse interepreted for the 

, 
Imams being 

the light of God is verse 35 of Silraal-N5r namely, 
"God is the Light of the heavens and the earth... " 
See Kitcib al-Kashf, pp. 16-17 of Jacfar b. Manqrir 
al-Yaman. Also see. Tafslr al Oumm"i II, pp. 102 ff. 

2. See al-KRf-1 I, p. 288 for the details of the 
tradition reported in al-BFqir's authority. 

3. See Tafslr al-Oumm! II, p. 274 where the tradition 
is narrated on the authority of al-Bi; qir's son, 
al-ýgdiq who, interpreting this verse says that it 
meant the Imamate. 
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*ma 

Another aspect of the Imamate which al-BUqir put 

forward was the CI@mal (infallibility) of the Imam i. e. 

he was divinely protected from sin and error (macgum),. 

This too, is based on his interpretation of Qur'anic 

verse 33: 33. 

"And God only wishes to remove uncleanliness 
far from you 0, people of the House (Ahl 
al-Bayt) and cleanse you with a tho 5 Ough 
cleansing or to purify you thoroughly. " 

This verse is accepted by some Sunni scholars3 as 

well to have been revealed for Hazrat cAlT, FItima, al- e 
Vasan and al-Vusayn. 

Shafica 

Closely related to the concept of Ciam is the 

notion of shafica i. e. intercession which is inherent in 

the theory of Imamate propounded by al: --B'Eqir. There 

Literally the word ciqma and macV are derived 
from the verb Ca6ama which, according to Lane, 
means prevented, hindered, protected, defended, 
preserved, withheld etc. So lirpma is prevention, 
hindrance, defence, protectioý; the Shila explain 
it as protection from sin and 

c 
is a specific 

quality of the Imams. See MaJma al-Babrayn, an 
Arabic (Shicite) lexicon, by Fakhr al-Din b. 
Muhammad b. Ahmad al Na . f-1 (Tehran, 1321 A. H. ) 
under casama. Also seý E? art. "Cipma". Donaldson 
in his Shl'--ite Religion, gives a detailed account 
of ciem: ý; see pp. 320-338. 

2. Tafstr al-Oummr II, p. 193. The report includes 
other details such as whether the Ahl al-Bay 
included the Prophet's wives or not. 

Ibn Kathir, Tafsir al-Our'an al-cAzim (Cairo, 
1971). There are, cif course, others who. ýold that 'it 
refers to the vives'of the-, Prophet'. -- 
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are many Qur'gnic verses mentioned above 

which al-Bgqir has interpreted, some of which 

imply the intercessional powers of the Imam. 

one of them is "on the day when we shall call 

all men with their Imam.. o"l 

Commenting on this verse, al-BZqir said, that when 

this verse was revealed, the . 
Muslims asked the 

Messenger whether he was not the Imam for all the 

people. The Messenger said that he was the Messenger 

of Allah for all the people but after him there would 

be the Imams from his family who would stay with the 

people but who would not be accepted but instead would 

be oppressed. However, those who, 1would 
love them, 

follow them and believe in them were indeed from him 

and would meet him while those who oppressed them and 

called them liars were not from him and he would in 

2 fact disown them. 

1. Qur'an 7: 17. See also al-K4; fl I, p. 215. 

2. al-Kulayn3: al-Kgfr, Vol. I, p. 215 
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In the foregoing pages, al-B7aqir has put forward 

his views on the Imamate from the Qur'an and waliy or 

Imamate undoubtedly- emerges as one of the duties 

imposed by God upon the believer; in fact according to 

al-Baqir it is the most important duty. He considers 

it to be the major pillar of Islam and the pivot around 

which all other pillars revolve. 

The Imams are in al-Býqir's view, the Protectors 

or Guardians of the believers and obedience to them is 

an obligatory duty. They are the people of the Message, 

to whom the Book, i. e. the Qur'an is given as an 

inheritance. Thus they are the interpretors of that 

Message and since they are the ones firmly rooted in 

knowledge it is they who should be asked about its 

interpretation. People envy the Imams because of 

God's favour upon them and because of the light and 

wisdom that has been bestowed upon them. Thus they are 

the ones who guide others and they are God's witnesses 

over His creatures. The -Imams are pure and protected 

from sin and error and they are the light of God that 

walks amidst men so love for them was made incumbent 

upon the believers. on the day of Resurrection, all 

men will be called by their Imams. Thus, it is evident 

that al-taqir in propounding his theory of Imamate was 

not only maintaining its hereditary and divine 

character but also its necessity in this world (for the 

sake of true knowledge etc. ) 
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(ii) Traditional basis of the Imamate 

After demonstrating his view, that the Imamate was 

a divine ordination on the basis of the Qur'an, al- 

Baqir also laid stress on the traditions ofthe Prophet 

which, according to him were a further proof of the 

Imamate. The number of traditions quoted by al-Baqir 

are many but here an attempt will be made to lay stress 

on mainly those traditions accepted by all Muslims, 

Shica as well as non-Shica. This however should not 

lead us to beleve that- the non-Sh-icite scholars 

necessarily agree with the interpretations of these 

traditions. For them, as is known, the question of the 

Imamate, is not a principle issue as it is for, ýthe 

Shica: "it is neither a part of rational sciences nor 

of figh", says al-Ghazlil'iel 

a) The tadith or the tradition which the. Prophet said 

at Ghadir Khumm appears in al-gaqir's, view 2 to be one 

of the most important traditions in proving the 

Prophet's appointment of cAll to the Imamate. It has 

been related with slightly different versions by the 

various Shlicite scholars. 3 The gist of the hadith is 

1 al-Ghazall, al-Iqtiqid fl al-lqtioi (Ankara, 1962) 
p. 234. 

2. al-QRdl al-Nucmin Dacilim I, pp. 17 ff; al-Kulayn7i 
al-Kgil, I p. 288-9. 

3. al-Kulay6ll al-Kif-3 I pp. 294-5; al-Majlis'! Bihar 
al-Anwir 37, pp. 108 ff; al-Kirmani, Maeab-i 
pp. 112-13; Abil al-Fawiris, Ahmad ibn Yac 

q5b al- 
Ris9la fl al-imama, ed. and trans. by S. N. Makerem 
pp. =-2-9-. 
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that on his return from the Farewell Pilgrimate, the 

Prophet stopped at GhadIr Khumml to make an 

announcement to the pilgrims who were then to disperse 

on their ways from this junction. He called for a 

congregational prayer and had a special pulpit erected. 

Af ter the prayer, the Prophet asked the people: 

Man awlS' bikum i. e. who has the first claim over you? 

The people replied that God and His Messenger knew 

better. The Prophet then said: "Do I not have a prior 

claim upon you than you have upon yourselves according 

to what'God, the Exalted has said, 'The Prophet has a 

prior claim upon the believers than theirselves? 2" 

They replied, ' "Yes 0 Messenger of God". ' After 

repeating this three times and making God a witness to 

their agreement, the Prophet took the hand of cAll, 

of cAlT, lif ted it with his own hand and said, "man 

kuntu mawlahu fa cAl-f-un mawlBhu" (He whose mawl'A I am, 

cAli is his mawla). He then declared, "0 God, help 

whomever helps him, oppose' whomever 'opposes him, 

support whomever supports him, - forsake whomever 

forsakes., him and turn the light to whatever direction 

he turns. " Hearing this, cUmar ibn. al-KhattRb said, 

"Congratulations to you, ,0 
CA171 You have become the 

For details and sources see Veccia Vaglieri's art. 
on GhadTr Khumm E12. 

2. Qur"Sn 33: 6 
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mawl; of every believer, man and woman. "l 

The Sunnis2 also confirm the above tradition andit 

has been mentioned by a great number of Sunni 

traditionists. 3 However, this does not mean that the 

Sunni scholars admit that the Prophet invoked God to 

install cAlli, as Imam by pronouncing the invocation of 

4 Imamate upon him. Al-Baqillani, for instance, argues 

that the phrase awli bi al-mulminin min anfusihim which 

he interprets as "in charge of the believers more than 

their ownselves" does not necessarily imply that cAli 

is also in charge of them too even though he said right 

after, "he whose mawli I am, cAll is his mawli". In 

his view the two words awli and mawli are by no means 

synonymous. 

Another argument is that the word mawli does not 

necessarily mean master and therefore it does not 

necessarily signify Imam whose obedience is incumbent 

1 Ab7i al-Fawý-aris, A4mad ibn YacqBb al-Rie7ala fi al 
-Imama ed. and trans. by S. N. Makarem pp. 28. 

I 2. Al-Khatib al-Tabrizi Mishkat 3: 342; Al-Dhahabil in 
fact says that the first-part of the hadith i. e. 
Man kuntu is of the Muta4atir type (that which has 
been reported by numerous authorities) while the 
second part has a strong chain of transmitters. 
See Ibn Kathir, al-Bidgya wa al-Nihaya 5: 24 (Cairo 
1348-7 A. H. ) 

3. Ibn Ijanbal Musnad 4: 281,370,372; 5: 347,358. 
F-h-11-h Al-Tirmidli-I a 5: 633; Ibn Maja Sunan 1: 43; 

al-Nasci'll Kha*A is p. 26; Ibn Kathir Bidgya 
5: 208-14. 

4. Tamhid pp. 169 ff. 
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upon. others. 1 

The word mawli is derived from the verb wala (to 

be near... ). Grammatically, it belongs to a class of 

nouns called Noun of Place and thus signifies either 

the place where the action of the verb is committed or 

the subject in which the state of being expressed by 

that verb has its existence. The word mawli therefore 

signifies the place in which or the person in whom 

proximity exists. It can therefore mean master, 

patron, beloved, supporter, freed slave, companion, 

client, neighbour, confederate or relation. It is easy 

to see that the idea of proximity or nearness pervades 

these various meanings either in a physical or'a moral 

sense. When a word can denote so many meanings, the 

context in which this word was used would perhaps help 

to clear its ambiguity. As the word mawli was used by 

the Prophet soon after the phrase in which he used awl9 

(man awli bikum) it is quite likely that he must have 

meant them to be synonymous. 

Some2 try and explain the circumstances which led 

I. Ibid. 

2. Ibn KatTil1r, al-BidFiya, Vol. 5, pp. 208-14. See 
also Ibn Vanbal, Musnad, Vol. 5, p. 347 as well as 
al-juwaynT, IrsbAd, pp. 421-422 who asserts that 
the hadlth "Man kuntu mawlahu is 
of t'ýe ýýad type. Refer also al-Baqillani Tamhid, 
pp. 169 ff. 
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the Prophet to say that what he did. In their view the 

problem was that some people were grumbling against 

cAl'! on account of the way in which he 

dealt with the distribution of the spoils in the 

expedition of al-Yaman, that had just taken 

place under cAll's leadership and from where he and 

others who had taken part in the expedition, came 

directly to Mecca to join the Prophet in the 

pilgrimage. So, they said, the Prophet was only 

trying to dispel these ill-feelings against cAli. 

The normal ways in which the word mawlg and its 

plural mawill appear in the Qur' an are as follows: - 

mawill 4: 33 heirs 
19: 5 kinsfolk 

mawalikum 33: 5 clients 

al-mawla 22: 13 Patron (Allah) 
44: 41 Friend 

mawlakum 3: 150 Your Protector (Allah) 
8: 40 Your Befriender -a 

Transendant Patron (Allah) 
22: 78 Your Protecting Friend 

(Allah) 
57: 15 Your Patron (Fire) 
66: 2 Your Protector (Allah) 

mawlina 2: 286 our Protector (Allah) 
9: 51 Our Protecting Friend 

(Allah) 
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mawlRhu 16: 76 His owner - -- 
66: 4 His Protecting Friend 

(Allah) 

mawlRhum 10: 30 their Lord (Allah) 

It is quite obvious that the word was used in pre- 

Islamic and early Islamic practice. It was used for 

both mawl'9 as a master, patron, friend as well as for 

the relationship between the mawlN and the MaVa'l-jL 

(clients) - walg'. It is also used in the Constitution 

of Medina as the next of kin having the power of 

succession. In Islamic. fiqh the wall: is the person who 

gives away the girl in marriage as well as the person 

who demands blood wit. 

Besides all the above ways in which the word mawla" 

was used before and after the coming'of Islam what is 

more important is actually the context in which the 

word was used by the prophet in his sermon. As 

mentioned earlier on he had used the word mawlX soon 

after using the word awlN bi al-mu'mTnT1n min anfusihim 

(in charge of the believers more than their own 

selves). Therefore it seems more likely that the word 

was used in the same context despite al-B'5qill7ah-1's 

contrary observation. 
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To the ShIca, according to al-Baqir, l this 

pronouncement was not only indicative of the Prophets 

inclination towards cAlir but was a clear and specific 

appointment which the people deliberately miscontrued. 

b) Another tradition which is taken by al-BIqir as 

evidence for the Imamate is the Prophet's saying to 

c Ali: 

"You are to me what Aaron was to Moses 
exceit that there is no Prophet after 
me. " 

ThiB hadith is recognised by the SunniB 3 
as one of the 

Daccilim, I, pp. 17ff al-Baqir does not give the 
details of the event but only says that the 
Prophet endorsed the wally at Ghlidir Khumm. 
This implies that 

- 
the event was quite well known 

by then. The Qa43. relates the details of the 
event without mentioning the nameýof the authority 
saying it is well-known and well attested by 
authorities. The oldest evidence for this event 
is the poetry of Hassan b. Thabit who composed and 
recited the verses spontaneously when peo2le began 
congratulating cAli. (See Amini, al-Ghadir Vol. 2 
p. 32) However, Horowitz and Goldziher (see art. 
"Kumayt" in EI') think that those verses are 
spurious so in their view the earliest evidence of 
this tradition are Kumayt's verse (d. 126 A. H. ) 

I 2. Dacc; 'im 1: 21,25 Qaql al-Nucmin does not say from 
whom This tradition is related but only says that 
it is well-known and well attested (on page 25 he 
says it has been related from the Prophet but does 
not again say from whom). It is interesting to 
note that in his version the Prophet said this at 
Ghadir Khumm. See also al-Kirm&n! Maqibi pp. 
115-16. 

3. al-BukhErl ablb 5: 24; 6: 3, - Muslim $ajj 7: 20. 
Also see Iblý' Sa'd TabaqR 3: 1: 14,15, - Ibn Hanbal 
Musnad 1: 182; Ibn Maja Sunan 1: 43; al-Tiimidh-i 
$ab1h 5: 638-41; al-Nasa'f -KhascPis, p. 4. Al so 
see Ibn HishAm IV p. 163 and Ibn cAbd Rabbih lad 
al-Farld IV p. 311. =-ZL: -- 
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a sound (Qabi tradition. Although admitting 

the authenticity of this tradition, the Sunnis however 

do not consider it to be 

appointment to the Imamate. 

an indication of CAli's 

They maintain that the 

Prophet only said this hadith at one special occasion 

and that was when he set forth on his expedition to 

Tabuk (9 A. H. ) and left cAll in Medina. Some people 

insinuated that the Prophet had left behind cAll 

because he disapproved of him and when cAll objected 

about it, the Prophet replied, "Are you not satisfied 

that you are to me what Aaron was to Moses except that 

there is no Prophet after me. " 

In view of the Sunn"i scholarsi this meant that the 

Prophet made cAll his deputy over Medina as Moses had 

made Aaron his deputy over the Israelites when Moses 

went to Mount Sinai. Aaron had three positions in 

relationship to Moses say the Sunnis. 2 In the first 

place he was his brother; secondly he was a prophet 

like Moses and finally he was his deputy when Moses 

left the Israelites to go to mount Sinai. They say 

that since Aaron died before Moses, he could not be his 

al-BEqill5n7I, Tamhfd pp. 173-75,228; al-juwayn! 
Irsh9d p. 422. See for other arguments given by 
the Sunnis in S. N. Makarem's translation of Ibn 
Yacq5b's al-RisRla ri al-ImRma (New York, 1977) 
pp. 73-75. 

2. al-Baqillird Tamhid pp. 174-175 
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successor. As cAll was neither the Prophet's brother I 

nor was he a prophet like Muhammad, he could therefore, 0 
they argue, only be like Aaron by being Muhammad' s 0 
deputy when he lef t for the military expedition to 

Tabuk as was Aaron when Moses lef t for Mount Sinai. 

The Ismacili author, Ibn Yacq; bl argues along the 

same lines in favour Of cAll' s being Muhammad's 

successor. Agreeing with the Sunnis that the 

relationship of brotherhood2 and prophethood could not 

be applied to cAll ,s relationship with Muhammad, so he 

argues that the only aspect left was that of cAli being 

his successor. Whereas the Sunnis believed that 

Muýammad appointed cAli as his deputy over Medina 

only during Muhammad's expedition ' to Tabuk, Ibn 

YacqBb3 says that there was no evidence -of CAlT 

being deposed on the Prophet's return. Moreover, they 

argue that if Muhammad's saying merely_ meant that 

his appointment of cAlli as his deputy was only 

for the time of his absence from Medina, then 

there was no reason for him to add, loyet 

after me there is no prophet. "This addition 

clearly indicates that the Prophet meant 

See S. N. Makarem's edition of ibn' YacqZibl s al- 
Riiala f -r &I-Imima, chapter four and his 
translation, pp. 28-33. 

2. In this case Ibn Yacq5b appears to be ignoring the 
Ukhilwwa between Muhammad and cAli. 

3. Ibid, 

.f 
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more than mere deputyship on a special occasion. 

C) one of the basic traditions used by al-Biqir in 

proving the necessity of a testament is "It is 

incumbent on every Muslim not to spend one night 

without having a written testament by his head. "l This 

is further strengthened by the Qur'Bnic verse 2: 130-32: 

"Prescribed to you, when any of you is 
visited by death, and he leaves behind 
some goods, is to make testament in 
favour of his parents and kinsmen 
honourably - an obligation on the god- 
fearing. Then if any man changes it 
after hearing it, the sin shall rest 
upon those who change it; sýirely God 
is All-hearing, All-knowing. "' 

Dacg'im 2: 343 where a version of it'is mentioned 
by the Qadi. Another tradition says: "He who does 
not write his testament has a defect in his 
religion and in his reason. " See Dacg'im 2: 344. 
Also see Ibn Yacq7ub's al-Risila in-S-N. Makarem's 
edition, pp. 32-33. 

2. According to some Sunrri commentators these 
, 

verse 
are totally abrogated by the so called "Verses of 
Inheritance" (SUra 4: 10-14). See Mustafa Zayd Al 
Naskh fi al-C)ur'in al-Karim 2: 385-93, apud S. T. - 
Makarem while others believe they are not 
abrogated. Still others believe that the verses 
are abrogated only in relation to "the parents and 
kinsmen" who are supposed to inherit the property 
of the deceased. See al-Tabar'! Tafs1r Vol. 3, 
pp. 384ff (Cairo edition) fcýr details. There are 
still others and among them al-Hasan"al-Basri who 
believe that these verses are not abrogated but 
they are rather elaborated specifically by the 
Verses of Inheritance. Since kinsmen are too 
remotely connected to be treated as natural 
inheritors, a testament is therefore necessary to 
allocate each one's share. Each of the natural 
inheritors' share is then specified in the "Verse 
of Inheritance. " See Ibn Hajar al-cAsqalBn1, 
Bulugh al-Mar7m min Adillit al-Abk p. 273, apud 

Makarem 
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This tradition is also mentioned and accepted by the 

Sunnis though with slight variations and is considered 

to be sound having been related by both al-Bukharl 

and Muslim as well as other traditionists. 1 

d) Al-Biqir stressed the necessity of the Imamate by 

another tradition "He who dies without an Imam shall 

,, 2 die a death of ignorance. This tradition is 

recognized and considered extremely reliable, with 

different versions, by both Sunnis and Shicas. Ibn 

Hanbal3 relates as follows, "He who dies without an 

Imam shall die in ignorance. " Muslim b. al-Hajjaj 

relates it as "He who forsakes obedience (to the Imam) 

shall meet God on the Day of Resurrection without any 

allegations, and he who dies without having had 

al-Bukh! r-I, $Ablk, 4: 2; Muslim Sah1h, 5: 70. See 
also Malik b. Anas, al-Muwatti', p. 539: Ibn Sacd 
Tabaqg 4: 1: 108; Ibn Uanbal Musnad 2: 10; Ibn Maja 
Sunan 2: 901; al-Nasi'l Sunan 6: 239; al-TirmidhI 
15alilh 3: 295 and 4: 432 and al-Khatib al-TabrIzi in 
his Miskh&t 2: 155. 

2. al-Kulayn'l' al-Kifir I, p. 397 

:. L Ll r 
3. Musnad 4: 96 

;, La 4 &«--& %r- rL 1 w; 4 u- L,: r 
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allegiance (to an Imam) shall die in ignorance. 111 

It is interesting to note the Ismlclll version of 

this tradition mentioned by Qa41 al-Nucmin2 and Ibn 

Yacq; b3 where the term "the Imam of the time" (Imam al- 

dahr, Imam al-casr or Imam al-zamRn) is present. This 

implies that either the Ismacili authors introduced 

this term in the hadith on account of their belief in 

the "ever living guide" or else the term was omitted 

or suppressed by others. 

Emphasizing the necessity of the presence of an 

Imam, al-Baqir added that no efforts would avail anyone 

without guidance from the Imam of the time. In his 

view, such a person was similar to a strayed sheep who 

searches in vain for its shepherd and flock until 

eventually it is devoured by the- wolf who takes 

advantage of this confusion. 
4 

1 See al-Khatib al-Tabrizi Miskbit 2: 319 
4-, Vj LWI pv 41 4; J s W. 60. I &. t 
-. ; *1A 

Lr Z; F. %--L s ; 
-*. w &L: a v. -, LO., 

2. Dac; 1im, 1,31 cf. ibid 34, "He who dies without 
having known the Imam of his time (dahr) while 
alive (bayyan) dies in ignorance. 

3. al-Riella Ci 
-, 

al-Imima in S. N. Makarem's edition p. 3' 
(Arabic textl and p. 22 for translation. Also see 
note 18 for details. 

"He who dies without knowing the 
Imam of this time dies in ignorance. " 

al-Kulayni, al-Kid pp. 183-4. 
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Al-BRqir is reported to have told one of his 

followers that even when any of them travelled only a 

few miles out to a strange place they needed a guide, 

then what about the path to the heaven of which they 

were far more ignorant than those of the earth. 1 

The fact that the Sunni traditionists relate some 

of these traditions and consider them to be genuine 

does not mean that they agree with the Slfl-ca concept of 

the Imamate, be it Ithna cAsharl or Ismacill. In the 

Sunni view, the Imam's function is pre-eminently 

political although he may perform religious functions 

but these do not tend to lend him any sanctity. 2 In 

their view, as the Imam is only a protector and an 

executor of the SharIca, he does not need to be 

. -C divinely appointed; but is installed by I]ma 

(consensus. )3 
. 

However, according to the ShIca the choice of an 

Imam does not fall within the community's sphere and 

1. al-Kulayni, al-KXfI pp. 183-4. 

2. See for details, Sir Thomas Arnold The Caliphate 
p. 17. 

3. See al-BaqillRn7i TamhId pp. 185-86; al-Ghaz'&ll 
FaýI&i , pp. 143-144. 
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the therefore it is not their concern to decide who 

the Imam should be. This is seen by, them-to follow 

from al-Bdqir's view' that the walRya or, the Imamate is 

one of the pillars of Islam rather, the most important 

one. In his view "Islam is built on seven pillars: 

wal&ya (Love and Allegiance to 
. 
Imam) 

1. 
tahara 

(Purification), pal'at (Prayer), zakgt -(Almsgiving), 

§awm (Fasting), (Pilgrimage) and jihRd (Strife in 

God's Way) WalAya is the best 
I 

among them,. because 

through it and through the one to whom allegiance 

should be paid, the- knowledge of the other pillars is 

reached. "2 Being thus a matter of fundamental belief, 

the Consensus Uimac) cannot be, applied just as it 

cannot be applied in matters concerning monothesim and 

in the prophethood of Muhammad and in his being God's 

Messenger. 3 

1. Dac&'im I, p. 2 

2. Q&01 al-Nucman Dac&'Im I, p. 2; al-Kulaynt al-KNf! 
I, p. 290 has a tradition from al-BAqir which says 
God made five things incumbent upon his 
worshippers: they adopted four and left aside one 
and that is the walRya; the other four being 
qal&t, zakat, hAii and Va 

3. See Ibn YacqUb's RisRla, p. 27 where he refutes the 
notion that the Imam should be chosen and 
installed by the Consensus of the Community. 

I 
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The choice of an Imam according to al-Bgqirl was 

long decided when God granted Ibrahim this favour and 

conferred the Imamate to him and his progeny (who did 

not go astray). In fact this favour was given to 

Ibrahim after God had initially accepted him first as a 

worshipper, second as a Prophet, third as a Messenger, 

fourth as a friend and, finally as an Imam over the 

people. When this distinction was, given to IbrRhim he 

could not help asking God whether this favour would 

remain in his progeny whereupon God answered that those 

who go astray shall not receive it. Thus the choice of 

an Imam is not a matter to be decided by the people but 

comes from above. It is inf act af avour that God 

grants, it cannot be acquired. 

iii) Theology of-the Imamate 

In enunciating the theory or the doctrine of the 

Imamate, al-B&qir postulated certain principles pre- 

requisite to it. 

1. al-Kulayn! al-K&fl I p. 175 

'o "Cjl J4 Y. Oý .0I; zlýj N*L;. ad W5 11--i 

ýjl r. Al 
Ia !A AJ 

LLI 

#j jU- 'o - 
ke J 1; e Iýrl I C,., o q; 

L. ý. ACyj LL 14.., UJJ J-I-L- 

e: wjw 
10 J-4, jUdv 
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a) N a, -? q 

Al-Baqir categorically maintained that the Imam 

had to be divinely appointed' and that, that 

appointment had to necessarily be clear and precise, 

i. e. by na§; q (explicit designation) instead of what 

some groups believed. He had to be quite specific 

about his theory lest there were loopholes in it for 

those who were already, claiming the Imamate during his 

time2 as well as for those who intended to claim it in 

future. 

In order that his theory had sufficient credence, 

al-Blqir had to begin with the appointment of cAlT who 

had to be designated expressly by Prophet Muýammad. 

This in his view was done at several occasions 

3 culminating in the event of Ghadir Khumm. 

See his views in "the Qur'RniC basis of the 
Imamate, " and the "Traditional basis of the 
Imamate. 

2. The claims of the KaysRnlya and its various 
branches; the claims of Zayd and. his followers 
as well as the claims of other Alids and also 
those of the extremists. See Chapter Three for 
more details. 

3. QAJI al-Nucm&n Dacg'im I P. 18 and al-KulaynT 
al-KAf-1 I, p. 289. See for more details the 
section earlier on 'Qur'Xnic basis of the Imamate' 
a nd al-Muf1d K. al-Irsh9d (trans. Howard), 
pp. 29 ff. 
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Al-Bgqir is reported to have said to AbU Hamza al- 

Thum'dlt that: 

4y Lj I 

Tm I-4.4 

- of .0 . --jv 
I 

. --I S; i 

In brief the above passage relates that the 

Prophet, before his death was commanded by God to 

bequeath to cAll his knowledge, his faith and the Great 

Name (Ism al-aczam) that he had as well as the legacy 

of knowledge and prophethood, so that the transmission 

of the divine heritage would be followed through the 

prophet's progeny. This implies that this napq which 

constituted of special knowledge was meant exclusively 

for the offspring of the Prophet and thus was 

al-Kulayn! al-KEf! I, p. 293 
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hereditary. The hereditary character of the naQq was 

the crucial point in the doctrine of the Imamate that 

al-Bdqir was putting forward. Ile was therefore trying 

to bring some order into the muddled, confused and 

chaotic ideas of the Imamate rampant at the time. 1' For 

until then anyone and everyone was claiming naqq from 

someone or the other. 2 So the idea of hereditary naqq 

was a kind of restriction for all 

could claim the nagq and have 

leadership. 3 

those who thought 

the licen'Ce' for 

It was in this manner then i. e. by al-naqj 

that al-Bgqir appointed his son, Jacfar al-ýadiq. on a 

number of occasions, al-Baqir let his followers know 

that Jacfar was the best of the mankind and that he was 

the OR'im 91-Mubammad (one in charge of the Prophet's 

family). 4 When his days were drawing near he. asked for 

1. See chapter three section on rivals of al-BRqir. ' 

2. ibid. 

3. Although it must be added that this did, not- deter 
some who were bent on claiming this leadership 
e. g. some of the ghull like Bayan claimed nano 'I fpm gl-Bgqir himlelf. See section on, &l-B-agiftnt 
teG ulAt'in Ch. . 

4. al-KulaynT al-KNfr Iýpp. 306 ff. 
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witnesses to be brought to him. So four people from 

the Ouraysh came, among whom was Nafic the, freedman of 

cAbdAllMh b. cUmar (d. c. 117 A. H. )l Al-B&qir is then 

reported to have asked them to write down what Prophet 

Yacqab had entrusted to his son, and thus made a nagg- 

on his son Jacfar al-SRdiq. 
2 

0 

If the above report is authentic then this aspect 

of calling witnesses f rom outside was something quite 

different, for, al-Baqir's own appointment, according 

to traditions in al-Kulayn13 was done in the presence 

of his brothers when he was entrusted with a 

casket containing secret religious scrolls and the 

weapons of the Prophet. Apparently both al-Baqir and 

1. This gives us another insight to al-Baqir's death- 
date. According to Muf1d's Irshad N5f1c died in 
119AA. H. 

2. r-SJ IýA &--Ulcýl VZt, 

qL-Aj 

0 A;; i L: ' 0 vL61 
3. al-KRO: 1: 305 ff. It is believed that when Zayn 

al-cAbidin died, al-BEqir's brothers demanded 
their share of the contents of the casket but he 
refused, saying that it was given to him as his 
exclusive inheritence. 
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later his son al-Sadiq insisted upon the importance of 

these weapons which were the same to the Muslims, they 

said, as the Tabik (Ark of Covenant) had been to the 

Israelites. ' 

Again, according to traditions found in al- 

Kulayni, al-BZqir maintained that his father Zayn al- 

CRbid-in was'designated by Ijusayn2 'who in turn was 

appointed by Uasan3 whom CA11' bad designated. 4 

al-Kif! 1: 238 ff. The Hasanids who claimed to 
have them but Jacfar al-*adiq emphatically denied 
that cAbdAllah al-Mah4 and his son Nafs al-Zaklya 
had, as they assertýd the famous sword of the 
Prophet, DhU al-Fiqar. See AbU -al-Faraj al 
Isfah5ni Maq&til 188; al-Tabarl' Annales ... III 
247. Other versions in al-Tabari state that they 
came into the possession of the cAbb&sids as well. 

2. There are conflicting reports from al-Baqlr as to 
when the naq was made on Imam Zayn al-cý. bidln - 
whether the battlefield or before setting forth 

1, for Karbala. 
-- 

See al-KiifT, I pp. 303 

3. al-Kif! I, pp. 300 ff. 

when the naq was made on Imam Zayn al-"-Abidin - 
whether the battlefield or before setting forth 

1, for Karbala. 
-- 

See al-KiifT, I pp. 303 

4. See al-Kul a al-Kafl I pp. 298-'9. However, y1ii 
c- later IsmSc-ili- sources suggest that after Ali, 

the Imam was ]Uusayn not Hasan as the Twelvers and 
other 

r 
Shicite sects believe. 'To the Nizar'i 

Ismiicilis al-Hasan was no more than a Trustee 
(Mustawdac) Iýiam. See Shih5b al-D'i"n AbU Fir5s, 
Ash-Shafi-ya (The Healer) ed. and transl. by S. N. 
Makarem (Beirut, 1966) pp. 146-7. Also see 

(j) cAl"I: ibn Mulýammad ibn al-Walid Rislilit al- 
ldcih p. 139. 

(11) -Ib"-n"Zahra, al-cuqgl wal al)k p. 120 
(iii) al-KhattAb ibn Flasan, Ghay9t al-Mmialid 

p. 35 
apud S. N. Makarem's transl. of ash-Shifrya. 
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b) C11M 

Besides the hereditary character of the napq what 

was out of the ordinary about al-Baqir's theory was 

that this narq embodied in itself exclusively 

authorative knowledge (cIlm) for the recepient of that 

na, 92. This CIlm too had to be traced back to CA11 of 

whom the Prophet had said "I am the city of knowledge 

and CA13: its gate". 1 This tradition has been 

acknowledged by the Sunn-Is2 as well although they do 

not necessarily agree with the Shl'ite interpretation. 

According to al-Baqir's traditions in al-Kulayni3, God 

See Qgý-I al-Nucm9n, Ta1wrl al-Dacglim ed. by 
Mutammad Vasan al-cA; am! (Cairo n. d. ) j; -. 86. Also 
see Kit7ab al-Kashf attributed to Jacfar b. Mansur 
al-Yaman ed. by Mustafa Ghalib (Beirut, 1984) 
P. 116 

2. al-Tirmidhi $ablb 5: 301; al-Khatib al-Tabr-izi 
Mishkat 3: 244; al-Khawa-rizml ManXqib CAIII p. 40 al- 
TirmiJR-I considers this tradition as being qhaf-ib 
munkar i. e resting on only one authority who is 
unreliable while al-BukhRri rejects its 
authenticity completely. However, Ibn Hajar al 
Asqalani considers it authentic (setal KhatIb alm- 
Tabriz! MishkRt 3: 315) apud S. N Makarem's 
translation oT'-ibn Yacqub's ai-RisAIa fi al-Imama. 
p. 76 note 62. 

3. al-Kafi I p. 437 
W 

Cri 
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has appointed cAll as a flag or signpost between 

Himself and His creation and thus whoever acknowledges 

CA11 is a believer and he who rejects him is an un 

believer. Again he adds that "CA11 is a door that God 

has opened; he who enters it is a believer and he who 

leaves it is an unbeliever. " 

Al-B7iqir maintained that knowledge which descended 

upon Adam is never taken away but is to be inherited. 

Alt was the learned one of this community and a learned 

one from among us never perishes before leaving behind 

him someone from his family who inherits this knowledge 

from him or what God wills. 1 The Imams, according to 

al-B'aqir, are the guards of Allah (khuzz&n All5h) on 

the heavans and the earth, not over gold and silver but 

over his knowledge. 2 

CA11 had inherited the knowledge of all the awplyg' 

of the Prophets that had gone before hiM3 as the 

1. al-KulaynT al-K&ft 1 222 

2. Ibid p. 192-3 

3. Ibid p. 224 
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Prophet who had been endowed with the sum of knowledge 

available to all the preceeding prophets had imparted 

it to cAlIl who in turn bequeathed it to his 

descendants. Every Imam, before death passes it on to 

his successor. 2 This includes both the YUhir 

(exoteric) and the bUtin (esoteric) sides of the 

Qur'gn and in fact, in al-Baqir's view no one except 

the aws-1ya can claim to possess the 
. 

whole 

Qur'Rn. 3 Describing some aspects of the knowledge that 

is given to them and that is unfolded to them, al-BZqir 

said that it included the interpretion of the Qur'an 

and its legal judgments as well as the knowledge of the 

changing times and its misfortunes. 4 

The Imams, too, al-BRqir said, know the Greatest 

Name of God (Ism Allih al - Ac; a ) which is in seventy- 

three versions Oýarfan-literally letters). Al-B7aqir 

added that AVif (Alaph) who. had known only one version 

of it could reach the throne of Bilqis by pronouncing 

1. al-KAf-I I p. 263 

2. al-KAfl I p. 222 

3. Ibid p. 228 

4. Ibid p. 229 
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that versionl while the Imams knew seventy two versions 

of that and the remaining one is with Allah himself. 

This refers exclusively to hidden knowledge. 

Thus this doctrine of Imamate put forward by al- 

BRqir was based primarily on knowledge, not on 

political rule although they were entitled to the 

latter as well. If the Imams wished to know anything 

they would know it he saide2 

However in order to avoid confusion, al-Bgqir did 

make a distinction between the offices of a rasUl 

(messenger), a nab! (Prophet) and a muliaddath (one who 

is spoken to i. e. the Imam) and the way they came to 

have their knowledge. Thus according to al-B&qir, a 

messenger (rasUl) is one who is inspired externally by 

the mediation of the archangel JibrRil. He may see the 

archangel and hear his words either in a dream or when 

awake. A prophet (nab! ) either sees visions without 
I 

1. al-Kulayn! al-KSf! I p. 230. AVif (Ajaph) said 
that the earth between him and the throne of 
Bilqis sank, so that he could reach it with his 
hand, then the earth returned to its previous 
state, quicker than an eye could blink. 

2. al-KRfT I p. 257 
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hearing them speak or hears voices without seeing 

anyone. A mubaddath does not see, any- supernatural 

being either in dreams or in a wakeful state, but hears 

voices. 1 The Imams* al-BZqir said, were the 

2 mubaddathun mentioned in the Qur'Sn. 

NZr 

-Besides the cIlm, the clear or manifest 

delegation of authority also appears to involve 

the transmission of N5r for as we have seen earlier, 3 

the Imams are, according to al-Bgqir, the light of God 

(14-ur Al 1 A) 
., When asked ý to comment on' the fol 1 owi ng 

xi 

Our'Znic verse 44: 8 

i 

"And believe in Allah and His Messenger 
and the NUr (Light) that We have 
brought downr' 

Al-Baqir said that the NGr (light) was indeed the NGr 

1 al-Kulayni al-Kciff I p. 176 I 

2. Ibid p. 270-1 

3. See section on 'Qur'gnic basis of the Imamate' 
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of the Imams from the Prophet's family; they i. e. the 

Imams were the light that God had brought down and they 

(in fact) were the light of God (Nrjr Allýgh) in the 

heavans and on earth. 1 This spiritual light which 

transmigrates from generation to generation is actually 

the symbol of that 'eternal knowledge (c, jLm)2 which 

forms part of the Prophet Muhammad's testament (waplya) 

to cAlT and thereafter to the following Imams. 

According to this doctrine, the Light became incarnate 

in cAll only at the last moment of the Prophet's life. 3 

However, another tradition of al-BUqir4 tends to 

reveal the concept of NUr Mubamnad whereb, he is 

reported to have said to Jabir al-jucf-1: 

1. See al-Kulayn-1 al-K5fr I p. 194 

2. See Uri Rubin's article "Prophets and Progenitors 
in Early Shica Tradition" JSAI 1 (1979) p. 44 

3. See *al-K&f-1 1: 274 where traditions from al- 
Bdqir'r-sson, Jacfar al-S5diq reveal that the 
following Imam became aware of all the knowledge 
that the previous Imam had only at the last moment 
of the latter's life. See also p. 239 where a 
tradition relates that before his deathjýe Prophet 
called for CA11 and communicated to him a thousand 
chapters of knowledge, each one opening into a 
thousand more. 

4. al-KulaynT al-KEf-i I p. 442 
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"0 JEbir, the first beings that God 
created were Mul; ammad and his family, 
the rightly guided ones and the 
guides; they were the phantoms of 
light before God" Jabir asked, 'And 
what were the phantoms? ' Al-Baqir 
said, "Shadows of light, luminous 
bodies without spirits; they were 
strengthened by the Holy Spirit (R-511 
al-Quds), through which Mubammad and 
his family worshipped God. For that 
reason he created them forebearing, 
learned, endowed with filial piety, 
and pure; they worship God through 
prayer, fasting, prostrating them- 
selves, enumerating His names, and 
pronouncing: God is Great. ", 

According to the above concept cAll's share of 

light was transferred on his birth. 1 Traditions 

maintain that Muttammad and CAII were created from the 

same (prophetic) light which wandered through the loins 

of their common ancestors, till it was split in the 

loins of cAbd al-Mutýalib, the common grandfather of 

both Muýammad and CA17i. After that it was divided into 

two parts, Muhammad's light being placed in the loins 

of his father cAbdAllgh and CAll's in those of AbG 

T51ib2. 

jkJA. See also al-Masc9dI Ithb; -at al-Waglya 4th 
edition, (Maja$, 1945) pp. 90ff. 

al-KulaynT al-KEfl p. 442 
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From cAll this light was transmitted to the 

following Imams, thus serving as the basis of their 

divine nature. ' This hereditary doctrine of N-ur 

Mubammad which, as part of the ancestral sperm had come 

to him not from Muhammad but from his father, AbU T&lib 

appears to be different from Nrir AllRh (Divine Light) 

which is regarded as a part of the divine spirit which 

transmigrated from Mubammad to CA11 at the former's 

death. This light, too is regarded as having been 

transmitted through a universal line of carriers and is 

said to have reached Mullammad from Adam through the 

Judaeo-Christian prophets who apparently had no 

relation to Mutammad. 2 

1. U. Rubin, "Prophets and Progenitors 0900000' p. 43; 
also see W. A. Rice, "cA171 in Shlica Tradition" MW, 
4 (1914), 29-30 as well as U. Rubin's art. "Pre- 
existence and Light" IOS, 5 (1975) pp. 62 ff. 

2. See for details U. Rubin's art. "Prophets and 
Progenitors in the Early Sh1czT -Tradition" JSAI I 
(1979) pp. 41-65. The light is said to have 
reached MuDammad 

, 
from Ismacil (Ishmael) not 

through his Arab progenitors - the- posterity of 
Ishmael - but through the Judaeo-Christian 
prophets of BarM Israel to whom the light was 
transferred from Ishmael via his brother, Issac. 
Rubin however does not seem to verify his 
statement. He only adds in the footnote that this 
view is parallel to the IsmacliT doctrine about 
the cyclical manifestation of the C 'aql through the 
nAtiqs but the examination of the exact 
relationship between the two views remains beyond 
the scope of his paper. 
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In Rajkowski's viewl the above tradition on Light 

and other such similar ones tend to indicate that 

Manichean ideas were being introduced in the ShIcite 

doctrine by extremists and semi- extremists; he, in 

fact places J&bir al-Jucf1 among them. 
. 

There may 

perhaps be some truth in the views that he has 

expressed but one must not forget that the doctrine. of 

light in its embryonic form is embodied in the Qur'an 

itself. 2 Muhammad himself is described in the Qur'Sn 

as SirAj Munir. 

It thus appears that the doctrine of NUr Allgh 

according to which the Prophet and the Imams possess a 

divine heritage and a sanctified light which they have 

inherited from the preceeding prophets is different 

from the doctrine of Ndr Mubammad which regards -the 

prophetic light of the Prophet and the Imams as coming 

from Prophet Muýammad's Arab ancestors. 

1. See his unpub. thesis Early ShIclism in Iraq 
(Univ. of London, 1955) 

2. See 7: 157; 4: 174; 4: 45; 57: 28; 24: 35; 44: 8 
9: 32; 

_ 
76: 26; and 6 1: 8. See also Kumayt's 

H5shimiv'a-t in the Iforovitz edition poem 3 v. 39-40 
(Leiden 1904) p. 84. 
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It is possible that the Imam is recepient of not 

only NGr All'&h which as an independent spiritual entity 

is entrusted to the next Imam by nagg only at the last 

moment of the previous Imam's death but also of NUr 

MutLammad, which as part of the ancestral sperm is 

confined to the genealogical line of the Imam's 

progenitors. The latter i. e. NUr Mubammad makes the 

Imam who is damit (silent) until such time as when he 

receives the former i. e. (NGr Allih) and he becomes 

Natiq (speaking). In other words NUr Mulýammad gives 

the recepient potentiality of the - Imamate but the 

actuality appears only when he receives* NUr Allah by 

means of napp from the previous Imam. 

What we have here are two symbols: one is the 

symbol of prophecy -*(NUr AllAh) which is shared by both 

Prophets and -Imams. on the other hand, there is the 

symbol of succession (NUr Mubammad) which is also 

related to the divine and which is there as part and 

parcel of the line from Adam to Mu4ammad and through to 

the Imams. This of course is a light that may be 

latent, i. e. did not shine in the person of cAbd al- 

Muttalib and H&shim but yet it distinguished them from 
06 

the others around them. Whether they were aware of it 

or not, they were from a special family. 
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The fact that the two images of light are used 

here does not mean that they are conflicting. In other 

words NOr AllRh embraces all men chosen by God but NGr 

Muhammad is limited to the direct line of Adam through 

Mubammad down to the line of the Ahl al-Bayt. 

CIsma 

The NUr and the CIlm which the Imam came to have 

possession of by the naorp, rendered the Imam macu 

i. e. protected from error and sim. As mentioned 

earlier on', al-Baqir based this concept on his 

interpretation of the Qur'anic verse, 33: 33. 

The question to be asked is whether the concept of 

infallibility or impeccability (ciom ) applies only to 

the religious matters or does it cover the actions 

accruing from human nature? QaOI al-Nucm7an2 does not 

appear to specify and nor does al-KirmNn3:. 3 He adds 

1. See section on "Qur'Snic basis of the Imamate". 

2. K. al-WalMya in DacS*im and K. al-himma. 

3. Rahat al-CAql, p. 217, although he discusses the 
ýipma of the Imam in his analyses of al-arkAn al- 
J", '-; a (the four elements) where the soul is the 
"learner" and th e 15-ab, Dui J and dUcl are 
"teachers". The Imam 1-sabove all'these, see ibid 
pp. 201-218,250 apud, P. J. Vatikiotis who has 
described this in his book The FRtimid Theory of 
State (Lahore, 1957) pp. 43 Ff. 
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that "the souls of Prophets and legatees and the Imams 

are not similar to the souls of these lesser bud5d 

(grades) inferior to them, are not impeccable and are 

amenable (tastajýll) to good and evil. "l However the 

author of al-majglis al-mustanoirlya claims that the 

Imam is maco@n but that the Cioma applies only to 

divine and religious matters, not to those of the human 

realm. 2 

The legal and political implications of this above 

doctrine are clear, i. e. that the Imam has the absolute 

i 

ibid, p. 45. 

2. p. 110 using Sura 11: 33,35-38. Until recently 
there was a controversy regarding the author of 
this collection of thirty-five discourses in 
al-Mustansir-lya, for the book states it is written 
by al-d7a-; 1 ThiqAt al-Imam cAlam al-Islam. - This 
situation appears to have arisen as a result of a 
continuous change of dAc1s between the years 451 
A. H. and 454 A. H. Moreover, the position of Imam 
al-Mustansirbillah was getting precarious as the 
minister was fast gaining strength. When (in his 
despair) he a gned the offices of wazir, 

. qaj1' SdN' 
al-duc5t 0 al-qud&t and 1t one person, the 

i 

titles- 
' of thiqat al-Imam and Calam al-islam 

became common addresses of these officials. Hence 
the difficulty of knowing which thiqat al-Imam. or calam al-islam is which. Ivanow thinks the work 
belongs to al-Mu'ayyad fi al-din but Vatikiotis 
is not sure of that. See for more details, pp. 
201ff. in his Fatimid Theory of State. S. M. Stern 
however has proved that the author is AbU I-IRSsim 
cAbd al-Hakim b. Wahb b. cAbd al-RahmEn al-Mal-IJ-1. 
chief qadi from 7 Dhu" 1-0acda 450-11 Rajab 452; 
Studies in Early Ismacilism pp. 239-40. 
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power over the community and since he is appointed by 

God and is infallible, the community who are not 

infallible can neither appoint him nor elect him. ' 

Thus there is no room for the principle of i3mac 

(consensus). 

e) liujja 

Another aspect of the Imamate which has come down 

to us from al-BZiqir's traditions is - the concept of 

buji (guarantor). In his view, ever since the time of 

Adam's death there has always been an Imam to guide 

(mankind) towards Allah who is His guarantor2 (bujja) 

over His worshippers. The world, al-Ifaqir maintains, 

cannot exist (even) for a moment without the Imam who 

is the bujja of God. 3 If the Imam were to be taken 

1 CA13: b. Muhammad al-Walid (b. 522 d. 612 A. H. ) Taj 
al-cAqalid wa Macdan al-Fawalid ed. by cArif Tamir 
FB-eirut, 1967) p. 767 

2. Uuji in my view is best translated as guarantor. 
See Madelung's art. on Im. ýIma in E12 who has 
translated it as-both, prc7o-f or guarantor and from 
whom I have adopted the word. The word 'Proof' 
has been in use for. a long time and still can be 
used but to me it does not appear to reveal the 
task which the bUjja has to undertake. On the 
other hand the word 'guarantor' gives the meaning 
that he is someone who has undertaken some kind of 
responsibility from someone for somebody else. 

3. al-K&fr I, p. 179. See also QRI-i al-Nucrran 
Dac&'im I p. 20-21. 
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away from the earth (even) for an hour, the earth would 

heave with all its inhabitants just as the sea heaves 

with its people. 
' 0 

"We (The Imams) are", al-BHqir said, "the bujj 

(guarantor) of God and His Gate. We are the tongue 

as well as the face of God; we are eyes of God 

(guarding) 11is creation and we are the responsible 

guardians (wulat al-amr) of God on earth. "2 Al-B7aqir 

further added that God is worshipped through the Imams 

and it is through them that God is known and declared 

as One. 3 

The above mentioned qualities which the Imam 

possesses makes him al-af4al al-N&s i. e. the best among 

mankind. It was in this manner thus that al-Baqir 

tried to establish his posistion as the Imam 

declaring himself to be the representative of God 

upon earth and the divinely-inspired interpreter of 

His words. His success in this aspect can be gauged 

1. ibid 

2. al-KulaynT al-KNfl, I. p. 145 

3. 'ibid. 
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from two angles - firstly from the number of followers 

he had been able to gather and attractl and secondly 

from the success and immense popularity of his son, al- 

ýddiq who followed and elaborated his views. 

1. See chapter six - section on ShIcite associates. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SOME THEOLOGICAL VIEWS OF AL-iA-QIR 

The theological discussions which were aggravated 

by the fitnal had grown even more serious at the time 

when al-Baqir lived. People 'began to question the 

validity of the Imamate2 and the "status of the 

believer" which the Imam must possess. This led to 

questions about Tm7an and islUm and whether acm5l 

(actions/deeds) were a necessary part of ! min as well 

as whether they were a requirement for a person to be 

called a muslim. These questions gave rise to the 

problem of man's responsibility or - lack of 

responsibility and then, as parallel considerations 

arose questions about the nature of the Our'an (created 

or uncreated) and the emphasis laid upon the divine 

attribute of the Word. 

1. The fitna resulting from CUthman's murder. 

2. Imamate in the general sense of the word; not in 
the SIffica sense. 
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The above issues brought into its wake the more 

general problem of the divine attributes, their 

existence and their connection with the divine essence, 

and its unity. In the course of time many more issues 

were raised and added; however at this early period, 

the essential themes which were later to constitute the 

religious science of kalRm had already arisen. 1 In the 

following pages, an attempt will be made to present 

al-Baqir's views on some of the issues that were being 

seriously debated and broadly discussed during his 

time. 

im-an 

One of the essential questions that was being 

discussed at this early period and upon which the 

various schools were divided was 1man. 2 A number of 

many related questions were raised such as the 

distinction or non-distinction between im7an and islam, 

and of their connection. Another issue connected with 

this wa's whether there were degrees of faith. 

1 See L. Gardet's art. on "cIlm al-KalWm" in E12 

2. A. more detailed discussion about this will be 
found in E12 art. "ImMn" where the views of the 
various schools of thought are mentioned. 
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Al-Baqir basing his views on the Qur'Rnic verse 

49: 14: 

"The Bedouins say : #we believe'. 
Say : you do not believe; rather 
say, 'we have accepted Islam 
(aslamrCa). Faith has not yet 
entered your heart. " 

I, 

made a clear distinction between imfin and isl7am. fie 

said that Iman included islam but islSm did not 

encompass 1man. 1 Similar views of al-Baqir are to be 

found in the Dac7a'im al-Isl7jm'2 where he symbolizes 

islim and iman by drawing two circles on his palm and 

describing the outer one as islim and the inner one as 

1m7an because that he said, was the realization of the 

heart. Therefore in his view a mulmin is automatically 
'3 a muslim but a muslim is not necessarily a mulmin. 

Al-ýBlaqir elaborated the above aspect when asked by 

someone whether he who had entered islam had entered 

1. al-Kulayn! al-K&f-l II, p. 26. 

2. al-QEdl al-Nucmln DaCS'im I, p. 16. 

3. Dacglim I, pp. 16-17. 
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inran? lie replied : "No" but added that the person had 

come out of kufr (unbelief) and was being associated 

with im-al! (qad ujIfU il& al-Im5n). Taking the example 

of the Kacba and the Masjid al-barRm, al-BNqir then 

asked the questioner that if he had seen a person in 

the mosque, would he testify that he had seen him in 

the Kacba? The questioner replied : "Ile could not say 

that. " Al-Baqir then asked that if he had seen a 

person in the Kacba would he be able to ascertain 

that he had been in the mosque? The questioner said: 

"Yes. " So al-Bgqir said that the same was the case with 

lm&n and isl9m. 1 

Further details about the differences between 1m7an 

and isl5m can be seen from yet another question put to 

al-B'aqir. Asked if he who witnessed that there is no 

divinity but God, and Muqammad is the Messenger of God 

was a believer? Al-BZiqir replied : "then what about 

the duties imposed by God? "2 As far as the duties were 

concerned, there were seven of them according to 

al-Baqir as mentioned earlier. 
3 In his view, walBya 

1. al-KAfr II, pp. 26-27. 

2. al-KSf-JL II, p. 26 

3. See the previous chapter on Imamate. 
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was the foremost of the duties imposed upon the 

believers around which all other-duties revolved. 1 

Thus for al-BBqir, true 'Imin is directly related 

to the wal5ya of the Imams; rather 'Im9n emerges 

from believing in Imam. Thus his formula of ! min as 

distinct from islim was formed by belief in the 

Prophets, Messengers and Imams of God with complete 

obedience to the. commands of the Imam of the time. 2 

The above views of al-Baqir tend to show that Iman 

is both 
'words 

(qawl) and deeds/actions (acmal). 3 

According to the definition given by al-Biqir's son 

imin is qawl bi al-ltsýn (words with the tongue), 

1. al-Dacý'im I, p. 17. 

2. DacPlm I, pp. 15-17 where some of the traditions 
are from cAli. One tradition says islim is i- 

r- 
qrar 

(confession) and imAn is iqrgr and ma"rifa, 
(knowlege consisting of acknowledgement of God, 
Prophet and Imams). 

3. See al-Kulayni al-Kiiflt II, p. 26 where the,, word 
f1cl is used instead of acmal. 
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inner conviction (tagdiq bi - al-janan) and works/ 

actions in accordance with the pillars imposed by God 

(wa. camal bi al-arkZn). l On the other hand, AbB 

Vanifa, a younger contemporary of al-BSqir held 

different views. According to article 1 of the 

Wag-iya ascribed to Abl'ljanffa: 

"Faith is'confession (iqrar) by the 
tongue, internal conviction (taqdiq 
bi al-janA ) and knowledge the 
heart (wa macrifa bi al-qal )". 

It is clear that there is no mention of actions in 

the above definition. But according to the KhRrijites, 

the Qadarites and the Muctazilites, "works or actions" 

are an integral part of faith, even as faith itself. 2 

The Murji'a, on the other hand regard "works" as 

irrelevant to faith (17m9n) which implied that faith had 

1. Daca'im I, p. l. His tradition in al-KRf! 1, p. 70 
says that Hazrat cAll reported from the Prophet 
that there can be no 'words' except by 'works' and 
no 'words or works' except by 'intention' and no 
'intention' (ni a) except by adhering to the 
sunna correctly iqab al-sunna). 

2. E12 art. 'TmEn". Here it is not meant to go into 
the details of what status the Kharijites and 
Muctazilites accord to the 'grave sinner'. 
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a degree of stability and was not impaired by sin. 
' 

Al-Baqir vehemently opposed these Murji'ite views, 

for according to AbU HStim al-Razi he is reported to 

have said that "the Murji'a had changed the Sunna of 

Allah, both externally and internally" and that "they 

were the Jews of this community whose enmity towards us 

is more severe than that of the Christians and the 

Jews.,, 2 In the political field such an attitude meant 

that the Murji'a were ready to accept the temporal 

rulers even when their behaviour was sinful in some 

respects and therefore they were not to be opposed by 

other Muslims. Since they -believed in the 

@postponement' of the decision about the grave sinner, 

they had to face the problem of defining 1m5n so that 

it corresponded to that which made a man a member of 

the community as a whole. This is what made them 

exclude 'works' (acmRl) from faith (ImAn). AbU Uanifa 

and his followers appear to be taking the same line of 

thought; infact al-Ashcarl in his Maqal&t al-Islamiyln3 

considers the flanMflya as a sect of the Murji'a. 
0 

Wensink Muslim Creed 38,45 Cf. also his 
article In 1. 'Murji'a i EI See also al-ýSdiq's 
views on murji'a in the DaCH'im, p. 1 

2. K. al-ZIna in al-SZmmarrR'Vs edition p. 262 

3. p. 202. 
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According to al. -Bliqir there are different grades 

among the Mu'mini. Explaining this further, al-Baqir's 

son, al-Sadiq says that some believers are better than 

others, some pray more than others some are more clear- 

sighted or discerning than others. 
2 

Among the qualities which a mu'min ought to have 

according to al-BMqir are: 

"Reliance (tawakhul) on God, 
Leaving the decision of affairs 
(tafw! to God, Contentment 

with the decree (qLSEa) 
of God, and Submission (tasl! ) 
to the Command or Will of God. "3 

Whilst on a journey, the Prophet once came across a 

group of people who told him that they were believers 

whereupon the Prophet asked them what was the proof of 

their Tman and they gave the last three of the four 

qualities mentioned above, said al-B'gqir. 4 

1. al-KNf3: II, p. 45 

2. ibid. 

3. al-Kgfl II, p. 47 

4. Ibid, p. 53. 
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In al-BRqir's view Turan was built on four 

pillars: 

Patience (qabr) 
Certainty a-ýn) 
Justice 

PadIT 
and 

struggle or war (jihgd) 

It is clear that in al-B*Sqir's views a person's 

virtues were directly linked to his ! m7an. In one of 

his traditions al-BMqir maintains that 

"The believer who is most perfect 
in Tm5n is ýhe one who has the best 
character. " 

Talking of more specific virtues, he talks of one 

especially that is vabr (patience or patient 

endurance) which he says is like the head to the body. 2 

He who has no vabr has no Uin and describing the 

perfect vabr he said it was that in which there is no 

1. al-KRfT II, p. 99 

2. ibid, p. 87 
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complaint to the people. ' 

An aspect that arises from the question of degrees 

of faith is regarding 1m7an Can Ilm i. e. faith based on 

knowledge (religious knowledge). Al-gaqir places 

immense emphasis on acquiring cilm for there are 

numerous traditions reported from him exhorting his 

followers to do so. 
2 

However, in al-Baqir's view acquiring knowledge is 

not an end in itself but a means to an end. He says it 

is not enough to acquire knowledge but it is important 

to act according to the knowledge acquired3 and even to 

teach others what one has learnt. 4 This leads us to 

the question of Cilm and acmal i. e. by means of cilm, 

c aýmal can be improved and if acmal are improved, then 

ImEn can increase and become stronger. Thus, 

according to al-BMqir, cilm, acmal and 1m7an are all 

inter related. ;II 

1 ibid, p. 93 

2. See al-Kulaynl's al-K! fT I, especially the Kitab 
faOl al-cilm pp. 30 ff. 

3. al-Kif! I, p. 45 

4. ibid, p. 35,41. 
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ii) Ta(illya. (precautionary dissimulation) 

In al-Baqir's view, the question of taq-3. yal 

appears directly related to that of Cilm and iffain 

mentioned above. A man visiting him from Basra told 

him that al-Hasan al-Basri claimed that those who 

concealed knowledge would offend people in Hell with 

their wind. Al-Baqir told him that if that were the 

case then the believer from the Pharoah's family would 

have been destroyed. lie then went on to add that: 
I 

"Knowledge has remained hidden ever since 
God sent Noah, so let al-Hasan wander every 
where (lit. right and left) for by God, no 
knowledge will be found except in here2 

The above incident suggest that the question 

whether knowledge could be concealed or not- i. e. 

whether it was permissible to operate taq-1ya. or not was 

1. The word taqIIya is derived from the verb, waq-a 
which means to keep from, or guard someone or 
something against someone or something else. See 
EIl art. "taqlya" for a general account. 

2. al-KRfI I, p. 51 Cf. a tradition from al-BUqir in 
the Da";: Vim I p. 17 where al-Vasan deliberately 
conceals the 'message' (of wallya) revealed to the 
Prophet , from a certain questioner, thus 
contradicting his own views on now to conceal 

. 
knowledge. 
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being discussed during the time of al-BRqir. The views 

expressed by al-Baqir indicate the emphasis he laid on 

concealing knowledge i. e. operating taqlya with regard 

to knowledge. He once asked someone what would he say 

if he (i. e. al-BEqir) told a person who loved them to 

use some precautionary disguise or dissimulation 

(taq-1ya). The man replied: 'You know best', then 

al-Baqir said: 'If be would adopt it (i. e. taqlya) it 

would be better for him and he would be greatly 

rewarded. ' According to a variant version he said: 'If 

he adopted it, he would be rewarded and if he neglected 

it, he had sinned, by God. " 

The first version of the tradition suggests that 

it was preferable for someone to employ taqIya-but the 

second version implies that it is a duty which if not 

obeyed was a sin. According to his son al-Sgdiq, al- 

BRqir also said that "concealment is my religious 

practice as well as that of my ancestors. Whosoever 

does not practice taq3: ya has no real faith. He who 

divulges our secret (amr) is like the one who rejects 

it. ,2 Thus, here al-B7aqir is already putting forward 

1 al-KRf! I, p. 65. 

2. al-DacVim I, p. 75. See also Jacfar b. Manqur 
al-Yaman's Asrlr al-Nutaql' in Ivanow's Rise of 
the Fatimids (excerpts) p. 92. 
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the doctrine of taqlya as a principle or as a necessary 

part of DaRn. 

Once Zurara b. Acyan came with a problem to al- 

Eaqir to which he replied. Then came another person 

who inquired about the same problem Zura-ra had asked. 

Al-Baqir gave him a different answer. Af ter that a 

third person came along to ask the same question. He 

too was given a different answer to the ones given 

before. When the two questioners had left ZurRra asked 

al-BcNqir as to why he had given- different answers to 

the two Shicis of Iraq? Al-BRqir replied: 

I Is LJ 

"That is better for us and that will 
remain with us and with you, for if 
you all were to agree upon one thing 
then people would turn, against us 
which would mean (the chances of) 
your survival and our survival would 
decrease" 

1. al-KEW I p. 65. 
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The use of laqi-ya appears extremely essential to 

al-BNqir's teaching for he insisted on cIlm being 

divided into z'Rhir (exoteric) and blEtin (esoteric). In 

this connection al-BRqir's reply to JMbir b. Yazld 

al-jucf! is significant when the latter inquired why he 

gave different answers to the same Qur'anic problem at 

different times: l 

_______ I ______ __________ 

0f ih J-41-41) i& A--b II I- 
1: b - UL-T. 0 e-L--d 

. 

cr- 
I. t, II 

I', 

0 t2l- U-L---s 

In the above answer,, al-BEqir tells Jabir that 

the Qur'Rn has an inner meaning (batn) and the inner 

meaning has still another inner meaning and that the 

Qur'Un has an outer meaning (fahr) which also has 

al-Barql K. al-MahAsin II p. 300 

t 
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another outer meaning. Then, al-Baqir adds that there 

was nothing further from men's intellect than the 

tafsYr of Qur'an for the beginning of an Byat can be 

about something while the end of it may be about 

something else; they are words which are connected 

(muttagil) in meaning yet changing (mungarif) in 

various aspects. 

The question of taqlya in political, terms was 

closely linked with the discussion on amr bi al-macrUf 

wa I-nahy can al-munkar i. e. 'enjoining good and 

probiting evil'. The question raised in this 

connection was how far it is a duty to see that other 

people do what is right and refrain from wrong. Some 

muslims believed that this operation of 'enjoining good 

and prohibiting evil' should be done by force if 

necessary. The Muctazila adopted this view 

believing that if there was a reasonable chance of 

opposing then the opponent must, be opposed even if, that 

meant someone had to be killed in the. process. 

Al-BaqTr's views did not tally with the views of 

those who were using this doctrine at this particular 

time to advocate revolution, at least for the time 

being, for as is known, he did not approve of armed 

revolt and infact had dissuaded his half-brother, Zayd 
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b. cAl'Z from adopting that course. This must be under 

taqly for according to his traditionl he did believe 

in undertaking the sword but that at the time when he 

lived the time was not yet ripe enough. 

Another area where al-BMqir appears to have used 

taq-lya was on the question of the two shaykhs i. e. AbB 

Bakr and cUmar. According to Ibn Sacd2,, he is 

reported to have called them leaders of right guidance 

and said that CA11 did not want to contravene their 

practice. 3 Yet his conviction that the Prophet had 

expressly designated cAll as his successor must have 

meant to him that their succession was an 

invalid usurpation. Some Kufans believed that 

al-Baqir only concealed his real opinion 

al-OaýT al-Nucman Sharh f. 71 ff; ManRqib f. 303 ff 

"Anyone from among the Prophet's 
family who undertakes the sword 
before our mahdl's time is like 
the young blv-rdwho tries to fly 
before its wings are strong 
enough; as a result it would 
only jump once or twice before 
being caught by the children who 
would then toy with it. " 

2. Ibn Sacd Tabaqat V p. 231 

3. This is of course contrary to reports in al-Tabarl 
I p. 2778 where cAl"! refuses to follow the sira 
i. e. the practice of the two Caliphs. 
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by using the principle of tacriya. 1 So concerned was 

al-BNqir about the situation, that the doctrine which 

was for the protection of the ShIca was made a 

principle in order to ensure their safety. 

However taqTy was never unfamiliar to Islam, even 

its early phases. The following Qur'Znic verse excuses 

tacCl-va under conditions of severe constraint: 

"Whoever disbelieves in God, after he has 
believed - excepting him who has been 
compelled, and his heart is still at rest 
in his belief - but whosoever's breast is 
expanded in unbelief, upon -them shall 
rest anger from God andjhere awaits 
them a mighty chastisýMent. 

This verse is unanimously believed to refer to cAmmar 

b. YRsar, the famous companion of the Prophet, who was 

compelled under heavy torture by the unvelievers from 

Quraysh to renounce Islam. When he was accused by some 

See KashshT RijAl pp. 205ff -where traditions 
referring to the poet Kumayt quote al-B! qir as 
violently disavowing AbTI Bakr and Umar. But 
Kumayt himself never vilified the. first two 
caliphs openly according to his H5shimiy5t (p. 
155) at least. Perhaps Kumayt was using taqTya 
as HSshimiyRt was a poem for the public. 

2. Qur'an 16: 106. Another such verse is 3: 28. 
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Muslims of disbelief, the Prophet said, "Nol cAmrrrar is 

full of faith from head to foot. Faith has been mixed 

with his flesh and blood. " Vnien cAmmar in fact came to 

the Prophet crying because of his forced renunciation, 

he was told, "Why should you (cry)? If they repeat 

(their torture), repeat what you have"told them. "" 

iii) Qaoa' wa Qadar 

During the Umayyad period there was much 

discussion on this question of qafil wa qadar which was 

related to the previously discussed topic of Iman. 

Some people argued that, since God determined 

everything they could not help committing sins2 This 

in a way was a justification of moral complacency and 

was not purely academic, but was linked with political 

concerns. For such an altitude could mean'that, the 

Umayyad regime was ordained by God and was therefore 

not to be opposed. In fact there is adequate, evidence 

to suggest that the Umayyads defended and justified 

Al-BaydRw11, Anwar 1: 528; Ibn Kathir, Tafs"ir al- 
Our"En al-CAK; zýlm 2: 586. Although the Sunnis 
allowed such taqlya, they preferred that the 
believer abide by the declaration of his faith'. 

2. W. M. Watts, Islamic Philosophy and Theology 
(Edinburgh, 1979) p. ' 31. 
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their rule on the basis of such predestinarian ideas. 

These theological arguments provoked a reaction 

from those who were accustomed to think of man as a 

responsible agent. Those who held this doctrine of 

freewill came to be known somewhat illogically as 

2 oadar-lya. One group believed that 7jasanat (noble 

actions) and khayr (goodness) are from God while 

wickedness and base actions are from men. 

According to traditions in al-KulaynT, 
3 al-gaqir 

quoted a revelation of God who said "I have created 

both, good and evil; thus blessed were those from whose 

hands I perform good and woe upon those through whose 

'The earth is God's; He has entrusted it to his 
Khal'i'fa; He who is head in it will not be 
overcome. ' Al-Farazdaq D'Iwg7n ed. (Beirut, 1960) 
I, p. 24. 

'God has garlanded you with the Khilafa and 
guidance, for what God decrees (qad! 1)--ih--ere is no 
change'. Jar-ir, DIVE-n (Beirut, SO) p. 380. 

2. The name would have been more appropriate for 
those who maintained God's omnipotence and His 
qadar but it came to be applied to those who 
believed 

2 
in human responsibility and freewill. 

See EI arts "Oadariya" and "al-QaqR wa 
al-Qadar". Also see W. M. Watt, Freewill and 
Predestination .... (London, 1948) pp. 48ff. It 
is to be noted however, that at the time, men who 
agreed on certain doctrines did not necessarily 
associate it with certain principles. This varied 
from time to time as well as from person to 
person. 

3. al-Kif! I p. 154 
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hands I performed evil, and woe also to those who said: 

how is this and how is that? According to tradition 

al-B7aqir said: 

"Allah the Almighty and Exalted was there 
(when) nothing was there except Him. He 
always knew what will be, and His 
knowledge of a thing before it comes 
into existence is like His 

, 
Inowledge 

of it after it comes into being. 

However, elsewhere al-B'Sqir maintains that: 

"God is more merciful than forcing His 
creatures to sin and then punishing them 
and God is more powerful than de5iring a 
matter/thing that cannot be done. " 

When asked whether there was a third position in 

between jabr and qadr, al-B-Sqir replied that there was 

and that it was wider than the distance between the sky 

and the earth. 3 - When his son was asked about jabr and 

qadr, he replied: 

"There is no jabr and no qadr but 
there is a position in between the 
two. " 

1. al-KSf-l I p. 107 

al-Kulayri-i al-Kif! I p. 159, 

AJJ ljr4. ý 
&LU-4 ., I A. Ul, l 

0.4ý ýou II el 
U; LF4 cr ; -' 

3. al-KNf-l I P. 159 
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He then added that its truth is not known by anyone 

anyone except the Callm or by him whom the Callm has 

taught. 1 Al-B7aqir's views here depict an intermediate 

position supporting neither determination nor freewill. 

However, the first tradition of al-Baqir is 

unambiguously deterministic. 

iv) The Unity of God 

There were three main areas of dispute which came 

under the topic of 'unity of God': a) the nature of 

the Qur'Mn, (b) the problem of God's attributes and (c) 

the denial of any resemblance between God and his 

creation. 

(a) As far as the first problem is, concerned, the 

point at issue was whether the Qur'Un, which all agreed 

to be the speech of God (KalAm All'ah) was created 

speech or uncreated speech. The view that it was 

uncreated perhaps originated as a result of many 

scholars claiming that events -occurred 
by the qadar or 

See for details regarding al-pSdiq's views 
Madelung, - Der Imam al-Ciagim b. IbrahTm (Berlin, 
1965) p. 58 n. 94. Also see Kulayni KRf1 pp. 
159-160. 
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determination of God. 1 The argument from some Muslims 

was partly that since certain historical events are 

mentioned in the Qur'Un, these must have been known 

eternally by God and 'therefore pre- determined. 2 The 

reaction to this doctrine of uncreatedness i. e. that 

the Our'lin had appeared in time was evaded by taking 

3 the Our'an as an expression of God's knowledge. Thus 

some defenders of human freedom insisted that the 

4 Qur'an was created, supporting their views, by quoting 

such Qur'anic verses as: . 

"We have made it an Arabic Qur"dn; 5 

For details see Watt, Formative Period p. 179 and 
for an even fuller discussion see his 'Early 
discussions about the Qur'an' Muslim World xl 
(1950), 27-40,96-105. 

Perhaps there was also a connection' between this 
problem of uncreated Qur'Nn with that of the 2nd 
person of the trinity in Christian theology. 

2. It must be pointed out 'however that those who 
believed in human freewill generally did not 
deny the eternal fore knowledge of God. 

3. Watt op. cit. 

4. It must be remembered that there were many 
predestinarians also who held ''that Our'Bn was 
created. 

5. Qur'Un 43: 2 
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They asserted that the word 'made' (ja'al ) meant the 

same as $created'. 

As far as al-B&qir's views on the question are 

concerned they are not clearly discernible from his 

traditions in the Dacilim, or al-Kgfl except for one 

tradition which implies that the Qur'an was created. 1 

The tradition runs as follows: 

11 
t-ý 

46a 4j--'j 
1 

"God is seperate from His 
and His creation is seper, 
Him; everything which is 
name is a thing which is 
except God and He is the 
of everything. " 

creation 
ate from 
given a 

created- 
Creator 

Since the Qur'ln is the name of the Book it wouldý 

imply that it is created. However, according to al- 

Kashsb71,2 ar-BRqir is reported to have said that the 

Qur'an is neither created nor uncreated; it is the Word 

of the Creator. This is supported by views attributed 

I. al-Kaf-I I p. 82. 

2. Rijal p. 305 
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to al-Baqir's fatherl as well as his son. 2 Thus al- 

Baqir seems to be proposing here a midway position 

between the two opposing arguments. 

(b) The question of God's attributes is directly 

related to the doctrine of the createdness or 

uncreatedness of the Qur'Mn, for the speech of God is 

an attribute of God. Therefore the dispute was also 

carried out about the nature of the divine attritubes. 

The Qur'Rn describes God as Willing, Knowing, 

Decreeing etc. According to al-Ashacr", -3 p most of the 

KhRrijites as well as many Murji'ites and the Muctazila 

held that 'God is knowing, powerful and living through 

Himself (bi-nafsi-hi) not by knowledge, power and 

life, ' and when they permit the phrase 'God has 

knowledge to be used, it is only in the sense that He 

is knowing. 

1. AbM Nucaym HilyAt al AwliyR'. III p. 188 

2. W. M. Patton, Abmad b. Uanbal and the Mitna 
(Leiden, 1837) p. 139 where Alýmad b. Vanbal quotes 
this statement: al-Our'Rn kalam Allgh, 15 KhRliq 
wa 1R makhlUq in d; 'Fense of his own -position. see 
also Madelung, art. 'Imamism and Mu'tazilite 
theology' in Le 9hicisme Imamate (Paris, 1970) 
P. 18. 

Maqallt 164. 
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When al-BEqir was asked about the relationship of 

divine attributes to God, he is said to have replied: 

"there is nothing like God and nothing resembles Him. 

He has forever been the Knowing, the Hearing and the 

Seeing. It is also reported that when al-B'Nqir was 

asked if it was proper to worship the Compassionate, 

the Merciful One, the Unique, the Absolute, he said: 

"Anyone who worships 'the names' without the One named 

is committing Bhi (polytheism), is an infidel and a 

denier and in fact does not worship anything. "Rather" 

al-Baqir added, "worship God, the one, the Unique, the 

Absolute who is called by these names without the names 

(themselves) for the names are only-attributes by which 

He characterizes Himself.,, 2 

For al-BNqir, the attributes appear to be eternal 

but only as adjectives* They help believers to 

understand something about God but they are not to be 

confused with God. 

(c) When al-BRqir was asked about the Unity of God by 

I. al-Kgfl I p. 86. 

2. Ibid p. 87. 
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cAbd al-Rahm5n b. Ab! Najran whether it was proper for 

him to imagine (God as) something, al-BRqir replied: 

Yes, but not as something reasonable or limited. He 

added: "God is completely different to whatever you 

imagine; he neither resembles anything nor can 

imagination (ever) attain Him, for how could 

imagination even attain him while He is totally 

different to what is reasonable and (also) different 

from what can be pictured in imagination. He can be 

imagined only as a thing beyond reasoning and beyond 

(any) limitation. "' 

,; A KhRrijite went up to al-BRqir and asked him 

"what thing do you worship? ", he r eplied: "All1h, the 

High" So he was asked whether he had seen AllZh and 

al-BEqir gave a long reply that "Although eyes do not 

see Him yet the heart can see Him with the reality of 

faith. 2 He is not known by analogy nor is He felt by 

the senses nor can He be likened human beings. He is 

described by signs or the verses (of the Qur'Rn) and 

1. al-Kaf-I I p. 82, 

2. This answer in response to a theological question 
seems to have mystical connotations and is used by 
later Sufis. 
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known by symbols; He is not unjust in His judgements, 

that (verily) is Allah, there is no God but He. "l 

When al-Býqir was asked by the transmitter of the 

tradition, Aba HSshim al-jacfari to comment on the 

Qur'Enic verse "Although vision or eyesight could not 

see God yet God could see (or discern the power of) 

vision", al-BZqir said: 

"the imagination of the heart is more 
accurate than the vision of the eyes; 
you may imagine Sind, Hind and other 
countries that you have never visited 
and seen with your eyes; yet the 
imagination of the heart does not 
attain HIT, then how could the vision 
of eyes? " 

Al-B5qir is also reported to have said "talk about 

the creation of Allah but do not discuss about Allah 

Himself as the conversation will only create confusion 

for the speaker,, 3. When thinking of God, 'al-BBqir is 

reported to have warned people to be careful. 

1 al-kafT I p. 97. The KhSrijIte went away saying: 
d knows where to place His message" 

2. al-KSfi I p. 99. 

3. al-KSfI I p. 92 
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Thus God, in al-Baqir's view does not resemble 

anything and is beyond imagination and beyond any 

limitation. He cannot be seen with the naked eye but 

can be felt by the inner reality of faith; and can be 

described by signs and symbols. 

The primitive nature of the theological ideas 

discussed above would indicate the early stage of the 

discussion in which al-Baqir was taking part and the 

probable authenticity of his views which are at a very 

simple level compared with the theological discussions 

that were to come later. The sources for these views 

are mainly traditions attributed to al-Baqir in al-K3fT 

and al-Dacg'im. While both these collections of 

traditions are much later than al-B'Eqir, it is 

interesting to note that al-Bcaqir is never attributed 

with theological language which is identifiably later 

than his own, nor with theological views that are 

clearly different from those of his time. Thus it 

would seem fair to assume that these traditions 

represent views held by al-BMqir. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

AL-BAOIR IN TRADITIONIST CIRCLES 

(i) Non-Shl'ite circle: 

This section intends to look at al-Baqir's picture 

outside his immediate ShIca. Scholarsl suggest that 

his reputation as a traditionist was wider than his 

ShTca. He is unanimously esteemed in non-Slracite 

circles as one of the most trustworthy authorities on 

the traditions of the Prophet bearing the quality of 

tbiq . This was the highest degree of trust bestowed 

by muslim scholars only to those people who, were 

reliable, trustworthy and accurate in transmitting 

traditions. Al-B'Sqir and his son, al-SNdiq are 

included in Sunn-I IsnIds in works such as 

MAlik's Muwatt, 5,2 TabarT's Ta*r-ikh3 and Tafg-Ir 
0 

Ibn Hajar al Asqal5rff (d. 852), 
l. 

Tahdh7Tb al-TahdhTh, 
Vol. 9-10 (Hyderabad, India, 1326 A. H. ) pp. 350 ff. 
Ibn Sacd Tabaqat al-Kubra, vol. 5 (Beirut n. d. ) 
p. 324, vol. 5 (Leiden, 1965) pp. 235 ff, Al-Safadl, 
SalaV al-dTn KhalTl b. Aybak (d. 764 A. H. ) Al-Wafl 
b! al WafaySt, vol. 4 Wiesbaden (Damascus, 1959) 
pp-102-3. Abu Nucaym al-IsfahErri Hily'gt al-AwIly5' 
Vol. 3. (Cairo, 1933) pp. 180 ff. 

2. MNlik b. Anas al-MuwattS' Vol. I& II edited and 
commentedýby Mulýammad Fuwad cAbd al-BBq7I (Algeria, 
1951). See traditions No. 40,44,107,126,127,131 
and 158 in Vol. I and tradition no. 17 in Vol. II. 

3. Al-TabarT Ta'rIkh al-Rusul wa al-MulUk (Cairo 1961) 
Vol. 2 pp. 410,446 and 485; Vol. 3. pp. 73 and 212. 
Vol. 5 pp 153,347,349,351,389, and 448; Vol. 6. 
p. 61; Vol. 7 pp 181,208 and 569. 
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Ibn Hanbal's Musnadle ShafTcPs Rls'5la2 and many such 
0 

other wo rks. 

Al-BBqir's position among his contemporaries 

appears to be such that many other scholars felt 

inferior to him and even the most eminent ones regarded 

him with awe and reverence on account of his 

outstanding knowledge. CAbdAllRh b. CAtS' al-MakkT is 

reported to have said that he had never seen the 

scholars feel so small in the presence of anyone as he 

had seen them feel besides Ab-u Jacfar Muhammad b. 

CAIT b. al-Husayn (al-Bgqir)3 even al-HRkam He added, 

b. Utayba (d. 113/731), a famous traditionist, despite 

his age and eminence, . behaved'before AVU Jacfar as 

though he were a pupil in front of a teacher. 4 

Another famous non-Shicite scholar, Muýammad b. 

al-Munkadir is reported to have said5 that he had not 

1. Ibn Ijanbal Musnad 14 vols. (Cairo, 1950) edited by 
AVmad Mulýammail_ -Sh'Rki r. Vol. I tradition no. 576; 
Vol. II traditions no. 597,601,605 and 688; 
Vol. III tradi ti ons -, no. 1833 and 2081; Vol. IV 
traditions no. 2153 and 2284. 

2. Al-ShaficT Al Risila fl uvUl al FJqh 2nd edition 
by Atmad Mulýammad ShRkir (Cairo, 1979T. See 
traditions no. 1245 and 1182. 

3. It must be admitted however, that such praise is 
not rare in the biographies of traditionists. 

4. AbT! Nucaym Hilyat al AwllyS'. -III p. 186. 

S. Ibn 11ajar TahdhT1b Vol. 10 pp. 350 ff. 
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seen anyone surpassing cAll b. al-Husayn until he 

encountered his son Muhammad b. cAll, i. e. al-BRqir. 

The encounter itself is not given in Ibn Hajar's 

Tahdhib. But according to the Sh-icite sources'l 

once it so happened that he had been out to one of the 

suburbs in Medina on an extremely hot day, where he 

came across al-BRqir, a well built man, leaning on two 

of his servant boys. Muýammad b. al-Munkadir thought 

to himself: "Here is a venerable leader of the Quraysh 

out at this time, seeking wordly advantage in these 

circumstances. Let me warn him. " So he approached 

al-Bgqir and greeted him. Al-Bgqir returned his 

greetings with anger, sweat pouring down him. Muýammad 

al-Munkadir said: 

May God reform you, 01 venerable leader 
of the Ouraysh, out at this time seeking 
wordly advantage in these circumstances. 
(What would you do) if death were to 
come upon you while you were in this 
condition? " 

Al-B'dqir made the two servant boys let go of his hands 

and held himself up. Then he said: 

"By God, if death came upon me while I 
was in this condition, it would come 
upon me while I am (fulfilling) an 
act of obedience to God, by which I 
make myself withdraw from you and from 
the (rest of the) people. I would only 
fear death if it came upon me while I' 
was performing an act of disobedience 
against God. " 

QE03: al-NucmEn's Shar f . 68-69 and Mangqib 
f. 301-2. 
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Then Mulýammad b. al-Munkadir replied: "May God have 

mercy on you, I had intended to warn you but you have 

infact warned me. " 

Despite all the credit given' to al-BRqir in non- 

ShTcite' literature, traditions reported by al-B5qir do 

not feature' very prominently in -the surviving 

traditional literature. 1 There are however reports on 

his authority, 'though few -in most of the major works. 

But, the few traditions in the' extant Sunn-1 literature 

do not tend to support his authority as an 

eminent traditionist as described by the biographical 

dictionaries. It must be admitted however that not all 

the traditionists'described as prominent have"numerous 

traditions reported in their names. Yet one cannot but 

help analysing the situation in al-B'gqir's case as he 

is generally acclaimed as BRqir al-cilm "One who splits 

,, 2 open knowledge. 

7 It is interesting to note that al-Zuhri (d. 124), 

who narrated traditions from al-Baqir and, studied under 

I 

i. e. the six canonical works of Bukh5rT, Muslim and 
others. 

2. See Ibn Ijajar Tahdh-ib, Vol 9-10 pp. 350 ff. which 
gives a list of those people who said that he was 
called al-Bgqir al-cIlm. This includes the 'name of 
Zubayr b. Bakkar (d. 256 A. H. ), a scholar of 
historical traditions at Medina who later became a 
Qad'! at Mecca. 

0 
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al-BFqir's father, Zayn alckbid-inl features extremely 

well in the surviving Sunni literatures, while al-Baqir 

at whose f eet even Malik (97-179) and AbB Hanifa (80- 
0 

150 A. H. ) sat, has been set aside with only a few 

traditions to his credit. Obviously, one has to take 

into account the fact that the surviving literature 

is not in anyway comprehensive. Further, the text 

(matn) of the traditions may have been available to the 

reporters through many asSnid (plural of isnad - chain 

of transmission). Therefore it is quite probable that 

one isn5d may have been inserted to the exclusion of 

others. Yet the possibility always remains whether 

this was purely coincidence or a deliberate matter of 

preference; a process - of conscious "picking and 

choosing. " The latter possibility cannot. be totally 

ignored for even the most objective writer or reported 

would have his own attitudes and tendencies. A brief 

look at the background of the period will elucidate 

this point clearly. 

I 

See cAbd al-Rahman al-H5f iz, The Life of al-Zuhr-1 
and his scholarship in Had1th and Sunna (unpub. Ph. 
D. thesis, Edinburgh 1977) pp. 268-270; Al-Zuhr! has 
infact reported that he had most of his sittings in 
the company of Zayn al-c-Abidin, Abu'l Hajjaj Yusuf 
al-Mizz7i (d. 743 A. H. ) Tahdhib al-Kamal, VII under 
the heading "All b. al-Ijusayn" apud. al-Hafiz's op. 
cit. Also see Ibn Sacd V, p. 158 who mentions how 
it was only Zayn al-Abidin who could free Zuhr'! 
from a sadness that had struck him once. Refer Ibn 
Hanbal's Musnad III traditions No. 1882 and 1883. 
v 
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Hadith literature led a troubled existence during 

its formative period. One of the things that had 

significant effects on its-, 'development was the 

political changes in the early history of Islam. 

Therefore those who occupied themselves in collecting 

and narrating traditions soon found out that they had 

to reckon with severe state censorship. Al-Tabaril, 

for example states that MucRwiya I had, 'ordered public 

condemnation of cAll and his parties, and the glories 

of the family of cUthman be extolled. In such 

circumstances then, except during CUmar II's period, 

and later when the Umayyad power was sapped, it was 

hardly, possible for anyone to sympathize publicly with 

the house of CA171. 

However, it must be mentioned that - the extant 

traditional literature does not date-as far back as the 

Umayyad Caliphate although some of the traditions have 

been handed down since then. One of the earliest 

extant works is the Muwatta whose writer MRlik b. 

Al-Tabai: T II, p. 112; al-Zuhr-i has definitely 
stated that these princes have made us write 
hadith. 
0 
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Anas, 1 although born during that period, lived the last 

forty-five years of his life, the-years of. his literary 

activity, . under the aegis of the cAbbasids. An 

exception to this is the Musnad of Atimad b. Vanbal 

(d. 241 A. H. ) which has not been -expurgated so as to 

entirely please the CAbb3sids. It includes traditions 

of obviously Syrian origin that are favourable to the 

Umayyads as well as a great many exceedingly detailed 

records that support the claim of the ShTc1tes. 

It is then safe to assume that such political 

upheaval may have been an influential factor in 

determining what traditions were to be circulated and 

in whose names. they were to be reported. 

Despite the fact that not many traditions in 

al-BMqir's name are reported in the extant SunnT 

literature yet Ibn Hajar (d. 852 A. H. ) gives a long list 

of names from whom al-BUqir has reported traditions and 

to whom he has in turn transmitted them. According to 

him the following names are of those from whom al-BUqir 

Malik b. Anas had given his oath of allegiance with 
others to the cAbb3sid al-ManVUr under compulsion. 
He was publicly flogged for venturing to make the 
decision that an oath given under compulsion was 
not binding. His interest in collecting traditions 
was for the sake of their bearing on jurisprudence 
and his MuwattV is not one of the six canonical 
collections. 
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has reported traditions: - 

1. His father cAlT, Zayn al-cAbidTn (d. c. 94 A. H. ) 

2. His two grandfathers, Hasan (d. 49 A. H. ) and Husayn 

(d. 61 A. H. ) 

3. His father's grandfather, cAlT b. AbT T51ib 

(d. 41 A. H. ) - mursal. 

4. His father's uncle, Muhammad b. al-HanafTya 

(d. 81 A. H. ) 

5. His grandfather's cousin, cAbdAllgh b. Jacfar 

(d. 80 A. H. ) 

6. Samura b. Jundub (d. 59 A. H. ) 

7. CAbdAllah b. cAbbNs (d. c. 68 A. H. ) 

8. cAbdAllah b. cUmar (d. c. 73-4 A. H. )ý 

9. Ab-u Hurayra (d. 57-8 A. H. ) 

10. cT. 'isha bint. AbT Bakr (d. c. 58 A. H. ) 

11. Umm Salama. 

12. AbU Sacid al-KhudrT. 

13. JBbir b. cAbdAllBh al-AnsUrT (d. c. 78 A. H. ) 

14. Anas b. MSlik (d. 91-3 A. H. ) 

15. Ibr-ahTm b. Sacd b., AbT Waqqas. 

16. SacTd b. al-Musayyib (d. 94 A. H. ). 

17. UbaydAllRh b. Abli RRfic. 

18. Harmala, mawla of UsNma. 

19. CAtV b. Yas5r, mawla of Maymuna (d. 103 of 

94 A. H. )1 

See Ibn Sacd V, p. 129. 
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20. Yazid b. Hurmuz. 

21. Abil Murra mawla 

death is given 1 

goes on to say 

traditions from 

cUthmZn). 

of CAqil b. Ab! TZlib (no date of 

n Ibn Sacd, vol. 5, p. 131 but he 

he was an old man narrating 

people like Ab-u Hurayra and 

These above names include the Sababis or the AshRb 

who were contemporary with Muýammad as for instance, 

Samura b. Jundub, Jibir b. cAbdAllah, Wi Hurayra, 

A cý'Isha and others. However, if ýone were to look at 

their dates of death and compare them with al-B5qir's 

birthdate one soon realizes that AbU Hurayra and 

C. ýIisha had died before al-Bgq-ir was born. In the case 

of Samura, and his paternal grandfather, al-Husayn, he 

was a mere toddler at the time of their death while his 

maternal grandfather, al-Hasan died long before he was 

born. It is thus that Ibn Hajar2 mentions a report 

saying that only the traditions of al-BZqir from Ibn 

cAbbis'3 J7abir b. cAbdAllah and AbdAllah b. Jacfar b. 

Abi TZlib are marfuc, i. e. traceabl'e directly to the 

Prophet while what he has narrated from other 

1. Ibid 

2. See Tahdhib, vol. 11-12, p. 369 where it is believed 
he died during cUmar II's reign. 

3. See Ibn flanbal Musnad IV tradition no. 2153. 
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Companions (although the'list includes some t7abicOn i. e 

the first generation after the Prophet as well as 

tabicii al-i-abiciln i. e. the second generation after the 

Prophet) are all mursal i. e. traditions that'are handed 

down by a tabicir about the Prophet when an intermediary 

link is missing. 

The few traditions of al-BRqir found in some of the 

Sunni sources reveal that besides narrating traditions 

from his own immediate family, the - only outsider-, on 

whose authority al-Baqir reports the traditions -is 

j5bir b. cAbdAllRh-'- al-AnsRrT-. l He ýis the only one 

among the companions 'who lived until al-BRqir was 

almost twenty-one. The other aspect that comes forth 

in these few traditions is al-BUqir's own standing as a 

traditionist for all the three sources include isn7ads 

that stop at al-BRqir. 

In the Muwattl, 2 out of eight traditions the first 

two traditions stop'at'al-BEqir as follows: Malik ...... 

Jacfar ...... his father (al-Blqir), while the other 

four3 add that al-BUqir heard it from- Jabir 
_b. 

1 See Ibn Hazm, al-IhkAm f1 uO'G1 al-41Lklm, Vol. 5 
P. 96. Al-Shaficl Al-Ris&la (Cairo, 1979) 
tradition no. - 1245, Ka-lik Muwat-tg I tradition nos. 
107,126,127 and 131. 

2. MuwattB' I traditions nos. 40 and 44. 

3. Muwatt&'- I traditions nos. 107,126,127 and 131. 
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cAbdAll7ah and the last two' maintain that he heard it 

from cAlT b. Ab! TSlib. This clearly indicates the 

authority of al-Biqir as a traditionist; infact it 

gives us an idea about the families' standing as 

sources of authority. It must be mentioned, however, 

that MSlik was not a' traditionist and his interest in 

collecting traditions lay mainly for their impact upon 

jurisprudence. 

The two traditions found in al-ShEf'111's Ris-ala2 

also show that one"stops at al-B! &qir while the other, 

is reported from JSbir. In the Musnad of Ibn Vanbal 

too, there are some isnids stopping at -al-ý-Blqir3 while 

in some traditions he is reporting from his father CA11 

Zayn al-cAbid3: n. 4 

The fact that the Sunni, sources include, in- their 

works traditions having isngds that stop at al-Baqlr 

suggests that al-B'Sqir is quoted-as a-direct authority. 

This means that either his traditions are regarded as 

1. MuwattS' I tradition No. 158 and MuwattB' 
tradition No. 17. 

2. Tradition no. 1245 and 1182. 

3. Musnad III tradition no. 2081; Musnad I tradition 
no. 576. 

4. Tradition nos. 601 and 688 in Musnad Ii. 
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marfuc i. e. traceable to the Prophetl or that al-BXqir 

was speaking on his own authority a s an Imam. The 

latter aspect is not altogether impossible keeping in 

mind his own views on the Imamate but whether the SunnT1 

traditionists mentioned him in their works in his 

capacity as an Imam is debatable. For, as is known2 

when the Medinans began accusing al-BRqir of 

transmitting badiths on the authority of the Prophet, 

whom he had never seen, the name of JAbir b. cAbdAllRh 

was inserted between him and that of the Prophet to 

3 make the traditions more acceptable. This does not of 

course mean that al-BRqir did not report any traditions 

from J&bir but what it does suggest is that although 

al-gaqir may have been saying things in his capacity as 

1-- Lu 0VC. A, 0V UJýý-. o bo U >». Ci 

2. 

- 

"If we said anything according to our own 
individual opinion, we would go astray just as 
those before us have done. But we give evidence 
from our Lord who explained it to his Prophet who 
in turn explained us". See al-SaffEr, Baga'ir al- 
Dar-aiat II p. 299. apud. Al-Sayyid Murtaqa al 
Askarl, Muqaddimat MirAt al-cUq5l II (Tehran, 1398 
A. H. ) pp. 55. See also other traditions of al-Baqir 
on pp. 54-57 in the same work. 

See M. J. Kister art. DjZbir b. cAbdAllah in Suppl. 
of EI p. 231. 

E. Kohlberg, "An unusual ShIcl isniýd" in' Israel 
Oriental Studies V (1975), 142-9. Also see 
Kister's art. op. cit. 
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an Imam from the Shlicite point of view, the non-Shlcite 

transmitters could not accept his authority as an Imam 

and therefore the formal act of inserting JEbir's name 

had to be employed in some traditions. 

Transmitters of al-BIqir: 

Ibn Vajarl gives a long list of those people who 

narrated traditions from al-B'Rqir. Many of them 

attained great f ame and formed their own study circles 

in turn. In this way al-BEqir's traditions reached 

posterity not only through his own progeny but also 

through these various scholars. They are as follows: - 

1. His son, Jacfar al-ýNdiq (d. 148 A. H. ) 

2. AbU IshRq al-Sabicl, cAmr b. cAbdAllEh (d. 128 A. H. ) 

3. Al-Acr5j, (d. after 140 A. H. ) 

4. Al-Zuhr-1, Muhammad b. Muslim Ibn ShihRb (d. 124 A. H) 

S. cAmr b. D"Inar (d. c. 126 A. H. ) 

6. AbU Jahdam, Musa b. SRlim. 
0 

7. Al-Olsim (Qasm according to Dhahabll) b. al-Fa4l. 

8. Al-Awiacl, cAbd al-Rahm7an b. al cAmr (d. 157 A. H. ). 
0 

9. Ibn Jurayj, cAbd al-Malik (d. 150 A. H. ) 

10. Al-Acmash, Sulayman b. Mahran (d. 148 A. H. ) 

11. Shayba b. NiýRh. 

12. cAbdAllMh b. Ab'l Bakr b. Mutammad b. cAmr b. Hazm 

al-Andarli 
0 

op cit. 
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13. cAbdAllah b. CAýV. 

14. Bassim al-pyrafl. 

15. liarb b. Surayj 

16. HajjRj b. ArtRt. 

17. Muýanunad b. SUqa. 

18. MakýOl b. R7ashid (d. 115). 

19. Macmar or Mucammar b. Yatky-a- b. SgrnsMm. 

Ibn Hajar's list does not appear to be complete for 

al-Dhahabl' (d. 748 A. H. )', includes some more names not 

given in the Ibn Hajar's TahdhTIb like: - 

1. Rablica al-RR'y (d. 136 A. H. ) and 

2. Murra b. Kh'glid. 

Ablul Nucaym al-IsfahRni (d. 136 A. H. )2 has even more 

names not mentioned by Ibn Hajar. They are: 

1. cAtU'b. Ab! RabUh (d. 114 A. H. ) 
6 

2. Jabir al-Jucfl (d. 128 A. H. ) 

3. AbKn b. Taghlib (d. 141 A. H. ) 

4. Layth b. Ab! Salim/Sulayrn 

In fact Ibn Hajar, himself when ending the list of 

1. Ta' x: 'i-kh al-Islam, vol. 4, p. 299. 

2. Hil yat al-AwlTyS'., vol. 3, p. 188. 
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names mentions 'and others', obviously implying he has 

not been able to include all of them. Moreover, when 

he has dealt with individual scholars he mentions some 

more people like-ZiyEd b. al-Mundhir, AbU al-JErUd and 

CAbdAll&h b. AbU Bakr b. cAmr b. Hazm as having 

reported traditions from al-Baqir. 

The names given in all the three works will reveal 

some outstanding scholars who had. formed their own 

study circles, such as al-Zuhri, al-AwzECT, Ibn Jurayj, 

al-Acmash, Makh7il and others. Some like al-Zuhr3: 

attained great fame not only for, his share in 

collecting the traditionslbut also for being the author 

of many other works, famous among which are the Tanzil 

al Our'En and the MansUkh al-Our'an. These two works 

have come down to us in a single manuscript dated 

653 A. H. 2 Makhal, the Syrian jurist who narrated 

traditions from al-BRqir collected some of the 

Prophetic traditions and some juristic decisions based 

on the rulings of the Companions in a book called Kit5b 

al-Sunan. 3 The traditions narrated by cAbd al-RaVran 

b. Hurmuz al-Acraj who reported from al-Blqir as Well, 

1. Malik Muwattg' (recension of Zur4: fa-rri) I p-10 
HuliX&t al-awlivg III p. 363. For more details, 
see 'Abd al-RabmAn HEfiz, op. cit. p. 238. 

2. For more details see HRfiz's Ph. D thesis on Zuhr7l 
pp. 162ff. 

3. Fihrist 227; Al-ZirkilT Aclam VIII 212. 
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were also collected by AbU al-Zinad (d. 131 A. H. ) in a 

worked called Kitab ma raw7ahu al Acraj. 1 cAbd al-Malik 

b. CAbd al-cAzIz b. Jurayj (d. 150 A. H. ) who compiled 

the KitRb al-Sunan and who is considered to be one of 

the compiler of VadIth and sunna in Islam2 was also a 

transmitter of al-BMqir's. Another transmitter of al- 

BRqir who was highly esteemed was cAbd al-Raýman b. 

cAmr al-Awz! i'-'1.3 He was a Syrian and he too wrote a 

book called Kit7ab al-Sunan fi al-Fiqh4 and was in fact 

the founder of a legal school. 

Al-Bliqir's reports in al-Tabar'I's (d. 310 A. H. ) 

Tarlkh reveal few narrators of his, such as: 

1. Ishaq b. cAbdAllih b. AbU Farwa. 5 

2. Muýiammad b. ishaq. 6 

3. c-Amrd-ar al-Duhni. 
7 

1. TahdhIb VI, p. 172; Sam'Sri-i AnsAb p. 173. 

2. Dhahab! Ta'rIkh VI, p. 559; TahdhIb VI, 403-4. 

3. Ibn Sacd VII, ii 185; TahdhIb VI, pp. 238-42 
HiliyUt al-AwllyM' VI, 135-49. 

4. Fihrist p. 227. 

5. Al-Tabarl Ta'rl-kh, vol. 2 pp. 410,485; Vol. 5, 
pp. 153 ff. 

6. Al-TabarT Tarlikh, vol. 2 pp. 446; Vol. 3 pp. 73. 

7. Ibid, vol. 5 pp. 347f f and 389 reporting the murder of 
Uusayn at Karbal'cV. 
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4. cUqba b. BashTr al-AsadT. 
1 

However, it must be borne in mind that some among 

the whole list of reporters were actually al-B'Sqir's 

associates more so than his narrators, even though they 

may have reported traditions from him at times. For 

instance scholars like ZuhrT and cAtý'b. AbT Rab7at 

despite having been included in his list of transmitter 

by non-ShTcite writers'were in fact his contemporaries. 

They, in fact could be regarded'as transmitters of 

al-BUqir's father, cAlT, Zayn al-cRbidrn. ZuhrT, as 

pointed out earlier was definitely a student of Zayn 

al-cAbid1n, while cAtR' is believed to have been a 

2 disciple of Zayn al-cAbidin. However, this might be a 

later ShTcite interpretation in view of the fact that 

the two men were very close. cAtR' himself was quite a 

prestigious scholar and his knowledge about the rites 

of the pilgrimage, of which al-Bgqir himself was an 

expert, was such that al-B5qir said thus about him: - 

"No one remains today who is more learned 
than cAta'b. Ab-I Rablah in respect of the 
manasik (laws) of hSji,, 3 

I- Ibid, vol. 5 pp. 448 

2. Ibn Eiawgd Kit7ab al-Rii5l (Teheran 1342 A. H. ) 79. 

3. Ibn Sacd, Vol-5, p. 344-5; AbU Nucaym HilVat al- 
AwliY5' Vol. 3 p. 311. 
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OLDER AND YOU14GER SCHOLARS DURING AL-8AQIR'S TIME (b. 57 - d. c. 120 A. H. ) 

MECCA MEDrNA KUFA BASRA SYRrA 

I PbjAhid b. Jabr c Jabir b. AbdaLlAh lbrVam al-NLkkA Ir Vasan &I-Basrr ai-&aa'2r (d. after 100 A. H. ) (d. o. 78 A. R. ) (d. 95-6 A. H. (d. 110 A. H. ) (d. 157 A. H. ) 

2 cAtAl b. AbL " Sacrd al-nnwyyib Ibn Srrin MaIdIM 
(d. 114/5 A. H. ) (d. 93/4 A. H. ) (d. 110 A. H. ) (d. 115 A. H. ) 

3 12wus b. Kay"n . Urwa b. Zubayr Shm%r Qmt3da b. DLc3m 
Id. 106 A. H. ) (d. 94 A. H. ) (d. 110 A. H. ) 

4 CIkritu, rawli Ibn%: bas Ihn Utba Ibn 4mmid 
(d. 105-7 A. H. ) (d. 94 or 98 A. R. ) (d. 120 A. R. ) 

5 m9crja b. zayd Ihn Abr rAyla 
(d. 99/100 A. B. ) (d. 148 A. B. ) 

6 SIUA b. rbn c6w Aba OuXfa 
(d. c. 106 A. R. ) (d. 150 A. H. ) 

7 Nafic, mwla of ibn CUmar Stif yAn al-Thawn' 
(d. c. 117 A. B. ) (d. 161 A. B. ) 

8 Sulaymin b. Tasir Wmklc b. Jarr&4 
(d. 107 A. H. ) 

9 cMd&UZh b. DrrAr Hikam b. Utayba 
(d. 127 A. B. ) (d. 114 A. R. ) 

10 Ibn Shih-ab al-Zuhrr 
(d. 124 A. B. ) 

11 c Rabiý& b. Abd al-Pj4min 
(d. 136 A. H. ) 

12 Silib b. xayszn 

13 lUnd al-Raoidn b. Hurm= al-eraj 
(d. 117 A. B. ) 

14 l4gommd b. &I-mmkadic. 
(d. 131 A. B. ) 

is (9sim b. fttpmmmd 
(d. 106 A. H. ) 

16 Yahya b. SaFrd 
(d. 143 A. B. ) 

17 KUik b. Anas 
(d. 179 A. B. ) 

a. 
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The list (above) drawn up to show some of the older and 

younger scholars during al-BRqir's life-time reveals 

that his period of time coincided with some of the 

most outstanding and distinguished scholars in the 

Islamic empire. Although there were giant figures 

existing in each centre such as al-ZuhrT in Medina, 

cAta'b. Abl: RabAh in Mecca, Ibn Hammad and Shacb'! in 

K'Ufa, Ibn Sirin and QatRd7a in Ba§ra and Maký-ul in 

Syria, yet it can be seen that the number of scholars 

in Medina far exceeded those in other cities. This 

does not necessarily mean that the Medinese were better 

than their counterparts but it at least shows the 

degree of intellectual activity going on in the city. 

This, in turn, brings out the background in which 

al-BRqir grew up and the circle in which he mixed. His 

contact with scholars was by no means limited to those 

of Medina for as mentioned earlier on, he had 

acquaintances as well as associates, transmitters and 

disciples in Mecca, KUfa, Baýra as well as in Syria and 

Yemen. 

I 
The list also illustrates that al-B'Aqir was a 

younger contemporary of some of the "seven lawyers of 

Medina": Sacid Ibn al-Musayyib, cUrwa b. al-Zubayr, 

Ab-u Bakr Ibn cAbd al-Rahmant 0- 
cUbaydAllMh 'Ibn cAbdAllMh 

b. cUtba, KICarija b. Zayd b. Thabit, Sulaym7an b. YasMr 

and QBsim b. MuDammad b. Ab-u Bakr who in fact 

happened to be the father-in-law of al-gaqir. He was 
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also an older contemporary of scholars such as M7alik b. 

Anas, Ibn cUyayna, Ibn Abli Laylýý, AbU Varrifa, SufYa-n 

al-Thawil- and al-AwzScl. Amidst such eminent scholars, 

al-BSqir stood as their equal if not better. In fact 

according to some scholars, he was not only viewed as 

one of the many distinguished scholars but that he 

stood head and shoulders above all of them. 

(ii) Shl: lite circle: - 

From the ShTca point of view, al-BEqir's image is 

totally different for two reasons - firstly because he 

was one of the Imams and secondly because of the 

structural difference between ShTcite and Sunnite 

hadith. The ShTcite hadithl differs mainly with regard 

to the source of authority in Islam after the death of 

the Prophet. The Sunrris assign the primary role of 

transmitting traditions to the Companions of the 

Prophet and so a Sunnite isri-ad will as a rule go back 

to a Companion who transmits from the Prophet. But 

Sh-icite traditions are mainly a recording of statements 

made by the Prophet or by an Imam and transmitted to 

For the collection and transmission of ShIcite 
hadith, see E. Kohlberg's chapter in Cambridge 
History of Arabic Literature pp. 299ff. Also see 
Donaldson, D. M., The Sh! "'ite Religion (London, 
1933) chapter on the earliest collections of 
ShT-cite traditions, pp. 218ff. 
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later generation by the disciples of each Imam. ' This, 

in the Sh"icite view, was because the Companions are 

fallible mortals and therefore cannot claim any 

authority to true knowledge and correct judgment while 

the Imams, in whom ultimate religious authority is 

vested, are by their very nature divinely protected 

from sin and error (ma'; Um). Moreover, the Shica 

argue2 that the Companions could not serve as 

trustworthy transmitters because most, if not all, had 

acquiesced in, or even actively supported the rule of 

the first three caliphs. 

This brief outline of the structural difference 

between Shlicite and Sunnite hadith will help us 

determine and appreciate al-BRqir's image from a 

ShTicite point much better. Since Sh-icite traditions 

are mainly the sayings of the Prophet or the Imams and 

since the Prophet and the Imams are considered 

infallible in ShIcite view, it is clear that their 

authority is final and unquestionable. As pointed out 

in the previous paragraph, al-BZqir was one of the 

ShTcite Imams, therefore from the Shicite point of view 

There are 
- 

some instances were the Companions do 
appear as transmitters from the Prophet but E. 
Kohlberg o cit. maintains that the reason lay in 
in ta4: ji-y autionary dissimulation) as well as 
in sometimes providing a convincing argument in 
polemical works. 

2. E. Kohlberg, opo cit. p. 300 
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his authority is absolute and indisputable. Yet one 

has to take into account the different attitudes ýand 

tendencies of the various disciples who transmitted 

from him. When one looks at the large number of 

ShIcite hadiths, some of these traditions tend to 
40 

reflect these different attitudes and tendencies. 

It is worth noting that here, although the term 

Slilicite is used, it must be taken to mean in. this 

section in the IthnBcAsharl and the Ismacill sense for 

the Zayd! approach appears more akin to the Sunnite 

view. Nevertheless, it is revealing that when al-BMqir 

is quoted in some of their traditions', he is referred 

to as direct authority and his traditions are regarded 

as marf; c i. e. traceable to the Prophet. 2 

JRrUdlya3 branch of the Zaydlya go as far as believing 

that every descendant of the Prophet, young or old, are 

all equal in their knowledge, even if they were still 

in their cradle and that "knowledge grew , in their 

hearts just as rain makes the cultivated. land (just as 

1. See Am7all Abmad b. 41s; passim. 

2. See Al-Saffar, Bap'g'ir al-DaK, alit II p. 299 IV and 
VI P. 300. apud. Al-Sayyid Murtaqa al-Askarl'r 
Muqaddimat Mirat al-cUqi3l Vol. II (Tehran, 1398 
A. H. ) pp. 54-57. However, it is quite likely that 
most often al-Baqir spoke on his own authority as 
an Imam and it was only assumed that what he said 
was traceable to the Prophet. 

3. Nawbakht7i, Firaq pp. 49-50., 
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truffles and grass) grow. "' It is, of course, a- case 

of hostile reporting as it is not very likely that the 

Jarudiya themselves -made the comparison of the 

knowledge of the Prophet's descendants with . 
truffles 

and grass. It is interesting to note that some of al- 

Baqir and al-Sadiq's traditions found in the Sunni 

sources al so have family tsrr9ds as mentioned earlier 

on. 

2 Shicite sources suggest that al-B; qIr-was the most 

learned man during his time as well as the greatest' 

jurist of the period. 3 _'Other'juri I sts from the khaw7as-a 

(Shica) and the J-awiimm (non'-Shica) reported-from him 

the vabix (external knowledge) ` concerning lial-il ' (what 

is permissible) and harim (what Is forbidden. )4 He,, was 

called Bgqi-r-&l-c-'1lm (One who splits open knowledge), 

says QaJi al-Nucman, because ý he happened to be the 

first one among the Imams of the Prophet's family to 

split it open and disclose it. - This became possible 

for him because he found his times more congenial; 

the ruling dynasty i. e. the Umayyads had taken a more 

softer approach now that their end was drawing near 

............. I--. ......... 

tbtd-. 

c 2. al-OHoi al-Nu min, Ki'tab", al; &; M-aniqitF", 11*, *Ahl", wl-Wayt 
f. 29,9b-. 

3. al-Qglr al-Nucd-an SharIT-, wl--Akhbgr f. 64 

49 al-QSli al-Nucriiiain Strarb ... al, --Akhb; -r f. 64 

=JI JAI 
(ýýlj 

J-ýWl 
rtlrA 
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while others among them were busy leading a lavish and 

carefree life, full of sins. 1 

In another work of his, which is also still in a 

manuscript form he says: 
2 

&--. d; t, 
1' si ýt 

Ky tb 
f* L-. < 

r- 
, 0,1 j-. j t., 

4r-.. -o 

co 

ýw 1e0 ell -mlwl r. 4i. 1---9 dv-« J. 
ii, o- 

ra J-0-1 &y ttf-- 

giLi J-id ých 11; 4; 1 &z04r-4t. 
11 - al 

4. 
ýýj jt: 

--1aLrwl 
üb 

-: 
c; eu j 

ibid. 

.(Itt� 

2. Kit7ab al-Mahaqib li Ahl al-Bay ......... f. -299b. 
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"He was called Baqir al-cIlm i. e. one who splits open 

knowledge because he was the first one to split it open 

and talk about it as well as the first one to classify 

it. (That knowledge) was borrowed from him and he was 

known for it. The learned reporters of the Shica, 

those well-known with regard to the precedence in Islam 

(al-sibaq) , and those affiliated with CIlm and hadith 

from among the non-Shica who lived until his period of 

time heard that from him and transmitted that 

(knowledge) on his authority. They and those who came 

after them and the rest of the people of knowledge had 

in him an example to follow. He was considered among 

them to hold the utmost degree of reliability for those 

who received (traditions) from him. (This strength was 

also for) what had been ascribed to him as its first 

authority so much so that when a tradition that was 

technically maqtuc (i. e. a tradition that goes back no 

further than the first generation after Prophet 

Muhammad) was reported by al-Baqir, it was regarded as 

mawr? 7al i. e. linked and was mentioned as marfuc i. e. 

that which is traceable to the Prophet. This was 

because of their trust and reliance on him as well as 

because he never -said that 'the Prophet had said' 

except when it was firmly established that he had 

indeed said that even if he neither mentioned his Isnad 

nor named the person from whom he narrated it. The 

pilgrimage of the Messenger of Allah i. e. the farewell 

pilgr-image has not been reported fully by the people, 
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acc ording to what hascome down to us from the Practices 

and from the reports except from him (i. e. al-BBqir) on 

the authority of Jabir b. cAbdAllah, may God be pleased 

with, from the Messenger of Allah, peace be upon him, 

such that one of the later (scholars) has expounded the 

religious duties and practices mentioned by him, has 

commented on that and explained it, and a large book 

has been completed on his authority. "l 

The above passage of QZýi al-Nucm5n 'clearly depicts 

to us al-Baqir's image in'the Shlica world and the rank 

that he had attained outside his own group. The 

significant aspect that comes out in the above passage 

is al-Baqir's' reputation as a traditionist. 

Undoubtedly, he was a prominent traditionist but the 

fact that the 'interrupted' or 'broken' traditions were 

regarded as 'linked' and traceable to the Prophet when 

they came from al-Baqir speaks for itself, regarding his 

esteem and his image in the ShIcite, circle. 2 
_it is 

1. al-QZdi:, al-Nucman K. al Man7aqib ........ f. 299b. 

2. It is to be noted however that the Sunnite hadith 
authorities do not say this although 

.a, 
few 

traditions are found in their works where the 
Isnfids stop at al-BUqir which does in a way imply 
what Q! di al-Nucm5n says about al-B2iqir. On the 
other hýnd the fact that al-B'gqir is so rarely 
quoted in Sunnite hadith collections may well be 
because in the Sunnite view his Isnads were 
formally defective although that is not 
contradicted by his being considered th1q as a 
transmitter. 
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also worth noting that in the author's view, the 

farewell pilgrimage has been reported fully onlý by al- 

Aaqir who had asked JRbir b. cAbdAllMh about 'it. The 

latter, who is believed to have accompanied the 

Prophet, informed al-B! aqir about things that the 

Prophet did since the time he left Medina until the 

completion of the pilgrimage'. 
' - 

Al-Bgqir is believed, to have recounted reports 

about'the beginnings of history (mubtada'. )2 and stories 

of the Prophet. *The account of the campaigns of the 

Prophet (maghiz were written on his authority. 
3 

"People followed the practices of the 
Prophet (sunan) on his authority and 
relied on him with regard to the rites 
of the pilgrimage which he reported on 
the authority of the Messenger of ýod, 
may God bless him and his family. " 

Many Muslim scholars and Jurists transmitted the 

principle, features of religious (macAlim) on his 

authority. He, in fact became a signpost of knowledge 

even in his own family for he surpassed them all by his 

1. See QN4T al-Nucmin's Sharb al-AkhbEr f. 64-65. 

2. OROT al-NucmFn in his Sharb f'. 64-66 has an 
interesting account of what al-BEqir said regarding 
the beginnings of the , House of Ka' --ba and the 
creation of mankind as well as the covenant between 
man and God. 

3. See Howard's transl. of MufTd's KitAb al-Irsh'5d 
p. 397. 

4. ibid. This view of Muf-Id's tallies with that of 
QUIT al NucrrCa-n. 
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outstanding merit (fa0l) in traditional knowledge 

(cIlm), ascetism and leadership. 1 ' His fame travelled 

wide and far so much so that proverbs were coined about 

him and verses were written to describe him. The poet 

al-Qurazi had said the following lines in praise of al- 

gaqir: 

"0, (You) who split open knowledge (making 
it available to the people of piety 

And the best of'those wh seek to answer 
the call of the Exalted. 

Malik b. cAygn al-juhnT is even more generous in 

his. praise for al-Baqir and has said the following 

regarding 

(Ja $ Ji 

: 1i t1 '. J 

" 'i '+ LJ., i JL it I- ___ 

Howard op ci 393. Also see Ibn ShahrashUb, 
Mangqib apud 'LP; mil3: cAyan al-SbIca IV, pp. 3 ff 

mentions "No one from among the sons of Vasan and 
Uusayn will be as learned as al-BUqir in 'the 
sciences such as tafs7ir, kalRm, futya, abk'am, balEl 
and barRm. " 

QU13: al-NucmRn, Sharb al-AkhbEr, f. 68; Man7aqib 
f. 300. 
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When people seek knowledge of the 
Qur'an, the Quraysh rely upon him. 

If someone asked who is the son of the 
daughter of the Prophet, I realised 
that for that there are wide branches 
i. e. many descendants. 

(They are like) stars that provide light 
for the night travellers, (They are like) 
mountains that bequeaths vast knowledge. 

The traditions that have come down to us from 

al-Baqir in ShIcite sources of all three persuasions, 

Zaydi, IthnacAshari and IsmBcIlI 1 cover a vast 

spectrum, ranging from problems of the material world 

to questions concerning the spiritual life. Due-to the 

nature of their contents these sayings have influenced 

nearly every branch of ShTcite learning. Besides the 

Qur'an, these traditions of al-BZqir as well as those 

of his son, al-ýiidlq form the backbone of Shicite 

jurisprudence (f1qh) and ShIcite theology (kalim) too, 

would be Inexplicable and incomprehensible without 

them. Thus, his importance from the Shicite point of 

view is not difficult to gauge. It comes as no 

surprise then, when he is regarded by the Shica as the 

most versatile and erudite man of the epoch. As 

pointed out earlier on he cannot be held responsible 

al-MurZd-i, Amill Atmad b. cisiZ passim, (Zaydi) 
al-Kulayni, al-K&fi, VOI. I and ii passim 
(Itbn! cAsbarl). al-Qgýl al-Nu'mgn, Dacj lln 
al-Islam and Ma wujida min Kitib al-I-cl -pa-s-s-i-m 
(I smv I -I) 

. 
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for some of the forged traditions that go under his 

name. His traditions were handed down to posterity by 

his son and successor, al-§Sdiq by his other sons and 

relations as well as by his associates and disciples 

who were innumerble from what one gathers in the extant 

ShIcite sources. 1 

(iii) Shl'ite Associates of al-B"Sqir 

In this section an attempt will be made to look at 

certain individuals who appear tc; have been involved 

with al-B3qir. All the stories in the extant sources 

cannot always be taken at their face value. However, 

it is worth looking at some of the other anecdotes 

which may help us to paint a picture of individuals who 

may have been involved intimately with al-BRqir. The 

task is rendered difficult not only because shTcite 

organization was largely underground but also because 

there were several competing' ShIcite organizations. 

The other difficulty arises from the fact that as an 

eminent traditionist, there were numerous people 

narrating traditions from al-BRqir who were not 

necessarily his followers but who nevertheless have 

been mentioned among his associates by some sources. 

Thus the task of determining , who were - merely his 

al-Barql Kitab al-RijKl, pp. 9-16; Ibn DSwUd Ri . jul 
passim; al-Kashsh-i, Malrifat al-RijSl passim; al- 
Tusi K. al-Rijal passim. 
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transmitters and who were his real followers -is not an 

easy job. Moreover, there were some who were 

sympathetic with ' the Alid cause but were not 

necessarily ShIcite. 

Al-gaqir himself-resided in Medina and although he 

did have a few followes there as well as in Mecca, 

Basra and Syria, yet sources suggest that, the bulk of 

his folowers were, mainly KUfans. For the sake of 

brevity, not all his followers will be mentioned but 

only those who attained fame and were in some ways 

connected with enhancing al-BEqir's position. I 

a) KUFA 

The chief representative of the Imam in Kafa was 

AbU cAbdAllah Jabir b. Yazld b. al-Ulrith al-Jucf-i 

(d. 128/745-6) .1 Views regarding his merit as a 

traditionist, are greatly divergent. 
- -some 

authorities 

maintian, among them SufyNn al-Thawr! 2, he was truthful 

(saduq) and trustworthy (thiq ) as a traditionist and 

1 al-SamcanT, cAbd al-Karim b. Muýammad, Kitib al- 
Ans'ab (Leiden, 1912) p. 113; Kasbsbi, Rijal, 
pp. 191 ff; NajRsbT, Rijal, pp. 93-94. 

2. KashshT op. cit p. 129; Dhahab! 7 Miz*5n al-ictidEl 
Samcant- calls him a liar while Najash3: thinks he 
was weak. 
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that only his transmitters cAmr'b. Shamir al-j'ucfI` .., 

Mufallal b. ýglilý al-AqadT2 and Munakhkhal b. Jami7l 

C jawar-i (a seller of slave gIrls)3 al-Asadi Bayya al 

were liars who introduced many spurious traditions. 

Whatever may have been his status as a traditionist 

outside the Shicite circle, there is little doubt that 

among Shlicite traditionists he was a' striking 

personality and was considered to be an enthusiastic 

follower of al-Bgqir4. 

J; bir extolled the virtues of the AM 'al-Bayt and 

his devotion to al-BRqir can be ascertained from the 

way in which he addresssed him - "The trustee of the 

trustees and inheritor of the knowledge of ' the 

Prophets" (was! -al-awrpiya wa warith cIlm al-anblyg')5. 

He claimed to have witnessed mircales of the Imam and 

is believed to have been recognised as the bib (Gate) 

Al-H7a'ir'i, Muhammad b. 
* 

Ismacil Muntab7a al-MaSal. 
p. 230: (Teheran 1302) al-Tafrishl, ! Lc2ýd al-Rij& 

fol. 147 b. These references have been taken from 
Raikowskl's thesis. For more details see 
Madelung's art. Djabir al-DJucfi in the Suppl. 
of the E. I. See also Halm in Der Islam LVIII 
(1981) pp. 29ff. 

2. al-Hiilirl- op. c1t. 307-8. 

3. He was accused of extremism and regarded as a 
'weak' traditionist, see al-Hilir'll op., cit p. 311 
Najashi R1j51 p. 298. 

4. Kashshi RIJ51 p. 126-7. 

5. Kashshi Rij51 p. 126-7. 
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of al-BSqirl who, it is reported, related to' him 

seventy secret traditions2. It is also believed that 

Jabir confessed before al-B"Sqir that the secrets which 

the Imam had imparted to him at times stirred him so 

much that something like madness overtook him. Al- 

BRqir is reported to have said to him, "when you feel 

like that, go into the desert (lit. the mountain), dig 

a hole and put your he . ad into it. os3 

Some people were either impatient reg. arding 

traditions related by O-Abir or considered him to be a 

madman. 4 However, this reputation for madness was to 

one day save him from - serious trouble when Caliph 

Hisham ordered him to be sent to Damascus for an 

enquiry into his activities and people testified 

before the Amir that he was insane. 5 Despite all his 

assertions, the ShTca do not reject him as a ghal-f6 

Kashsh-T RijN1 129-130; MajlisT BibUr al-AnVa-r, 
Vol. XI P. 98. 

2. MajlisT BibWr al-Anwar Vol. XI p. 98. Another 
tradition maintains that he claimed to have known 
50,000 or even 70,000 traditions which he would not 
relate to anyone. See Kashsh! Rij5l p. 128. ,, Ibn 
Hajar Tahdh-Ib II p. 49; DhahabI Mizan I p. 155 

3. Kashsh! Rij'Al p. 128 

4. ibid. 

5. al-Kulayn! al-KEf! I p. 251; Kashshl, Rij: al p. 128 

6. Ibn Qutayba MacRrif p. 267 calls him a hal'! and Ibn 
Hajar calls Kim a SaVa"ite. See Tahdh-lb II p. 50 
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(one who exaggerates) perhaps because he remained 

faithful to the Imam In the conflict with al-Mughira b. 

C7 I 
Sa id al-Ijli whom he reviled and cursed. 

i9bir is quoted, as the transmitter of some 

traditions in the Umm al-Kit5b which is supposed to 

contain answers of al-BZqir to the different questions 

asked by the-followers. 2 ilbir, is also ihe main 

narrator of al-Eýaqir in Risilat al-jucf! ' which is 

believed to contain Isrda-clilir doctrines. 3 It is 

difficult to determine whether Jabir did really narrate 

all those traditions attributed to him and that too 

from al-Bgqir or' whether4' ' some or many were later 

fathered upon him. 4 Whatever may be the case, I th I ere is 

little doubt that he was an ardent follower of al- 

Bgqir. 

1. Kashshi Ei: 
grLfaltp'. 

i26-7: Hii"irl% Muntaha p. 73 See 
Madelun s ar 

_. 
Djabir al-DJucfi in the Suppl. 

of the E'-I who says that there may have been some 
relationship between him and al-Mughira since 
according to the Sunni heresiographers JSbir became 

I followers the leader of Mughira's extremist Shlcl 
- after the latter was killed In 119/737 by KhRlid 

al-Qasr'i, governor of KUfa. 

2. W. Ivanow, "Notes surl' Ummu'l kititb de Ismaeli del' 
Asie Centrale" REI (1932) pp. 419-482. Also see Der 
Islam XXIII (f-9-36) where Ivanow has edited the 
Ummu'l kitib. 

3. Edward E. Salisbury, "Translation of an 
unpublished Arabic Risala", JAOS 3 (1853) 107-193. 

4. Ibn Dawud K. al-Rijil, pp. 9-11 KaBhshi Rijal, 
pp. 419 ff. 
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AbRn b. Taghlib (d. 141 A. H. )l was another 

associate of al-BSqir. He was an important and 

outstanding jurist-traditionist of his'time. ' 'Formerly 

an-associate of Z'ayn alcKbidin, he lived long enough to 

narrate traditions even from al-B'Sqir's son, al-ýSdiq. 

Al-B'Sqir is reported to have said to AbIn: ' 

"Sit in the mosque of KUfa and give legal 
judgments to the people. Indeed, I would 
like to see among my Shica, people like 
you. ee2 

Aban's reputation for learning was quite high and 

by the time he reached al-ýFdiq's Imamate, it was such 

that whenever he visited Medina, people would give way 

to him and allowed him to use the column where the 

3 Prophet used to lean against in the mosque. 

In due course al-B*gqir was able to attract three of 

the previous pupils of al-VSkam b. CUtayba. one of 

the most eminent among them was Ab-u al-Vasan b. Acyan 

b. Sunsan, -popularly known as al-ZurNra. He and his two 

brothers VumrMn and Vamza b. MuDammad b. r-AbdAll3h 

al-TayyMr later changed their allegiance and joined 
0 

1 Ibn Dawild K. al-Rij5l pp. 9-11. Kashsh-I RiJAI 
pp. 419 ff. 

2. Ibn D5wZ! d op cit. P. 10. Quoting Kashshl, Jafri 
says that it was al-ýNdiq who said that to Aban. 
See p. 310 of his Origins. 

3. Ibn DgwUd, op. cit. 
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al-Býiqir's group. It is believed Humran was the first 

to take the step. 1 He, in fact was formerly a'close 

associate of Zayn al-clýbidin and later came to be an 

extremely committed follower of al-Baqir. 2 -Uamza is 

believed to have, hesitated between the ý various 

claimants and finally chose to follow al-Baqir. 3 

The acquisition of Zuiara appears to have been quite 

significant for he not only was regarded'as. an eminent 

traditionist but, also a famous theologian of his time 

who had a wide circle of disciples in KEfa. 4 

Shilite sources suggest that Zur5ra played a 

significant role in the development of ShIcite thought. 

He is one of the the most oft-quoted'authorities in all 

the major books of the Shica, be it IthnacAsharir or 

Ismic-11-1r. 5 Zur; ra survived al-Bgqir and became one of 

1. Hý'iri- Muntaba p. 120; 

2. Kashshi, pp. 161,167 ff. I 

3. ibid. pp. 276,347ff. See Ibn DawUd Rij; l p. 135 
who says that Shaykh TEsl in his K. ai-Rijil 
has mistaken Uamza's title 

, 
al-Tayy&r to be his 

father's for he writes Hamza b. al-Tayy&r. This 
must be because in the K. al-Rijilo his name is 
given as Hamza b. Muhammad b. 'AbdAllah al-Tayy5r. 

4. Kashsh! RijZil pp. 133-61 gives a detailed account 
of Zur&ra and his circle. 

5. See al-Kulaynir al-Kgfiv I and II passim as well as 
other books of tradition. 
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the closest adherents of al-ý'adiq- However, later, 

al-ýEdiq apparently disavowed him but KashshIl tells us 

that, in order to save ZurAra, al-ý&diq had acted in the 

same way as the Prophet Khidr, when he sank a ship to 

save it from being taken from its owners by a tyrannous 

king. 

Apart from Zur&ra, another striking figure in Kafa 

was Muhammad b. Muslim b. Riyah al-T; 'ifIr. 2 A mawl9 of 

If, he was a Miller by trade and popularly known as Thaql 

al-Acwar 'the one-eyed' . He was regarded with great 

esteem in the jurist circles of K5faand happened to-be 

the contemporary of famous jurists like'Ibn Abi Layla, 

Aba Hanifa and Sharik al-cid'17. While Zurara was a 

traditionist and a speculative theologian, Muhammad b. 

Muslim not only had a sound knowledge of traditions but 

was also a practical lawyer, renowned for his quick 

decisions. He appears to have been a famous z; hid 

(ascetic)3 as well, who died in the year 150/267-8. 

1. Kashshi Ril9l pp. 133 ff. I 

2. Kashshl Rij5l, pp. 169,238. 

3. Massignon Lexique p. 147 reference quoted from 
Rajkowski's thesis. 
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AbIl al-QZLsim Burayd b. Mucgwiya al-! Ijl-i, an Arab by 

origin was yet another adherent of al-Baqirl as well as 

of al-pidiq for he died in the year 150/267-8, the same 

which Mubammad b. Muslim died. Burayd was a 

notable jurist and had a special place with both Imams, 

al-B'aqir and al-ýgdiq. Al-Bgqir is believed to have 

promised him Paradise (as he did to Layth al-Bakhtarl' 

al-MurZd1', 2 Muýammad b. Muslim and Zurara) .3 Burayd 

later became one of the main authorities on Shicite I 

.f 
iqh. 

Ab7i Baýir Layth al-Bakhtarl al-Murldir 
I 

was yet 

another follower of al-Blqir and later of al-ýIdiq who 

attained great fame as Sh'i facilh (jurist) and 'Cite 

traditionist. He was a mawll of BanB ABad. Al-ýIdiq 

is believed to have said about him, Burayd, ZurZra and 

and Muhammad b. Muslim that they were the "tent pegs of 6 

the world" and that without them the Prophetic 

traditions would have been lost. They were he added, 

"the fastest runners and the closest associates" of 

the Imam. 4 

1. Ibn D! w-ud Rijal p. 65; Kashshir Rijal, p. 155. 

2. See the paragraph below. 

3. See KaBh'shi, Rii; l, p. 155. 

4. Kashshi Rij; 1 p. 113 and HZ'irl" s Muntaha pp. 249- 
250. 

I 
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Ab-u KhRlid al-Kabull Kankarl and AbU Hamza 
0 

al-ThumEl-12 formerly disciples of Zayn al-FA-bidin were 

also among al-BRqir's followers. AbU Hamza, according 

to Ibn DRw5d was a trustworthy transmitter and is 

believed to have written a book. 3 Many traditions, 

especially those relating to miracles may be traced to 

him. 4 

AbU al-Q'gsim al-Fudayl b. Yasýar al-Nahdj5 was another 
0 

favourite of al-Baqir and later of al-§Sdiq who is 

believed to have said of him what the Prophet had said 

of SalmMan al-FRrisl: "Al-Fuqayl is from us, the People 

of the House.,, 6 

Al-Kumayt b. Zayd7 occupied a unique place in 

al-B'5qir's following. He was a renowned poet of his 

1. al-Barcfl" RiiS1 p. 9. (he later-joined the ZaydIya). 

2. Ibid, also so Ibn Maw-ud RiJR1 p. 77 and KashshVs 
RiiRl pp. 201ff. al-ThumRlVs actual name was ThIbit 
b. Dinar. 

3. Ibn Va-w-uld RiJBI, p. 77 quoting Fihris , p. 127. 

4. KashshT RijXl pp. 201ff. 

5. Kashsh*r op. cit. pp. 213f. He was an Arab from Basra. 
al-BarqT RijRl p. 11. 

6. Ibid. See also Raikowski quoting HS'irli. Muntaha 
p. 243; NajRshT RiTil p. 219 calls him al-Fall. 

7. Aqh XVI pp. 330 ff; J5Di7e, Bayýa- I p. 46. 
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period and although he was a devout Shi ite he was 

still friendly with al-Tirrimah, a Sufrite-Kharijite 
0 

and a poet of the TayyI I tribe. ' 

Kumayt had a significant role to play, for his 

verses, devoted to the praises of the AM al-Bayt, the 

H5shimiyat were such that they could be appreciated by 

2 the public at large. The fact that on occasion he 

celebrates the glory of Umayyads ought not to prejudice 

his sincerity to BanB H5shim. This was done in order 

to, placate the Caliph HishEm b. Abd al-Malik to whose 

attention his work was brought by the Viceroy of, Iraq, 

Yusuf b. cUmar. 3. At heart, Kumayt was with the BanU 

Hishim. In his view the power of the Umayyads 

was an illegitimate one4 and the claims of the Banri 

1. Aghanir XVI pp. 330ff; J5hIz BayS I p. 46. 

2. Kumayt does not go beyond the limits of 'tashhayu 
hasan' unlike al-Sayyid al-HimyarT who offended 
many people by vilifying the person of-the first 
two caliphs. 

_ 
See Agh5nir vo. 7, p. 41, lines 15-17, 

(reference quoted from Arendonk's Le DZ-buts p. 15, 
n. 2). 

3. AghinT XVI p. 333. 

4. Kumayt HgshImTy9t 2nd poem verses 28,31 and 37 ff. 
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HRshim were based on their being inheritorsl and even 

found support in the Qur'Un. 2 

Kumayt's work has come down to us and serves as one 

of the most ancient evidence regarding the doctrine of 

Imamate. 

Another striking personality in KUfa was AbU Jacfar 

Muhammad b. CAl-I b. NucmNn al-ADwal. 3 He was one of 

the most devoted adherents of al-BMqir whose claims he 
0 

defended against Zayd. He later became an equally 

committed followers of Jacfar al-ýNdiq and 

distinguished himself in theology. He was known for 

his sharp and stimulating answers in debates and 

disputes with his adversaries. He is reported to 

have held heated discussions with the famous sholar, 
A 

4 Ab-u Uanifa. He defended the rights of the Imam 

and believed in complete obedience to the Imam 

who possesses the supreme knowledge to guide 

Kumayt H5shiuiiygt verses 38 ff. 

2. ibid verse 29 quoting Qur'Znic verses 40-46 of SUra 
Ha Mim. He also quotes verse 22; 42; 33: 33; 17: 28 
and 8: 42. 

3. Kashshl Rii3l pp. 185ff; NaTashl Rijil p. 228; Ibn 
Nadim Fihrist p. 176; 

4. Kashshr Riifil p. 187; NajUsb7i op. cit. 
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mankind. Sources suggestl he wrote a number of works 

including Kitab al-Imama and K. al-radd Cali 

al-Muctazila fi Imamat al Mafd6l. 

BASRA: 

The city of Baqra was supposed to be generally 

anti-ShIcite but al-Biqir is believed to have had a few 

followers there as well. Muhammad b. Marwan al-Basri 

was one such person. He was a KUfan by birth but 

living in Basra. In al-Kashshi s view he was a 

descendant of Aba al-Aswad al-Du'aliro 
2 

Another eminent follower of al-Biiqir was Ism5cil 

b. 3 al-Fall al-Hcqshimi, a descendant of cAbd 

al-Muttalib. He was a trustworthy transmitter, living 

in Basra. Still another adherent of al-Baqir in Basra 

'-4 was Milik b. Acyan al-Juhan, who should not be 

confused with his namesake, Milik b. Acyan, Zuriira@s 

brother. Al-Juhani survived his Imam, al-Bilqir and 

died during the lifetime of al-Sidiq. 

1. Ibn Nadim Fihrist p. 176; NajSshl op. cit. 

2. Kashshir RiJ91, p. 214; Hg'iriv, Muntaha, p. 293. 

3. Ibn Dawad Rij9l, p. 58, Kashshi Rijil, p. 143. 

4. Kashsh'i Rij9l, p. 214; Hci'irlr Muntaha, p. 293 
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Burd al-Isk'gfl and BassUm al-ýayraf-12 were two other 

narrators of both al-Bgqir and al-qSdiq but it is not 

known whether they were Baprans or whether they were 

his followers as well. 

Two other associates of al-B'&qir whose residence is 

13 
not known were Bashir al-Nabbal and Bukayr b. Acyan b. 

Sunsun. 4 They lived until al-s'5diq's time. Still 

other associates of al-BMqir whose residential area is 

unknown were al-Harith b. al-MughIra al-Nasr! 
5, Hababa 

6 
.7 -H, al-Wgliblya and Habib al-Sijist7ant Al Trith was a 

follower of al-S9diq as well and is belived to have 
0 

been extremely reliable as a narrator. 
8 HaVaiba had 

been an adherent of the Imams even before the time of 

al-Husayn, whereas Ijabib al-SijistNnT who was an 

associate of three successive Imams, Zayn al-c-Abid7l-n, 

al-B'Eqir and al-Sadiq, belonged to the Kh3rijites 

1 Ibn DNwud RijXI p. 65. 

2. Ibid p. 69; Kashshl' p. 159. Bassam is also mentioned 
in Ibn Hajar's TahdhIb among al-BGqir's 
transmitters*. See Vol. 9-10, p. 351. 

3. Ibn D3wBd Rijal. ' p. 71; Kashsh-1, p. 235 

4. Ibn DRwUd RihRl p. 72; KashshT, RijI1 p. 120. 

5. Ibd Daw5d RijSl pp. 96-97; KashshT p. 216. 

6. ibid p. 98 : KashshT p. 75. 

7. ibid pp. 98-99. 

B. al-BarqT, RijAl p. 12ff. 
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initially, according to Ibn Eraw-ud and later returned to 

them. Still other aBsociates of al-Baqir were Ism7ach, 

b. Jabir al-Jucfi, Ism7ac-11 b. cAbd al-Rahrrian al-Jucfi, 

Ismacil al-Azraq and many others. 

MECCA 

ý Al-Baqir's group in Mecca consisted -of very few 

notables. One of the most important fuqaha' there was 

Maci-uf b. Kharrabudh, a mawli of the- Ouraysh. His 

reputation as a traditionist could not be compared to 

that of Zurara and was sometimes regarded as weak. 

3' he seems to have been of moderate According to Kashshi 

S Icite attitude. hi 

, Apart from MacrUf, another main figure in Mecca was 

Mayman b. al-Aswad al-Qaddfih, al-MakkI, a -mawli of the 

Ban5 MakhzFnu. 2 
. All sorts of legends and- myths have 

been invented by later non-Sh"17cite-sources against this 

Maymun and his son CAbdAllah. 
- 

This has been-cleared by 

Ivanow's painstaking research3 which demonstrates that 

the 
_ 

story of Ibn al-Qaddllý, the supposed founder of 

Rijal pp. 211,238; Ha'iri Muntaha al-Magal (Tehran, 
1302) pp. 304-5. 

2. al-Barqi, Rijal p. 15. 

3. Ivanow W. The Alleged Founder of Ismailism 
(Bombay, 1946). See also hishise of the Fatimids 
(Bombay 1942), pp. 127-156. 
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Ismacirlism "is nothing but an aetiological myth"l which 

was invented incidentally and. later gradually 

embellished and developed during the - course of 

transmistion, both oral and written. 2 

According to Ivanow then, Maymýan al-Qaddih was an 

influential resident of Mecca, who was a devout 

servant of Imam Muhammad al-BSqir and his son Jacfar. 3 

In his view, it is quite possible that Maymun was a 

merchant of some sort and he also appears to have been 

in charge of the-Imam's property in Mecca. 4. Maymun 

does not seem to have been educated but had an 

impressive personality. He had several sons, of whom 

cAbdAllah5 appears to have gained fame as the alleged 

progenitor of the Ismachis. Being in the service of 

the Imams, he had the chance of hearing f rom them and 

it is quite possible that he committed to writing what 

he heard although-he seems to have had little time for 

the proper study of traditions. 6 Moreover he 

1. Ivanow, The Alleged Founder, p. 2 

2. ibid. 

3. Ibid, 
-p. 

78-79. 

4. Ibid. 

5. cAbdAll&h seems to have been at least a young man 
before the death of al-Baqir (see Ivanow Op. cit 
p. 69). 

6. Ivanow, The Alleged Founder, p. 79. 
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restricted himself to 

He does not seem-to ha, 

Kazim and there are no 

Musa al-Kizim. On the 

he may have recorded 

lost'. 1 

traditions only from al-qcidiq. 

ve been in contact with Musa al- 

ýtraditions reported by him from 

other hand it is possible that 

some but these were probably 

other eminent followers of al-BEqir were Muliammad 

b. Ismacil b. BazIc including other members of the 

Bazic family, 2 Abli Hgriin and his namesake AbZ HarUn I 

34 al-Makfuf, cUqba b. Bashir, al-Asad-i, Aslam al-Makki,, 

-5 formerly a mawli of Ibn al-Hanafiya and Najiya b. AbU 

Mucadh b. 
I 
Muslim al-Nahwir. 6. It must be pointed out 

however, that it is difficult to determine where these 

above named persons lived. 

Some of the other followers of al-BEqir such as 

AbU al-JcirZd Ziyad b. Mundhir, Fuýayl b. Rassin and 

AbB KhIlid al-Wýsiti left al-Baqir's group to join 

1 ibid. 

2. Naj; shi p. 233; H; 'irl Muntaha p. 263. 

3. Kashshl, pp. 144-145; Hg'ir-i op. cit. p. 353; al-Barqlr 
p. 14. 

4. Ibn Dýwgd P. 1 1 3. 

5. Ibn D; w5d p. 13. 

6. Ibn DiMud p913. 
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the ZaydTIya movement. 1 Still other followers of his 

such as Qays b. Rabic and his companion abandoned 

al-BMqir on account of the two different answers he 

gave them on two different occasions. 2 other followers 

of his such as Mughira b. Sacid al-5Ijl7i, Bay3n b. 

Simc5n and AbU Man§Ur al-IjlT were repudiated by 

3 al-B'Nqir on account of their extremist views. 

There are many associates of al-BRqir listed in the 

ShIcite sources but it is not always easy to determine 

where these people lived and also whether they were 

intimately involved with al-Baqir. In some cases 

sources mention that the person mentioned belonged to 

such and such a school. For instance Ibn DRwUd 

mentions Salim b. AbT Hafsa4 as being ZaydT (Batei-ya) 

and that he invented lies against the Imam. 

This section cannot be comprehensive but it gives a 

picture of a wide and knowledgeable circle of 

1. Madelung, Der 05sim pp. 44ff. 

2. Nawbakhti, Firaq, p. S2-55 

3. SeecAl-Baqir and the Ghulat*in Chapter three of the 
thesis. 

4. Rij-61, p. 455. 
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adherents. The sources do not give us a clear idea of 

the organization of al-B"gqir's Shica at that time yet 

it is nonetheless clear that there was some rudimentary 

organization system existing so that al-BUqir could 

communicate with his'ShIca and they with him'. * 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

AL-BiOIR'S CONTRIBUTION TO FIQH 

Madhhab Ahl al-Bayt 

Al-BZqir's juridical views appear to spring 

directly from his epistemology or theory of'knowledge. 

Since he believed that the Imam was endowed with the 

hereditary cIlm which made him an exclusive source of 

knowledge, he and his followers maintained that 'true 

knowledge' was restricted only to the Imam from among 

the Prophet's family. Thus the whole tradition of the 

community was not valid as a proper source for law; 

only the traditions from the Imam or the traditions 

from the Prophet as attested by the Imams were allowed. 

It was this attitude of al-BZqir's school towards 
-the 

majority of the early community of the Prophet's 

Companions that changed the legal pattern of the Shica T 

in the years to come. The basis of Shirca law and 

theology was to emerge from this attitude and was left 

to develop itself within the 'circle of al-Bgqir's 
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adherents. 
" 

. 
ShIllite sources, record an appropriate statement 

according to which Jacfar al-ýRdiq said: - 

"... Before AVU Jalfar, i. e. al-B5qir, the 
ShIla did not know the rites of the 
the pilgrimage and what was permitted 
(bal'91) to them and what was forbidden 
(ba ) to them. But Ab-u Jacfar opened 
these up to them and explained the rites 

of the pilgrimage and what was permitted 
and what was forbidden. Thus the peoEle 
came to have, need of them i. e. ShI'a, 
whereas 2 

before they had had need of the 
people. " 

This statement indicates that until the time of 

al-Baqir, the ShIcites followed the same principles as 

everyone else in Mecca, Medina, KUfa and other places. 

It must be added however, that at the time, the 

division of the community was not yet deep enough and 

many Aebab al-UadTth were sympathisers and supporters 

of the ShIcite cause although they never regarded 

Madelung, Der Imam al-olsim b. Ibribim und die 
Glaubenslehre der Zaiditen. (Berlin, 1965) -p. 44. 
I would like to gratefully acknowledge Howard's 
help in translating the relevant portions Of 
madelung's work. 

2. Al-Kulayrri, al-K5fI, 2nd edition (Tehran 1388-9 
A. H. ) II, p. -ý-O. This tradition is also reported 
by al-Kashshl Macrifat al RijA1 (Mashshad 1348 
A. H. ) p. 425 in a slightly abbreviated form. 
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themselves as specifically ShTca. During that period 

one of the determining -factors was the positive- 

negative attitude towards the first two-caliphs and the 

harsh -lenient attitude towards cUthman. However, the 

reason for the establishment of the Madhhab Ahl al-Bayt 

does not appear to be so much in the above attitude as 

in the sphere of religious practice. 

This was the time when the traditionists were 

attempting to construct total, systems of the pious 

lif e. Consequently, there were conf licting- opinions 

and discussions over points of law within the early 

schools of law. It is worth noting that law in Islam 

does not only consist-of a proper legal system but also 

of ordinances regarding cult and ritual;. it thus is, an 

all-embracing body of religious duties. Amidst the 

polemical discussions of so many legal scholars, it 

became paramount for the followers of the Imam to have 

the right guidance. 

The situation in which CAlT b. al-Vusayn Zayn al- 

cAbidin' found himself in after KarbalM' led him to 

We know from early well-known writers that Imam 
Zayn-al-cAbidt*n was one of the most outstanding 
and distinguished scholars of his period. See al- 
Tabarl, Ta'rTkh, vol. 7, p. 496; Ibn Sacd, vol. 5 
(Leiden -190-5-T-, pp. 156-164; Muslim b. al HajjMj in 
his RiJRl Urwa b. al Zubay mentions cAll b. al- 
1jusayn's name as being one of those who taught 
privately at home. Among scholars who attended 
his classes were Zuhrl, see f- 3-5a in the above 
work apud Hafiz op. cit. p. 26. This manuscript is 
in the Zahirlya Library, Damascus, collection No. 
55, (139-146). 
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avoid, active political life and lead a dedicated 

religious life.. Sources mention that he was one of the 

most, prominent jurists of the time, held in respect and 

visited by- the famous lawyers (fuqahV ) and scholars 

(ulamN') of Medina and elsewhere. 
' On the other hand, 

al-BEqir' s epoch proved to. be far more congenial as 

well as conducive for undertaking the systematic 

teaching of law to his followers. - The ruling 

authorities 
, 

appeared less hostile to the religious 

activities as, long as they did not impinge upon 

political authorities. ,I. 

In contrast to the ancient schools of law who 

accepted the common doctrine of the community, the 

al-TabarT Ta'rikh Vol. 7, ' p. 49ý. See also Ibn 
Sacd V, p. 164, who says: - 

aic ci 14 
JUi cXi L. tv--i je 

4-1.3 Cy-gLý UV 
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Traditiorists maintained that the authority 

of traditions (ýadlth) from the Prophet 

superseded that of- the community. Al-BMqir 

and his followers went even further and rejected 

the whole tradition of the community, completely; 

they only allowed the traditions from the Imam 

and from the Prophet's family as attested 

by the Imam as a proper source of law. 

Consequently, al-BMqir's legal theory became 

utterly different from that of the traditionists. 

He thus laid the foundation of a separate school - 

the Madhhab Ahl al-Bay 

Another significant contribution of al-BMqir's 

school to general Islamic law was that, like the 

Traditionists, al-Baqir and his followersl disliked 

all 'human reasoning' and 'personal opinion' which had 

become an integral part of the living tradition of 

the ancient schools. 
2 

Al-SaffNr, Muhammad b. 
Bargacir al-DarajRt, Vol. 
I, p. 299, Vol IV and VI, 
quoted from al-Askarl's 
Vol. II (Teheran 1938 
al-Kulayn7i K5f-1 I p. 58. 

al-Husayn (d. 290 A. H. ) 
11,299. See also Vol. 
p. 300. This reference is 
Muqaddimat MirXt alcUqUl 

pp. 54-7. Also see 

2. Schacht, Intro. p. 34 
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In the light of the above discussion then, 

Schacht'sl outline of the development of ShIca law 

seems scarcely defensible for he would have us believe 

that the origins of Shica law are late and that their 

early works are apocryphal. Undoubtedly it is 

dif f icult to prove all that has come to us f rom al- 

B'aqir as authentic. Even if certain traditions from 

him are spurious, it ghould not lead us to assume that 

his entire tradition is fictitious. 2 Living at the 

time when the legal theory was dominated by the 

struggle between two concepts3: that of the common 

doctrine of the community and that of the authority of 

the traditions from the Prophet, it seems impossible 

that a personality as popular as al-BRqir's (at least 

in the field of knowledge) would not have somehow been 

involved in these discussions. The vast corpus of 

traditions which al-B'6qir's (and his son's) followers 

pass on are a clear testimony to that; these traditions 

must, as are those of the Sunrfi-s, be parallel to the 

braod development of the school for, in essence they 

all go ýack to the period. The schools of law, thus, 

1. Schacht, Origins, pp. 262ff. 

2. Madelung, Der imam al-()Esim p. 46 

3. Schacht, Origins p. 137. 
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have clearly developed alongside each other. 1 

on the one hand Schacht maintains that the 

division of the community was not yet deep enough to 

exclude the mutual influence of schools of law while, 

on the other hand he goes on to conclude that legal 

maxims that were not exclusively STricite could not 

generally be valid as firm ShIlite law. Rather, this 

explains itself says Madelung2, the difference in the 

law, at all events from the Sunn71- side, had not yet 

been exaggerated into a 'question of belief. This 

happened during the third century under the growing 

influence of the Ahl al-Sunna wa al Jaurac-S, 

representing on the one hand a strictly 'anti-Shicite 

tendency and on the other a hostility to disagreement 

(Ikhtil3f) in questions of law which the older law 

schools had largely accepted. 3 Therefore, in 

Madelung's view, it was then possible for a question 

like magh Cal-S al-khuffa , rubbing the shoe or sock in 

ritual ablution, to be considered as a question of 

1. Madelung, op. cit. p. 46. 

2. Der ImIn al-QXsim p. 47. 

3. Schacht quoting Shaflcr origins, p. 95 
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belief, not because the ShIca had belatedly 

made it their own. Consequently, it is hardly 

fair for Schacht to state that the ZaydTya were the 

first ShTicite sect to secede from the SunnT community. ' 

The Zayd3: ya, as mentioned previously were 

doctrinally divided into two main groups: the Batr_Iya 

and the, -, 
JgrUdTya. As far as evidences show, the 

i3rUdTya, were originally supporters of al-BRqir2 and 

their beliefs which are fundamentally different from 

those of the BatrTya clearly 
-depict 

traces of al- 

Baqir's school. The iRrUdlya took parts of the legal 

theory of al-Bliqir's school- and then added their own 

requirements to it. For instance, like al-Baqir's 

school they maintained that 'true knowledge' was 

confined to the Prophet's family but then according to 

the Zayd'! belief that anyone from among the sons of 

Hasan and Husayn could 'rise in rebellion' they 
41 

b, elieved. -, that true knowledge could also be obtained 

from anyone, of the descendants of Hasan and 

1. Schacht, Origins, P-267. 

2. See Chapter three. 
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Husayn. ' 

The Majm9c 

scholars, as the 

of Islamic Law z 

a direct product 

priority of the 

literature that 

al-Flqh2 has been regarded by many 

oldest attempt at a codification 

ind Goldziher3 says that if it were 

of Zayd b. cAlPs circle then the 

Shircite branch of Islam in figh 

has survived Would have to be 

recognized. Sources4 Indicate that, although the 

Batriya tendency was clearly dominant in the beginning 

yet it was the doctrine of the 'stronger' iarlid'iya 

that had won eventually under the Zaydis. Their 
.1 

doctrine, as mentioned earlier on had been taken 

over from al-Baqir's school. The writings on the 

See the tradition of Ibn Daci that the Fu4ayl b. 
Rassin and AbU Khalid al-W&siti' claimed that 
every descendant of al-Hasan and Husayn resembled 
the Prophet in their knowledge, before they learnt 
anything ýand while they were still- in their 
napkins. (Tabsirit al-CAwwlm, p. 186). Apud, 
Madelung op. cit. p. 48. 

2. E. Griffint has published from the South Arabian 
treasures of the Ambrosian Library In Milan, 
a compendium of fIqh attributed to the founder 
of the Sh7i'Cite sect of Zayd-irya entitled Majmý-uc al- 
fiqh of Zayd. b. cAl-1 (d. 122/740) under the title 
Cornus Jurts di Zavd Ibn cAll, Milan 1919. 

3. Article on '. fiqh' in SEI p. 104. 

4. Madelung, op. cit-. p. 50. 
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Imamate in Zayd! literature too are clearly igrUdYte. 1 

They tend to regard the Imamate of AbU Bakr and cUmar 

as illegitimate. The RisRla can Zayd fi Ithb5t waoTyat 

Amir, al-Mu'minT'h2 also seeks to demonstrate the 

illegitimacy of the first caliphs. Another work, 

the Kit7ab al-Safwa3 attributed to Zayd is also JSrUdite 

in its view where the author laments the dissension 

in MuDammad's community and wants to demonstrate that 

'in order to be saved everyone ought to obey the 

relatives of the Prophet's family for they are the 

ones who have preserved the Qur'Rn, know its 

proper reading and interpretation and it is they 

who can give orders and prohibitions according to 

the Prophet. 

- As regards the contents of MajmuCal-fi , it is 

essentially to be considered as the'work of AbU Kli-alid 

1. Madelung, op. cit. p. 53. 

2. Strothmann Islam XIII No. 8 cited by Madelung, 
op. cit. p. 53. 

3. M. S. British Museum, or. 3877 f. 72a cited by 
Madelung p. 54. In his view inclusion of the 
tradition attributed to Zayd implying that God's 
commands were just as valid for the Prophet's 
family is clearly directed against the Imamites 
who raise the Imam above the law. 
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al-WRsitr, the JarUdlte. 1 Strothmann and Bergstrasser 

have already proved that the Corpus Juris owes to Zayd 

not much more than his name. A large portion of this 

corpus is included in the AmEll of Aýmad b. cTsa2 which 

contains numerous traditions of al-B3qir reported 

f rom AbU al-ilrUd. These include traditions on a 

wide range of subjects both qb5dSt and Mucamal5t such 

such as divorce, drinking of nab-ldh, saying "the 

Bismillah" loudly, inclusion of bayyacalS khayr al- 

camal, in the call to prayer, the pilgrimage rites, the 

ma0h CalS al-khuffay and other individual cases. This 

shows the dependence of ZaydT law on al-Baqir. Thus 

ShIca law has in al-Baqir an earlier root than 

that of the Zaydlya in as much as it does not 

derive itself from him. 3 Therefore it was al-BZqir 

who established the Madhbab (or the legal school) 

of the Ahl al-Bayt. 

Moreover if, as Goldziher puts it, the priority 

1 Madelung, op. cit. p. 54- See Howard, Imami SIr1cT 
Ritual, p. 324 for a different view. 

2. Griffini Corpus introduction CLXXIII cited by 
Madelung see the details of the discussion about 
the corpus in Madelung op. cit. p. 54. 

3. Madelung, p. 47 
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of fiqh literature of the Zaydis has to be recognized 

then in the light of the above discussion the priority 

of al-Baqir's contribution to flqh has to be recognised 

even more although there is no specific book on flqh by 

al-Baqir. 

Al-Baqir's role in fiqh does not seem an over 

exaggeratioH for -not only does Zaydir law appear to 

have derived from him but IsmacTil'i lawl and IthnR 

cAsharir law2 both record numerous traditions on fiqh 

from him and regard him as the father of fiqh. It is 

Dacg'Im al -Islam of Qa4l` al-Mucman and especially 
his K. al IcjRh contain numerous traditions of al- 
Baqir. This manuscript was kindly lent to me by 
Prof. Madelung to whom I am, indebted. 

2. The bulk of traditions in Kulayni's al-Kifl are 
from al-BAqir and al-ýSdiq. 
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interesting to note that Zaydr law that was finally 

compiled in Yemen, Ismlicill'i law in Egypt and Ithng 

I law in Baghdad and Qumm all stem from this one cAshar"I 

personality and as such there seems little room for 

doubting his said role. 

(b) Some leqal problems -common to the three Shicite 

qroups -the Zaydlya, 'the Ithni CAsharTya and the 

. 
Ismacil'llya. 

The traditions that have come down to us from 

al-Baqir suggest that he was more concerned with 

fur-ucal-ft rather than usBl "al-fiqh. Al-Bgqir's 

school was not in favour of other methods used by some 

of the scholars during his time - principles such as 

ra'y (individual opinion) and qiygk; (analogy). Later 

this breach of legal learning I. e. uq6l 'al-ftqh was 

developed even further and general Islamic law came to 

be based on four principles or "roots" (us5l pl. of 0 
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asl): the Qur'75n, the Sunna of the Prophet from 

recognised traditions, the consensus (IjmRC) of the 

scholars of the community and the method of reasoning 

by analogy (qiyEs). The last two have little relevance 

in al-B'Eqir's school for it is the Imam who is looked 

to in case of any gaps in the tradition or in case of 

any problem that arises in the community. 1 Indirectly 

this also indicates the necessity of the Imam of the 

time not only at one given time but in all times to 

come in all changing circumstances thus showing 

that the Qur'-Sn and Sunna on its own were not enough 

as sources of 'law but needed a "true interpreter" 

which could only be found in the Imam of the time. 

For the sake of brevity, not all that has 

been related from al-B'Sqir can or will be dealt 

with but certain selections will be made in 

order to demonstrate his concern with furuc 

al-fiqh. An attempt will be made in the following 

This has not been possible for the Zaydis and 
Ithn'd cAshar: -1-s. The latter, after their twelfth 
Imam's occultation, have had to develop their 
own roots/ principles of law. *So in reality it 
is only the ismUcTlis who enjoy this privelege 
of looking to the Imam. (See Coulson, History 
of Islamic law). OF4r al-Nucman in his,, 1khtilfif 
ur.? Ul al-madh7ahib ed. by M. GhAlib (Beirut, 1973) 
p. 51 gives madhEhib, al-a'imma as a third source 
besides Qur"Gn and Sunna of the Prophet. 
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pages to deal 
. 

with the main features of the legal 

problem that are mostly-common to all the three ShIcite 

groups with a brief discussion to show that these 

legal points belong to the early period contrary to 

the statements of some scholars and that these were 

being taught and expounded by al-B'Eqir at the time 

when other jurists in the early schools of law were 

discussing and arguing over them. 

(i) Masb cala al-Khuffavn 

A tradition from AbU Ish3q al-Sablcl (d. 128/9) in 

ShIcite worksl suggests that until al-BSqir forbade 

them people used to wipe/moisten their socks/sandals 

in ritual ablution (masb Calg al-Khuffayn) under 

certain circumstances instead of washing their feet. 

As pointed out earlier Schacht2 suggested that this 

only later became a distinctive point of difference 

between the Shlicites who rejected it and the Sunnis who 

in opposition to them considered it as valid. However, 

1. QSIýT al-NucmUn Sharb al Akhbgr f. 68 see also 
Dac5'im p. 133; al-murRdl, AmNli Ahmad b. 'ýTsa 
f. 234a al-Muf1d, K. al Irsb7ad ýtrans. by HowardT 
p. 396; al-Kulayrri al-Kafl: Vol. III p. 30. 

2. Origins, p. 263 
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there is enough evidence to suggest that the masb was a 

controversial issue among the scholars and jurists long 

before the sectarian barriers became firmly 

established. The dispute revolves around the 

interpretation of the last line of the Qur"anic ayat on 

WUOW: 

"0 Ye who believe, when you arise to pray, 
wash your faces and your arms to the elbows 
and wiýf your heads and your feet to the 
ankles 

(wa-'msab-u bi-ru'Usikum wa arjulikum, arjulikum 

according to the ShTcls and therefore dependent on 

the preposition bi while the Sunnis read ariulakum 

which then becomes the object of' the verb aghsilU 

"wash"). 

A'-Tabar"ll in his TafsTr2 has preserved traditions 

Our'Zn V: 6 There are many points (e. g. elbows-to 
or from, extent of the face, wetting the 'beard 
etc. ) in this aya that became a subject of 
disputes but we sball be dealing with the masb 
as it happened to be the area where the greatest 
dispute occurred. 

2. al-TabarT TafsTr (new ed. ) Vol. X p. 58 ff. 
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on both these readings from early scholars which points 

to the f act that the issue was indeed argued over 

early in Islam. This also shows that the ShIcite 

view was held by some scholars at the very beginning 

of the development of Islamic jurisprudence. 

Schachtl maintains that the prohibition of the 

practice of the masb by the ShIca is late, for no 

mention of it is made in the Sunni creed of the second 

century2 but then says that the Sunnis themselves 

were not too sure of the masb thus defeating his own 

argument. Basing his claim on al-Sh9fIc! 's discussion 

of masb3' Schacht then goes on to assert that the 

discussion about the masb started between the 

Traditionists and the ancient schools in Medina, 

not between the ShTcites and the Sunnis. Yet what 

has come down to us of al-BRqir's traditions from 

all three ShIcite sources yayd3: 4 i smacTILT-5 and 

Origins p. 263 

2. AbU TjanIfa does not mention it in his Fiqh Akbar 
while mentioning other points of difference 
from the ShIcites. 

3. Origins p. 263-4 

4. al-MurEdl, AmNlT Abmad b. Cf's; f. 234 

5. al-05ri al-NucmUn, Sharh al-AkhbRr f. 68; Dac 
40 - . 1. im 

II v. 133. 
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IthnacAsharils seems to maintain that the 

Shicite prohibition of mash goes back to the time of 

al-Baqir. 

(ii) NalAldh 

This was another area where al-B&qir's school 

differed from the Kufan jurists. Nabýidh is 

a comprehensive designation used for all 

intoxicating drinks, several varietie's of which 

were known and produced in early Arabia, such as 

mizr from barley, bitc from honey and facilkh from 

different kinds of dates. 2 It -is believed that 

as grapes were scarce in Arabia, 'wine' was 

usually prepared from varieties of dates and only 

exceptionally from grapes. 3 The question was whether 

the prohibition of wine included that of intoxicating 

drinks. The difficulty in this matter arose because 

people were accustomed to preparations of all kinds 

1. al-Kulayni al-Kcif! III, p. 32 

2. See art on "nabidh" In SEI by A. J. Wensinck, p. 428 
wherT-Zeferences are given for these different 
varieties. 

3. Ibid. 
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of dates, from raisins and other fruits, drinks which 

only became inebriating if they were preserved a long 

time and probably also if they were prepared by special 

methods. 1 Therefore it was difficult to 

determine the line of demarcation between the allowed 

and the prohibited kind. 

1ý 
Al-B'5qir was known to have prohibited all 

intoxicating drinks (muskir)2 including naISI-dh3- 

He did allow fresh fruit juices that had been 

kept for a day and a night on condition that it 

had not become intoxicating for then, even a 

little of it was forbidden. 4 All three schools 

of the Sh-Ica as well as the three of the four 

Sunrri ones prohibit the use of nabTdh. The 

Vanafis, on the other hand, allow it with some 

moderation. 

1. For more details see arts on "Khamr" in E12 and 
also in SEI by A. J. Wens-i-n-c': -k. 

2. Q5dT al-Nucm5n Dacalim al Islam II p. 130. 

3. al-Muead! AmSIT f. 224b; al-Kulayri-i al-KSf-1 III 
p-32. The tradition in the Am7alT is from al- 
B'gqir's son al-§gdiq. 

4. al-QBdT Daca*im II p. 126 
0 
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Although the tradition prohibiting nab-ldh is 

to be found in Zaydr Sources, yet Zayd himself has 

been accused of drinking nabldh by IthrracAsharl 

writers. 1 It is believed that a man once approached 

al-B'Sqir asking him what was his opinion regarding 

nabTdh for he had seen Zayd drinking it. ' To this 

al-B'Sqir is said to have replied that he was not 

ready to believe that Zayd would drink it but 

then even if he did, he was neither a Prophet 'nor 

a- trustee of the Prophet and therefore he may 

sometimes be right and sometimes wrong. It 'is quite 

likely that this tradition may have no basis, 

considering the enmity between Zayd and al-B'Mqir. - 

(iii)Al-jahr bi-bismillah 

SbIcite sources of all three origins normally 

tend to mention the masil and the nabldh together in 

a tradition of al-B'Sqir along with one other aspect 

(that does not seem to be common among them. ) But the 

Al-KashshT RijSl p. 232. This, however seems to 
be the usual smear between religious rivals. 
Ismacirl is also accused of, drinking wine by 
IthnacAsharT sources. 
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Zayd3: 1 and the Ismac3: 1.12 sources mention the 

third point as being al-Jahr bi-bismillSh 

al-Rabman al-R "i. e. saying the Bismillgh 

al-Rabm5n al-Rabim loudly as opposed to others 

who only whisper. it3 
"', 

while the I thnacAshar-14 

record the third point as being mutcat al- 

ka. jj. However the IthnacAsharis, although not 

mentioning the Bismill&h al-Rabman al-Rab with 

the nabldh and ma9b, yet are not opposed to 

it. They too believe that the -Bismillah 

al-Rab7im should be recited loudly5 but to 

them it does not -appear 
to be as important 

as to the zaydTs and to the ismUcIlls who 

consider it to be among the three things 

in which Taq-fy cannot be observed as can be 

seen from the following tradition of al-BNqir's 

1. al-MurgdT, op. cit. f. 224b. 

2. al-QUOT K. al-YOa-b f. 117 a b., 118 b. See also 
Dacawim, p. 193 where the tradition is from al- 
ýNdiq. 

3. MRlik, Muwattg' I p. 81 says not to say it loudly. 

4. al-KulaynT, al-K&fT III p. 32 

S. al-Kulayni, al-K5f! III p. 313. 
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son, al-§adiql 

v it 
-dli: r---dJ. 1 jr*- -, 01 ;_ 

'o 1- -. if 

Ali 

.I 
-� _. i, __j14, 

I-d. 
___JI a II " 

On the other side, the Zaydrs and the 

Ism5c! lI7s not only do' not mention the mutcat al-7jajj 

as one of the three things not bound by Tacii-ya but 

they oppose it Completely although the ZaydT Pect 

of the JRrUdI: ya are said to have permitted it. 2 

al-OaqT, Dacl'im. i p. 133,193. al-Q'gql p. 193 
mentions a tradition which has been reported on 
the authority of the Messenger, CA11, psan and 
Husayn, cAl-I Zayn al cRbidTn, Mu7jammad al-BZqir ýnd Jacfar al-ýadiq saying that all of them used 
to say the Bismillih loudly in SUra al-Fatiha 
and at the beginning of the SUra in each rukur';. 
CAlT b. al-Uusayn said that all the childFe-n 
of F'Ntima are agreed in that. 

2. See art. on Mutca by W. Heffening p. 418-420 in SEI 
wher7e-furtlýe--r references are given to this. Also 
see Howard I. K. A. "Mutca marriage reconsidered in 
the context of the formal procedures for Islamic 
marriage", Journal of Semitic Studies, vol. 20 
(Spring, 1975) pp. 82-92 who feels that because 
the Jarudiya were formerly supporters of al-BMqir, 
this could mean that he did actually hold the 
doctrine. 
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Uv) Mutcat al-Uajj 

Another name for this is- tamattuc which 

is one of the three types of pilgrimages, 

the other two being qirgn which involves 

combining the umra and ]a2j! and the ifrRd 

that prescribes the full rites of the hýý 

to be performed quite separate from the 

Cumral. The tamattuc form of the pilgrimage 

emphasizes a separation between the Cumra and 

the ILS: U but within the same visit. In this 

type the pilgrim, after having performed 

the opening rites, makes a minor sacrifice 

of hair (taqPT - trimming of hair) and 

leaves the state of consecration (ib )2 

until the time he resumes the rites of the 

]Lall- During this period he is not bound 

by any of the restrictions of ibrNm and 

he enjoys normal life which includes 

sexual relations as well. 

1. For more details see Howard Im3mi Shl'! Ritual in 
the context of early Islamic Jurisprudence 
(unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Cambridge, 1975) 
pp. 79-91. 

2. Ibid pp. 30 ff. 
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The problem in this context arose because 

the tamattuc form of pilgrimage could involve 

the other mutca, mutcat al-nida' for the 

pilgrim who performed the Cumra as early as the 

month of Shawwal or Dhu-al Qacda would 

resume normal life until the time of 

During this time, if he happened to be away 

from, his family, he would perhaps contract a 

temporary marriage which is concluded for a 

fixed term, at the end of which it is 

dissolved automatically. 

This kind of marriage is of special 

interest as it happens to be one of the 

main areas of controversy not only between 

the Sunn-is and IthnR cAshar-2 Shlica but also 

between the latter and the zaydr and I sid-acIll 

ShIcr. The Quranic verse' that is generally 

supposed to embody the sanction of the mutca 

marriage in the standard version is: - 

1. our'an IV : 24 
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" and all (women) besides these are 
made lawful for you, probided that 
you seek (them) with your property 
marrying (them) without committing 
fornication, then as to those by 
(marrying) whom you seek content 
(famR istamtactum bihi minhunna), 
pay them their rewards as a duty, 
and there is no blame on you about 
what you mutually agree after that 
which is stipulated. " 

In this version, the above verse does not seem to 

sanction mutca. in any way unless one -is to understand 

" mutca" by the word "istimt7a". However, Ibn cAbbgs, 

Ibn Mascad and Ubayl read the phrase "ila ajalin mus a 

(upto a fixed period) after the words "fama istamtactum 

bihi minhunna", a reading which supports the view that 

mutca was sanctioned in the Qur'Sn. 2 on the other 

hand, it is quite, possible that this type of marriage 

was not sanctioned, but was conceded by the Prophet as 

a matter of expediency. For, it is significant to note 

that the bulk of his traditions referring to mutca are 

3 about the pilgrimage or campaigns. According to 

various traditions, the Prophet subsequently prohibited 

Jeffery, A., Materials for the History of the 
text of the Qur"An, 1937 pp. 36,126,197. 

2. V. M. Daudpota and A. A. A. Fyzee, "Notes on Mutca or 
temporary marriage in Islam" JBBRAS TB-ombay, 
1932) 8 p. 83. 

3. See art on "Mutca" in Ell by Heffening. 
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itle thus supporting, the belief that like wine, this 

practice was gradually abolished. 

However, the - Ithn37 CAsharr Shica regard mutca 

marriage as valid up to the present day. They 

maintain that a divinely revealed institution could not 

be abrogated except by a divine revelation or by the 

Commandment of an , 
Infallible (macr,? Mn) 

, Imam. They 

further assert that the sanction of mutca has also been 

given by their Imams. 2 

What is significant here is that the traditions 

found in the three ShIcite sources of Zaydr, Isma-c1lT 

and Ithn& CAsharl origin appear to be contradictory 

in this particular case. The traditions are handed 

down by the same Imams, al-BSqir and his son al-Sadiq 
4 

1 Muslim Sablb Vol. 9 p. 184-185; Zayd, MajmUc 
pp. 328-9; al-QN171 Mukhtar? ar al-AthEr vol II 
p. 248 - for details see Daudpota and Fyzee "Notes 
on Mutca op. cit. pp. 87 ff. Also ref. 
al-Qgd3: ls DacPim vol II pp. 216,226. 

0 
2. al-Kulayn-1 al-K&fr III p. 32 where mutcat al-hajj 

is mentioned along with mavh and nab'Tdh. Also see 
his vol IV p. 291 and al-TUsi's NihWy p. 206. 
The bulk of their traditions go back in fact only 
to two Imams, al-BRqir and his son al-S&diq. 

0 
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in all three sources. Ithn37 cAsharT writers like 

to believe that the traditions in Zayd! and IsmRcTl! l 

sources are a later f abrication2 but this can be 

considered a mere assumption on their part as the 

core of the traditions in all three sources go back 

to the same period. 

(v) The AdhcTn or Call to the ritual prayer 

This is another matter of dispute between the 

ShIcts' and the Sunnis. But unlike the mutca, the 

ShIcIs of all three origins are agreed on the view 

that cUmar had tampered with the formula of the adhFn 

and caused one of the formulas to be dropped. 3 This 

It is interesting to note that in this respect 
OR41 al-Nucman relied on zayd! tradition and 
disregarded the ImamT sources on which he 
generally relied. See Madelung's art. "The 
Sources of IsmMcTlT Law" JNES 35 (1976) pp. 32-3. 

2. al-CAmill, Sayyid cAbd al Husayn Sharaf al din, 
Al-PuOul al-Muhimma (Saida 1374 A. H. ) p. 59 Apud 
U. M. Daudpota and A. A. A. Fyzee "Notes on Mut a 
op. cit. p. 82. Also see Howard I. K. A., Imami 
ShI c-T Rituals P. 32 and "Mutca marriage 
reconsidered.... " Journal of Semitic Studies 
vol. 20 No. 2 (1975) U2-92. 

3. al-0511 K. al YdX f 41 b; Also see his DacUl im 
p. 182, al-Mufad! Amali f. 24 b; al Fall b. 
ShEdh'5n, al-ld pp. 201-202. 
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formula, the Shica assert was bayya Cal7a Khayr al- 

Camall but cUmar, fearing that people would give 

preference to prayers than jihad gave such orders 

as to have that formula removed. 

As this is a serious allegation, it calls for a 

brief discussion as to 'whether this formula did belong 

to the adhan at an early period or whether the ShTca 

had conjectured the whole thing and made it belatedly 

their own. The early jurists and the traditionists 

have passed over in silence on this issue and therefore 

it would seem as though the Shica have imagined the 

whole thing up. However, some evidence regarding 

it has been preserved in ShaybZnl's recension of 

MRlik's Muwattg@2 giving us an indication that the 

formula did belong to the adhEn at a much earlier 

al-OaQT k. al YdS f. 44 b; Daca'im I p. 172 
al-MurEd! op. cit. al-Fall b. Sliadhan op. cit. 
The full formula for the Shica adhan would thus 
run as follows: (i) Allahu Akbar--TIT) Ashhadu an 
la ilSh illa Allah (iii) Ashhadu anna MuDammadan 
RasTIl AllBh (iv) Hayya cala al-§alat (v) jayya 
cala'al-falED (vi) Hayya CalS Khayr al- amal 
(vii) Allahu akbar (ýriii) La ilah illa'Allah. 
The Sunni adh7an does not have number (vi) See 
Th. W. Juynboll art. adli-an EI2 

2. al-Muwatt7a'- recension of al-Shaybirri (Cairo, 
1976) p: *55 
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period. The tradition recorded by ShaybanT which has a 

standard Medinan isn! d'(MNlik - Mi - Ibn cumar) says 

that Ibn CUmar sometimes used to recite bayya cal'5 

khayr al-camal after bayya calN al-fala One may 

perhaps doubt the authenticity of such a tradition; but 

in this case there is hardly any room for doubt as it 

is used for a practice that was no longer in use. ' It 

must be noted however that Shayb7arri rejects this 

practice saying that nothing that did not belong to the 

adh'Sn should be added to it. ' Yet, it is significant 

that this tradition is not to be found in Yary'a- b. 

Yaýya al-Laythr's recension of the MuwatCa'2 and in 

fact seems to have been submerged by all Sunni sources 

until it reappears in Ibn Hazm3 who also rejects it as 

a fabrication. 

ShIlite sources of all three origins record 

traditions from al-BSqir4 saying that the formula was 

1. Howard, I. K. A. "The development of the AdhEn and 
Iqlma of the $all in Early Islam", Journal of 
Semitic Studies, vol. 26, No. 2 (1981) Also see 
his thesis, Imama Shic! 'Ritual p. 266 

2. MNlik b. Anas al-Muwatta" (recension of Yahya b. 
YaVy'S al-Layth). Beriut 1955 , 

3. Ibn Hazm, K. al Muball (Cairo, 1351 A. H. ) iii, 
161. 

4. al-Q101 - K. al Yda-b f. 41b, 44b; Dacl'im P. 182 
al-Murad'17 - AmAll f 24-25; al-Fadl b. SbNdhan, 
al-Yd p. 201-202; 0 
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originally there but was later removed-by cUmar. Since 

all the three sources independently support the fact 

that al-Baqir did make this statement and since the 

tradition regarding it has been mentioned in Shayban-i's 

recension of Malik's MuwattV, it seems quite likely 

that the formula did in fact belong to the early period 

and it is also possible that it-, may have been removed 

during cUmar's caliphate. However, if we are to 

accept the suggestion that as the form of the adhNn had 

not been fixed, the formula of -', bayya Cala 

khayr al Camal may have been added to by the 

Ahl al Bay after the martyrdom of Vusayn, to emphasize 

the quiescent policy of the Imams' then' we shall 

have to retract the former conclusion , about the 

possibility of the' formula being removed during 

cUmar's time. For, the martyrdom of Vusayn comes 

much later after cUmar's time so how could the 

formula be removed duringý his time when it was 

introduced afterwards? In that case either one has 

to forget that cUmar ever tampered with the 

1. Howard, Imami Sh-1cr Ritual, pp. 266-277. 
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ad1ran or have to maintain that the Imams reintroduced 

(instead of introduced) this barred formula after 

nusayngs martyrdom. 

(vi) ouriu-t 

The term qurru which came to mean 

imprecation against political enemies during 

ritual prayer, may originally not have meant 

that. For the Our'37hic phrase wa q-um-u li'll7aht 

qNniti which follows the words "Keep the 

r? a1a Va- and the Vallt al wusta" does not seem 

to indicate that meaning literally and 

commentators have suggested its meaning to be 

either a state of submission or supplication2. 

Al-TabarT3 also gives no suggestion that qun7ut 

means "cursing enemies" and neither does the 

Lisan al CArab4. Most commentators of the 

11: 238 

2. Supplication may include cursing although not 
necessarily see SEI p. 271 art. Ijun-ut by A. J. 
Wensinck saying there is no unanimity among 
lecicographers about its meaning. 

3. Tabar7i- TafsTr V 228-237 (new edition) 

4. Ibn Mani-ur Lis5'n al-cArab, section on 
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hadi'thl seem to 
. maintain that qurMut is a 

standing recitation" usually connected in 

meaning with ducV The traditions that have 

come down to us about qurru are very 

conflicting, some favouring ýit2j, others 

either rejecting it altogether3, or restricting 

4 it to certain prayers Yet others state that 

the prophet had said it only during a 

certain period and then abandoned it. 5 

Except Abu Hanifa who excluded qurrut from 

all prescribed prayer,, 
6 others mainly seem 

to dispute whether the qu rM t is allowed 

in all prayers or restricted to a certain 

prayer i. e. the gal7at al-wusta. 

1 Muslim, K. al-Iman trad 100; NawaVil, TirmidIf-1 
$al7a bab 168. - See for more details the art. 
on ]SunU in SEI by A. J. Wensinck. 

2. Shaficli, K. al-Umm VII 285-7 

3. See Schacht Origins pp. 267-8 for more references 

4. AbT Yus*5f K. al-AthEr 69 dislikes qunU in general 
but allows it in 71-tr. He includes a tradition 
from cAlT saying 'r'Praise Allah, bless the 
Messenger and ask (help) for yourself. " This 
does not specifically imply cursing. 

5. Schacht Origins pp. 267-8 

6. This tallies with the views of the Murjilites who 
endeavoured not to get involved with disputes, 
about the merits of the Companions. See art. 
EI-"Murii'a" by A. J. Wensinck. 
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This dispute stems from the interpretation of 

the above mentioned Qur"gnic verse namely whether 

q57nit37n refers to all the prayers or only to qal5t 

al-wusta. M-alikl thinks it is galEt al-wusta which 

for him is the fair prayer. Strothmann2 and Goldziher3 

believe that the Zaydis also followed the Malikis 

although the traditions in the AmBall Abmad b. cIsa4 

from al-B-aqir reported by AbU al-Jar5d does not specify 

the times of qunUt. Traditions in IsmScIll sources5 

maintain that the qunUt prayer has many aspects to 

it showing that there is nothing fixed for qunUt. Thus 

it can be said at any time in all prayers if one so 

wishes and it does not necessarily involve cursing. 

Ithnci cAsharT sources6 refer qRnit-I to all prayers 

and so does ShRficj7. 

1. Malik Muwatta' 1 159,139 

2. See Howard, Imami ShICT Ritual p. 284 note 205 

Ibid. 

4. The traditions, only say that he heard AbU Jacfar 
(al-Baqir) saying that the Prophet and cAli used 
to curse men in qunU , naming them specifically. 
See f. 37b. 

5. Dacg" - im I p. 246ý 

6. al-K5'fT 111 339-40 and al-BarqT op. ci II p. 324 

7. K. al-Umm VII pp. 285-7 has traditions from al- 
Bgqir and al-Sadiq supporting qunU in all prayers 
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(vii)gal'gt al JanEza 

The funeral prayer is yet another subject of 

dispute between the Sunnis and the Sh-l-cas. The Sunnis 

maintain it should consist of four takbirs while the 
t 

ShTc5s of all origin say it is five. 1 Both groups 

claim their final authority to be the Prophet whose 

practice according to the traditions that have come 

down to us seems to have varied from time to time 

as well as from Person to person. There are reportS2 

maintaining that the Prophet used to either say four 

or five or six takb7irs. This practice was carried 

on by the first caliph but was standardized to four 

takbIrs by the second caliph, cUmar on the basis of 

the last funeral service performed by the Prophet. 3 

1. al-Q'Fý! ýal -Nucman DaCS'im I p. 282 Zayd b. CA11 
Musnad 167; Al-Kulayn71- al-KXfT 111 171. 

2. AbU YusT! f in his K. al-Athar p. 79 reports a 
tradition from IbrMh1m al-NTkhicl. ' Also see 
Howard, ImSud- ShIcr Ritual p. 172 for more 
details. 

3. ibid. The ZaydTs preserve a similar account 
without cUmar's search for the last funeral 
service performed by the Prophet or his conclusion 
from it. 
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'Al'r is reported to have said up to seven takbTrs. 1 

M-alik2 and al-ShUfVT3 both follow the practice 

of four. takb; -lrs, although elsewhere Shaf-I'r does record 

traditions that cAlr had said five or six takbTrs 

at one funeral4. As late as the fifth century, Ibn 

Hazm5 records the names of some Companions6 saying five 

takbTrs. This shows that the matter wa disputed early 

in Islam and that the ShIca have not made this doctrine 

belatedly their own. 

These are but few of the legal problems that 

were being discussed and argued over during the late 

first and early second centuries of Islam. In his 

Zaydl*tradition from Zayd b. CAlT who reports that 
cA171 used to say four, five, six or seven takbTrs 
but he himself states that there are five takbTrs. 
Ibid. 

2. Muwattg' 
'1 

226-7, See Howard, Ii'aml ShICT Ritual 
for details on the weakness in ITýR-117r-straditions. 

3. K. al-Umm 1 239. 

4. Ibid 1,251; VII 156 

5. Ibn Hazm K. al-Muballa. V 124 

6. Among them were Zayd b. al-Arqam, Ibn MascG'd and cAlT. 
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own group and to others who came to ask his views, 

al-BNqir was also giving his own specific views of 

these and other legal matters as can be seen from 

the above discussion. Besides the points already 

discussed, other problems that were being expounded 

at the time by al-Blqir and others were the Khiy'a'r 

al-Majlis (the right of option given to a party in 

a sale as long as they had not separated), the rites 

of pilgrimage, the right to * sell the umm al-walad 

and many other points. This makes him the first Imam 

to systematically undertake the teaching of law to his 

followers in particular and others in general. 
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CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, although al-BFqir eschewed active 

political action, - he had a significant role to play in 

history, both from the intellectual point of view as 

well as from the religious angle. He emerges as a 

versatile scholar conversant not only in matters of 

rites and rituals but also on the exegesis, of Qur"Sn, 

the traditions. of the Prophet, questions pertaining to 

law as such, as well as theological topics of both 

mundane and spiritual nature. It is also significant 

to note that before al-B'5qir's time SI-fi-cite learning 

appeared limited. Then, suddenly in his time, there is 

a sudden profusion of knowledge on various aspects as 

seen by the vast number 4of traditions that have come 

down from him. This makes him the first Imam of the 

ShTca from whom such knowledge has been preserved and 

in fact because of his times he was also the first Imam 

to engage in systematic teaching. 

At the time when al-BUqir lived, there were many 

groups who, being dissatisfied with the reigning rulers 

began denouncing them in different ways - some 

resorting to political action, some acquiesing and some 

diverting their energies to religious learning. Among 
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the dissatisfied were groups of ShIcites; many among 

them public ly denounced the Umayyads and wanted to take 

immediate political action against them. They placed 

before the people a hope of a delivererwhich they said 

could only come from the Ahl al-Bayt of the Prophet. 

This last aspect was exploited by many. Thus the 

various groups such as Mukht7ar and the KaysSn-1ya in its 

various branches, the Zaydlya and its sister branches 

as well as other Alids like al-Hasan al-Muthanna 

propagating for his son, al-Nafs al-ZakTya all had a 

different concept about the Imam and the Imamate. 

In order to bring some sort of order in the chaos 

that had thus occurred as well as the resulting 

confused concept of Imamate, al-BSqir put forward his 

own theory of Imamate which had Qur'Nn and 

DadYth as its bases. He also explained the necessary 

qualities that an Imam must possess such as nagg, 

cIlm, NUr, Iuma and others that distinguished the Imam 

from others and made him al-afoal al-NNs, the best of 

mankind. In this manner, he declared himself as 

the representative of God on earth and the divine 

interpreter of His words. By demonstrating his role 

in providing true knowledge in this world and in 

providing intercession in the hereafter, al-B'Gqir 

also proposed a theory of Imamate that was not 

necessarily rebellious and which therefore did not 
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depend on political power. This was quite timely as 

many had come to believe by then that the Imam is 

not an Imam unless he bids for political power. This 

theory of al-B'5qir's suited the reigning Umayyads very 

well who thus left him in peace to pursue the 

intellectual and religious activities. 

This was also the time when the pious were 

beginning to construct total systems of their life and 

providing an ethical code for the followers of its 

precepts. This resulted in varying interpretations 

given by 'the various scholars on a variety of 

questions. Amidst this, evidence shows that al- 

B5qir, being an eminent and distinguished scholar of 

Iýadith, numerous people came to him for advice 

regarding many problems as well - as about the 

traditions of the Prophet on which he was considered a 

reliable authority. 

Another area where al-BSqir played a significant 

role was in the enhancement of the Prophetic 

traditions. Just before his time, Sunna used to be 

considered as the 'custom' of the particular place 

and many scholars used to give judgements according to 

the 'custom' of their own particular area rather than 

according to the traditions of the Prophet. Along 
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with the 'pious movement', al-BFqir emphasized the 

importance of the traditions of the Prophet but 

whereas the former included the traditions of 

the whole community, al-B*Eqir only accepted traditions 

of the Prophet as attested by the Imams from the 

Prophet's family. 

The above attitude of al-BUqir distinguished them 

from the rest of the community and formed the bases 

from which ShTca law and theology emerged. He thus 

became instrumental in founding a separate school, the 

Madhhab Ahl al-Bay having different views on many 

aspects of fiqh such as masb Cal'5 al-khuffay , nabTd 

adha , jarh b-Ibismillah and such other legal problems. 

Moreover like the Alb3b al-liadl7th, al-BEqir and his 

school also rejected the use of ray (opinion) and 

qiNýas (analogy) when giving judgements on juridical 

questions. Thus, amidst the varying interpretations 

given by the different scholars, al-BFqir's followers 

were able to seek advice and guidance from him on 

these various legal matters and this also distinguished 

them from others. 

Al-Baqir also contributed to the theological 

doctrines concering Tm9n, taqTya, qadalwa al-qadar, the 

unity of God as well as a host of other related topics 
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that were being discussed and hotly debated in his 

time. 

Thus, al-B57qir emerges not only as a head of a 

particular group, having founded a separate school and 

providing a basis for them but he also comes forth as 

one of the most distinguished scholars of the 

period disseminating knowledge on all aspects to the 

general public. 
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